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Annotation. Today, the need for energy is the most pressing and urgent need in 

the world. Therefore, scientific approaches in the world place great emphasis on 

energy. Alternative energy sources play a key role in electricity generation. Nuclear 

power plants and thermal power plants are harmful in terms of safety and emissions 

to nature. To solve such problems, it is preferable to use alternative energy sources. 

Methods. In this article, it is necessary to obtain a semiconductor crystal 

material to generate alternative energy. In order to obtain such a semiconductor 

crystalline material, the main task in the article is to form zinc oxide nanorods to 

form a p-n transition layer. There are several ways to grow nanorods. These include: 

gas phase growth, laser light growth, fiber laser growth, chemical and hydrothermal 

growth. Gas-phase growth method: molecules that form nanorods in solution are sent 

by nitrogen or other gas, the energy is transferred by a stream of gas. In laser light, 

the energy given to a molecule is transmitted by laser light. The solution is energized 

using a pulsed laser beam. Chemically, the solution is heated in an autoclave for 

5-24 hours. 

Results. In the work covered in the article, a hydrothermal method was used to 

grow zinc oxide nanorods. The advantage of using this method is its low cost and 

convenience in terms of equipment. At the same time it is difficult to find substances 

from cheap laboratory equipment and solutions. However, this method of 

hydrothermal cultivation is almost impossible to find and use in the laboratory and in 
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solution. The samples need to be thermally processed by growing zinc oxide 

nanorods. 

Discussion. The article discusses methods and examples of growing nanorods to 

form organic heterostructures based on zinc oxide nanorods. The study synthesized 

zinc oxide nanorods hydrothermally grown at low temperatures. The study analyzed 

the structural properties of zinc oxide nanorods grown hydrothermally based on 

images obtained under a scanning electron microscope. 

Conclusion. On the surface of ITO trays, nanocrystalline buds of ZnO were 

formed by the spin coating method, and this method was found to distribute them 

evenly relative to the buds formed by the dip coating method. 

Keywords: ZnO, nanorods, base, ITO (InSnO), spin coating, dip coating, spay 

pyrolysis, Hydrothermal synthesis, Ultrasonic bath, high precision electronic scales, 

tevlon autoclave, SEM (S-4800, Hitachi), Indium - tin- oxide ((InSnO2) ITO), 

chemical sediment. 

 

Introduction. Today, as people's demand for technology grows, technology is 

evolving very rapidly. Everyone wants to have more capabilities of the devices they 

use.  For this reason, there is a shift from microtechnology to nanotechnology. 

Sufficient results have also been achieved in the field of nanotechnology. Scientific 

inventions in this area allow to achieve high efficiency and economy in many 

important areas, such as economics, medicine, aviation, radio electronics. The 

concept of nanotechnology, which is boldly entering our lives, plays an important 

role in accelerating the development of our society, improving the well-being of our 

lives, overcoming environmental, social and other problems in our lives. This is 

because such scientific discoveries serve to obtain and apply new materials with 

unique properties and nanomaterials resistant to extreme conditions. Therefore, the 

world is paying more attention to expanding the scope of nanotechnological research 

and the widespread use of innovative technologies in this area. For example, the 

science of quantum computer science has emerged as a result of research in the field 

of computer technology. This field includes the development of quantum computers 

with nano-sized processors and the development of software for them. In quantum 

computers, one or more atoms are used to write a unit of information. The modern 

computers we use billions of atoms to carry out this process. This means that 

quantum computers automatically increase the speed, compactness and efficiency of 

the computational process. The development of nanotechnology opens up new 

prospects for the creation of low-cost, highly efficient solar elements with the 

creation and processing of new nanomaterials, which are expected in the efficient use 

of light energy. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory has released new data 

for the first quarter of 2020 on solar element development trends. According to the 

data, the efficiency of multi-junction cells (Multi-junction Cells) is ~ 47%. In 

addition, silicon-based solar elements have the highest efficiency of ~ 27%. 

Prospective solar elements (Emerging Photovoltaics) play a special role in a wide 

class of solar elements. These types of solar elements include organic dyes, 

perovskite-based, electrically conductive polymers, and quantum dot photocells. The 

highest efficiency of solar elements of this class is ~ 29.1. There are many reasons 
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why the elements of this class are promising solar elements. In particular, the high 

purity of the materials used, the relatively low cost of their synthesis, absorbs a large 

part of the spectrum of solar radiation. From this perspective, organic solar elements 

are a real prospect among alternative energy sources. Research in this area has been 

growing rapidly in recent years. In hybrid structural organic solar cells, the 

electrically conductive polymer and the inorganic material have a planar structure. 

Nanostructures of zinc oxide (ZnO), titanium oxide (TiO2) and zinc sulfide (ZnS) are 

widely used as inorganic materials. In hybrid structural organic solar cells, ZnO 

nanorods are used as transparent, electrically conductive electrodes. This is because 

the surface area of the heterojunction layer increases when homogeneous, spatially 

oriented ZnO nanorods are grown on electrically conductive trays. This leads to 

effective separation of charge carriers and increased efficiency. 

Materials and methods. Structural properties of zinc oxide nanorods. Zinc 

oxide (ZnO) belongs to a broad class of semiconductor compounds of the A2B6 type 

and crystallizes to form a lattice in the form of a hexagonal syngonium. The chemical 

bond between the zinc atom and the oxygen atom is averaged between the covalent 

and ionic bonds. In crystals with this structure, each atom is surrounded by 4 different 

types of atoms, that is, they have the same valence, which is equal to 4. ZnO has 

3 main crystal structures in the form of hexoganal wurcite, cubic roxalt, and cubic 

sphalerite (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of ZnO crystal structures: 

a) cubic roxalt, b) cubic sphalerite, c) hexoganal wurcite 
 

The crystal structure of ZnO nanostructures is highly dependent on the 

environment. Among all the crystal structures of ZnO, the crystals with the wurtzite 

structure are the thermodynamically stable phase. It can be seen that ZnO 

nanostructures have a strong covalent bond because the tetrahedral coordination in 

the hexagonal wurcite structure represents the sp3 covalent bond. The elementary cell 

of the Wurtsite structure of ZnO consists of 2 atoms, which consist of interlocking, 

tightly wrapped hexagonal grids of Zn2
+ and O2, located relative to each other along 

the caxis. In this case, each grid contains an elementary cell consisting of four atoms. 
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Each atom of zinc is surrounded by 4 atoms of oxygen, and vice versa, the 

surrounding atoms are coordinated at tetrahedral angles. The crystal lattice 

parameters have the following values a = 3.2495 Ao and c = 5.2069 Ao [3]. The 

hexagonal wurcite structure of ZnO is an open structure in which zinc atoms occupy 

half of the tetrahedral center. Although the octahedral spaces are empty, the ZnO 

crystal has many spaces for specific defects and external entrances. 

There are four important crystallographic directions in the Wurcite structural 

ZnO crystal; the non-polar direction is m, the hemispherical direction is a, and the 

polar direction is a plane of zinc atoms and a plane of oxygen atoms. The physical 

and chemical properties of these two polar surfaces are different. The surfaces of the 

polarized surface c are considered smooth and stable. Compared to crystallographic 

directions, the hemispherical jaw is uneven and unstable relative to the polar and non-

polar jaws. These differences affect the growth of ZnO nanostructures. Sphalerite is 

structurally ZnO metastable and is stabilized only by heteroepitaxial growth in a 

cubic lattice. For example, ZnS, GaAs / ZnS and Pt / Ti / SiO2 / Si. When the bases 

do not match, a small number of sphalerite phases are formed away from the 

crystallographic defective wurcite phase. The color of ZnO varies from white to 

yellow-green depending on the presence of different compounds, depending on the 

deviation from the stoichiometry. The molar mass of ZnO is 81.408 g / mol, the 

molar heat capacity is 40.28 J / mol⋅K, the refractive index is in the range of 2.015 to 

2.068, and the density is 5.6 ± 0.1 g / cm3. ZnO nanostructures exhibit diamagnetic 

properties because there are no unbound electrons in its outer electron shell. 

Electronic zone structure of ZnO nanostructures. Information about the 

electronic zone structure of semiconductors is very important in their use in various 

devices, as well as in improving the efficiency of devices. In addition, the structure of 

the energy zone gives an idea of the state of the electron hole. In this regard, the 

active study of ZnO structures began in the 1970s. The first theoretical calculations 

were published in scientific publications in 1969 by U. Ressler. Following these 

studies, a number of theoretical approaches have been proposed to calculate the 

energy zone structures of the various structures of ZnO, in particular the Local 

Approximation Density and First Principles methods. Although a number of 

agreements have been reached during the study to quantify the width of the forbidden 

zone, conflicting approaches have made it difficult to predict the 3d orbital location 

of the soul. Taking into account the 3d orbital of the soul allows to achieve 

proportionality with experimental data. In, the authors compared the “Local 

approximation density” method, which studies the 3d orbital of the soul, with the 

“Correction method pseudopotential self-interaction” method, which takes into 

account the 3d state. The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the energy zone of the Wurcite structure of ZnO 

calculated by the methods of "Local approximation density" (a) and (b) 

"Correction method pseudopotential self-interaction" 
 

The figure shows that the minimum of the conduction band and the maximum of 

the valence band are located at the Gamma point of the Brillouin band, corresponding 

to the quasi-pulse index k = 0, and ZnO is a straight-band semiconductor material. 

The band in the ~ –9 eV field in Figure 3 corresponds to the 3d orbital of zinc, and 

the bands in the -5 eV ÷ 0 eV field correspond to the 2d orbital of oxygen. The 

bandwidth calculated using the correction method pseudopotential self-interaction is 

3.37 eV, which is fully consistent with the experimental results. According to the 

results obtained by the method of local approximation density, the band gap of ZnO 

is 0.23 eV, which is less than ~ 3 eV obtained in practical studies. In addition to 

theoretical calculations, the energy zone structures of ZnO nanostructures are also 

studied using experimental methods. For example, Photoinduced X-ray absorption, 

X-ray and photoemission spectroscopy, Photoelectron spectroscopy with angular 

resolution and Diffraction of slow electrons methods. The results of experimental 

studies show that the valence band of ZnO is formed at the 2p level of oxygen and the 

3d level of zinc, and the conduction band is formed at the s orbital of zinc. In 

practical studies, it was found that the width of the restricted zone of the wyrcite 

structure of ZnO lies in the range of 3.2 eV to 3.4 eV. As for the polycrystalline and 

dispersion patterns of ZnO, the bandwidth of the forbidden zone depends on various 

factors. A number of studies have been conducted on the effect of deformation stress 

on the optical properties of ZnO structures. A number of studies have studied the 

effects of temperature on thermal processing of ZnO powders and nanoscale films. In 

pulverized samples of ZnO, when heated from 1000C to 2000C, the band gap 

increased from 2.75 eV to 3 eV, with a particle size decrease from 18.4 nm to 5.3 nm 

[22]. Experiments have shown that the mixture of ions evaporates with increasing 

temperature, which leads to a decrease in the width of the restricted zone. The 

opposite result was found to increase the particle diameter from 6 nm to 40 nm and 

change the absorption spectra when heated to 1000C - 5000C [23], i.e., a decrease in 

the band gap. The change in spectra can be explained by quantum-scale effects, or by 

the evaporation of acetate ions from the surface of nanoparticles. The increase in 

particle size is due to the aggregation of small particles as the heating temperature 
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rises. Similar results were observed for an increase in ZnO particle size from 2.79 nm 

to 10.25 nm in glass-bottomed ZnO films. As the particle size increased from 3.5 nm 

to 12 nm, the band gap decreased from 3.365 eV to 3.34 eV. 

Optical properties of ZnO nanostructures. ZnO binary semiconductors are 

characterized by high exciton binding energy (~ 60 meV, 26 meV for GaN, 22 meV 

for ZnSe, and 4.2 meV for GaAs). The luminescence properties of ZnO 

nanostructures are strongly influenced by specific and introductory defects.  There 

are 2 different types of specific defects in the crystal structure of ZnO: 1-donor type 

(oxygen vacancy (VO) and interstitial zinc (Zni)), 2-acceptor type (Zinc vacancy (VZn) 

and interstitial oxygen (Oi)). Also, defects caused by the mutual exchange of atoms 

(the zinc atom ZnO instead of the oxygen atom and the oxygen atom OZn instead of 

the zinc atom) and the introductory atoms trapped in the crystal lattice of ZnO 

(Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Schematics of the location of defects in the crystal structure of ZnO: 

(a) Zinc vacancy VZn, (b) Oxygen vacancy VO, (c) Nodular node Zni,(d) Nodular 

oxygen Oi, (e) Zinc atom instead of oxygen ZnO, (f) The oxygen atom 

OZn in place of the zinc atom and (g) the introductory 

atoms attached to the crystal lattice 
 

The energy levels generated by the specific defects listed above in the restricted 

zone of ZnO nanostructures are shown in Figure 4 below. 

The photoluminescence spectrum of ZnO nanostructures consists of an exciton 

radiation band in the UV field and several radiation bands belonging to specific ZnO 

defects in the visible field. Purple-blue (390–460 nm), green (500–520 nm), yellow-

yellow, depending on the method of synthesis, the various effects after growth, the 

conditions of arousal of luminescence and temperature Radiation bands such as red 

(~ 650 nm) can be observed. The narrow band in the UV field confirms the 

observation of forced radiation in ZnO nanorods. The maximum of this band depends 

on the temperature at which the luminescence is aroused, the type of excitation 
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source and its parameters. The effect of high temperature heating on the 

luminescence properties of ZnO nanostructures has been studied in many studies. 

Figure 4. Energy levels of specific defects in ZnO 
 

The results show that as the heating temperature increases, the band intensity 

associated with the free excitons of ZnO in the UV field increases sharply, leading to 

a change in the position of the radiation bands in the visible part of the spectrum and 

the band intensity and half-width. different changes can be witnessed. In particular, 

studied the effect of high temperature heating on the luminescence properties of 

hydrophilically grown ZnO nanorods (at 80 ℃, 8 h). As the heating temperature 

increased, the intensity of the UV band in the luminescence spectrum increased 

monotonously. In the luminescence spectrum of newly grown ZnO nanorods, a 

radiation band associated with crystalline defects was observed at 560 nm (Figure 5). 

The authors claimed that this radiation band belonged to the oxygen atoms located 

between the crystal lattice nodes. 

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of luminescenceof ZnO nanostructures 
 

In the heated ZnO nanorods, the radiation band at 560 nm is lost and a new 

radiation band at ~ 520 nm is formed. The study showed that the radiation band 

at ~ 520 nm is related to oxygen vacancy. There are studies that differ from these 

results. In particular, studied the effect of high temperature heating on the 

luminescence properties of ZnO nanorods grown on hydrothermal silicon substrates 
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(for 2 hours at 93 ℃). The results of the study show that in the luminescence 

spectrum of ZnO nanorodes heated at 500 ℃, the band intensity in the UV field was 

higher than in the samples heated at 600 ℃ and 700 ℃. 

Result anddiscussion. Object and methods of research. ZnO nanorods are 

mainly synthesized using gas-phase chemical growth, laser pulse growth, and 

chemical growth from solution (hydrothermal method). Among these methods, the 

hydrothermal method is relatively convenient and economically viable. Hydrothermal 

inorganic compounds in a closed system, in aqueous solutions at temperatures below 

100°C and 1 atm. is grown by chemical reaction at pressures above. This method is 

based on the dissolution of insoluble oxides, silicates, germanates, sulfides under 

normal conditions at high temperatures and pressures of water. As an aqueous solvent 

can be used aqueous solutions of some acids, salts called "mineralizers", which 

increase the solubility of given compounds. The traditional transition scheme of the 

hydrothermal synthesis process is that the mixture of components is heated to a given 

temperature and pressure. As a result of the interaction of the components in the 

solution, new compounds are formed that are thermodynamically stable: 
 

A + B ⟶ C 
 

Under hydrothermal conditions, metastable products are formed, the strength of 

which is less than the stability of the stable phase. The interaction of the primary 

components follows the following scheme: 
 

M ⟵ A + B ⟶ C 
 

Changes in temperature and pressure often allow for effective control of given 

interaction parameters. As a result, the grown structures have a stable or metastable 

phase. ZnO nanorods are mainly grown on glass, ITO (InSnO) coated glass, pure 

silicon, quartz glass plates, depending on the field of application. The quality of 

nanorods depends on the cleanliness of the trays. The process of hydrothermal growth 

of ZnO nanorods is carried out in the following stages: 

a). Cleaning the trays; Nanorode trays are first cleaned in an ultrasonic bath 

with acetone, ethyl alcohol, and distilled water. It is advisable to check the level of 

purity under optical microscopes; 

b). Formation of ZnO nanocrystalline buds on the surface of cleaned trays 

for the growth of ZnO nanorods; One of the important features of the hydrothermal 

method is the need to first form nanocrystalline buds on the surface of the trays for 

the growth of nanorods. Methods of forming nanocrystalline buds, such as spin 

coating, dip coating, spay pyrolysis, are widely used in practice. Many researchs use 

the spin coating method. In this case, the bottom of the solution is rotated at a large 

angular velocity (2000 - 30,000 circle / minute). In the process, a thin film of solution 

forms on the surface of the tray. The rotation is repeated several times until a 

homogeneous film is formed on the base surface (Figure6). 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the spin coating process 
 

After the rotation process, the trays are heated in the open air at 200°C - 350°C 

for 15-60 minutes. During heating, the foreign matter evaporates, and the zinc atoms 

in the solution combine with the oxygen atoms in the air to form ZnO nanocrystalline 

buds on the surface of the substrates. 

The second most common method is the dip coating method. In this method, the 

trays are removed from the solution at a small speed (0.1 - 0.5 mm / min). During 

extraction, a thin film of solution forms on the surface of the trays.This process can 

be repeated several times. When the extraction process is complete, the samples are 

heated in the open air.  In this case, the foreign matter dissipates and the 

nanocrystalline buds form a stronger bond with the tray. Another method of forming 

nanocrystalline buds is the spray pyrolysis method. In the formation of ZnO 

nanocrystalline buds using the spray pyrolysis method, the solution is converted into 

fine particles using an ultrasonic generator and driven to the heated surface of the tray 

using a conductive gas (Ar, N2). As a result, nanocrystalline buds of ZnO are formed 

on the surface of the trays. This method also has its advantages. In particular, it is 

possible to obtain a homogeneous thin film on the surface of the trays, but the 

thickness of the film is larger than in other methods. This, in turn, has a significant 

effect on the size and shape of the nanorods that grown from the buds formed. 

c) Growth stage; Hydrothermal synthesis is carried out in a Teflon autoclave 

because it is resistant to high pressure and temperature and hermetically sealed. Prior 

to synthesis, the Teflon cylinder of the autoclave is cleaned in an ultrasonic bath. 

A solution for hydrothermal synthesis is prepared. In many studies, a solution of 

HTMA (C6H12N4), zinc nitrate hexahydrate (ZnN2O6 6H2O) in distilled or dionized 

water in an amount of 0.1 mM to 1 M was used as the solution, taking into account 

the size of the Teflon cylinder, the material of the selected tray and other possibilities. 

The solution is poured into the autoclave cylinder after the trays are placed 

perpendicular to the base of the cylinder (parallel in some researchs). The following 

chemical reaction takes place:  
 

(CH2)6N4 + 6H2O → 6HCHO + 4NH3 

NH3 + H2O → NH4
+ + OH- 

(2OH- + Zn2+ → Zn(OH)2) 

Zn(OH)2 → ZnO + H2O 
 

The Teflon cylinder is tightly closed and placed in an autoclave, and placed in a 

special oven at 70 °C to 95 °C for 2 to 24 hours. The autoclave is then cooled to form 

trays containing ZnO nanorods. In some cases, the solution in the autoclave was 
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changed and the synthesis was repeated. It was noted that the length and quality of 

the synthesized nanorods increased significantly. The nanorod matrix obtained from 

the autoclave is heated from 150oC to 700oC to allow foreign substances to evaporate 

and the nanorodes to adhere tightly to the substrate. The structural and morphological 

properties of the samples are studied using a series of tests (scanning electron 

microscope, X-ray analysis, etc.). Another widely used method of growing ZnO 

nanorods is the gas-phase chemical method. This method has a number of 

advantages, in particular, the growth of crystals on differently oriented bases from the 

gaseous phase (conductive film-coated glass, silicon oxide, gallium nitride, aluminum 

oxide), achieving low melting and boiling point of metallic zinc in the laboratory.  

and its easy transition to the gaseous state. Gas-phase chemical augmentation is 

carried out using a horizontal cylindrical, two-zone reactor (Figure 7).  

Figure 7. Schematic representation of gas-phase chemical cultivation 
 

In the first zone, zinc vapor is formed, and in the second zone, oxidation and 

sedimentation take place. The synthesis of ZnO nanorods by gas-phase chemical 

growth is carried out in a quartz reactor as follows. First, a high vacuum is created in 

the reactor. Argon or nitrogen is introduced during the vacuum formation process. At 

this time, the pressure in the reactor is about 1 to 1000 mbar. The temperature in the 

growth zone (T2) is raised to the operating value. Mainly in the range of 300 - 400 0C. 

Once the T2 value in the growth zone is reached, oxygen is supplied to the reactor. the 

total consumption of a mixture of oxygen and argon is 4 to 6 liters / hour.During the 

process, zinc vapor passes from the evaporation zone to the growth zone, where it 

reacts with oxygen. According to the given synthesis conditions, the consumption of 

zinc is 4-30 grams / hour. The duration of the synthesis is 5 to 30 minutes. The 

scheme of growth of ZnO nanorods by gas-phase chemical growth is shown in 

Figure 8 below.When oxygen enters the growth zone, it forms a chemical bond with 

liquid zinc. 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the growth of ZnO nanorods 

during gas-phase chemical growth 
 

During the reaction, the saturated solution in the ZnO droplet precipitates on the 

substrates and solid ZnO crystallizes in the tray due to the temperature difference. 

The length of each evaporation and subsidence zone is about 150 mm. Drowning is 

carried out simultaneously on 3 or 4 trays of different sizes with a step of 10-20 mm. 

Mandatory conditions for obtaining high quality ZnO nanorods in the process of gas-

phase chemical cultivation are: 1. Abundance of zinc vapor in relation to oxygen 2. 

The difference between the temperature in the evaporation zone and the temperature 

in the growth zone is 300-700°C. 

Hydrothermal synthesis of zinc oxide nanorods. Hydrothermal methods were 

used to grow ZnO nanorods. One of the important features of the method is the need 

to form nanocrystalline buds of ZnO on the surface of the trays for the growth of ZnO 

nanorods. Glass plates (10 × 10 × 1 mm) coated with a thin film of indium-tin-oxide 

((InSnO2) ITO) were used as a tray for the formation of nanocrystalline buds of ZnO. 

First, the trays were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using acetone, alcohol, distilled 

water, respectively. After removal from the ultrasonic bath, the trays were dried on 

N2 gas. The degree of purity was checked using optical microscopes (Figure 9). 

Figure 9. Ultrasonic bath and high-precision electronic scales 
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TInitially, the spin coating method was used to form nanocrystalline buds of 

ZnO on the trays. In this case, the cleaned trays were mounted on a motor with large 

angular velocity (Figure 10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Spin coating device 

 

A solution of zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnC4H6O4 2H2O) in ethanol (20 mM) was 

then added to the trays and stirred for 2 min. The process was repeated 5 times, then 

the trays were heated in the open air at 350oC for 30 min. During heating, foreign 

matter evaporates from the tray, and the nanocrystalline buds form a strong bond with 

the tray. The uniform distribution of nanocrystalline buds on the surface of the trays 

was examined using an optical microscope. The trays formed by ZnO nanocrystalline 

buds were mounted on a Teflon grater and placed in a special autoclave.A solution of 

HTMA (C6H12N4) in dionized water and a solution of zinc nitrate hexahydrate 

(ZnN2O6 6H2O) in deionized water were then autoclaved and ZnO nanorods were 

grown at 90 ° C for 5 h. Figure 11 below shows a description of the Teflon autoclave 

and its components, as well as the synthesis process. As soon as growing time 

finished, the autoclave was cooled to obtain ZnO nanorods. Nanorode trays were 

dried in the open air. To study the effect of high temperature heating on the 

luminescence of ZnO nanorods, some of the nanorodes were heated in a muffle 

furnace at different temperatures. The morphology of ZnO nanorods was also 

researched under the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (S-4800, Hitachi). 

Figure 11. a) tevlon autoclave and its components, 

b) a special furnace for hydrothermal synthesis 
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Conclusion. Morphological properties of zinc oxide nanorods. The 

morphological properties of ZnO nanorods grown on ITO-covered glass plates at low 

temperatures were researched in SEM. The obtained results are shown in 

Figure 12 below.Images were taken from SEM show that ZnO nanorods grow almost 

vertically and densely relative to the tray. The cross sections of the nanorods are 

hexagonal, with nanorods about ~ 1 ÷ 1.2 mm in length and ~ 50 ÷ 70 nm in 

diameter. The fact that the nanorodes are almost equal in diameter and densely 

packed indicates that the nanocrystalline buds formed by the spin coating method are 

small in size and evenly distributed on the surface of the trays. In organic solar cells 

based on ZnO nanostructures, it is important that the surface of the tray is completely 

covered with nanorods. 

 

 

This is because if the ITO film, which acts as a bottom contact, is completely 

detached from the conductive polymer layer, no short circuit will occur between the 

bottom and top contacts. In this regard, it is appropriate to say that the grown ZnO 

nanorods are suitable for use in organic solar elements. 
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Abstract:  

Background. Among the Eastern Slavs, the first dictionaries were called 

lexicons, alphabets or interpretations - they were mainly collections of foreign and 

obsolete words. One of the first glossaries was the Pilot's Book (1282) - a translation 

dictionary in which 174 Old Russian, Greek and Old Slavonic words were 

interpreted. In 1596, Lavrentiy Zizaniy Tustanovsky compiled the first printed 

dictionary “Lexis, that is, the sayings are briefly collected from the Slovenian 

language”, as an appendix to the “Slavic-Russian Primer”. Thus, we have briefly 

decided on the word dictionary and its origin. The dictionary, as mentioned above, is 

the object of study of lexicography. 

Materials and methods. Just as vocabulary combines the consolidation of 

disciplines, so the true lexicographer will integrate professionally. Indeed, in order to 

compile a simple terminological dictionary, he will have to combine and synthesize 

both linguistic and specialized knowledge in a certain area. In philology, many 

sections are interconnected, theory cannot coexist without practice, and lexicography 

absolutely cannot be separated from practice, even if there is a complete mixing of 

theory and practice, theory passing through practice crystallizes, finding new 

opportunities in itself. The lexicographer, being in close proximity to his object of 

study, then other linguists, cannot be far from the theory. 

Results. Basically, during this period, translational - contrastive lexicography 

develops. These are mainly Russian-Uzbek, Russian-Persian dictionaries, among 

them “Companion of a Russian person in Central Asia” (13,000 words) by 

A. Starchevsky, “A Brief Russian-Sartian and Sartian-Russian dictionary”, 

Sh.Ishaeva “Russian-Sartian and Sartian-Russian Dictionary of Common Words with 

a Brief Grammar in the Dialects of the Namangan District” 

(8500+4200 words), V. Nalivkina, M. Nalivkina, “Pocket Russian-Uzbek Dictionary” 

by S. Lapin, “Russian-Persian Dictionary of Common Words in the Dialects of 

Turkestan edge” by V. Nalivkin. 

Conclusions. Lexicography is a separate science that includes theoretical 

lexicography with its own theory, and since there is a theory, there is practice, that is, 

practical lexicography. Lexicographic studies combine both theoretical and practical 

aspects. Creation of innovative models of theoretical linguistic inferences for new 

practical lexicographic products is the main task of lexicographic research. 

So, based on the foregoing, it is necessary to distinguish between lexicography 

(theoretical lexicography) and vocabulary (practical lexicography), and a 
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lexicographer-scientist and a dictionary compiler. In most cases, the lexicographer 

and dictionary compiler are rarely in the same person. 

Keywords: lexicography, theoretical lexicography, dictionary compilation, 

dictionary, knowledge system, language subject, language description, borrowings, 

native speaker, applied lexicography, modern stage, modern dictionaries, electronic 

platforms, innovative models. 

 

Introduction. In recent years, a large number of dictionaries of various 

structures and types have been created and published. Dictionaries are both the object 

of lexicography and the subject of its study. Various information can be found in the 

dictionary: from the scientific description of the language, its history, current state, 

explanation of borrowed, obsolete and obsolete words to the systematization of 

knowledge, deep knowledge of reality, history and culture of the people speaking a 

particular language. Dictionaries, concentrating in a relatively compact form the 

lexical richness of the language, accumulate the historical memory of the people - its 

carrier. [9.180-182] 

Being a mirror that reflects the development of civilizations, the state and level 

of the people, relations in society, the development of scientifically progressive or 

orthodox thought, the dictionary covers a variety of areas of science and technology: 

from the interpretation and semantic explanation of the word, to the correct spelling 

and translation from one language to another. 

Very often, when referring to dictionaries, the reader sets himself a specific goal 

- whether the stress is correctly placed, whether the translation of the word is 

accurate, to choose a synonym or antonym for the word, etc. Today, dictionaries and 

lexicography face great challenges that cover various areas of human activity: from 

translation and teaching of native and foreign languages, up to computer, information 

retrieval systems, without which it is difficult to imagine one's life. 

We all know and many lexicographers devoted their work to this, the first 

dictionaries appeared in the Sumerian civilization in the 25th century. BC, in China - 

in the XX century. BC, in ancient Egypt - in the XVIII century. BC. in the 

II-III centuries. AD were created "Onomasticon" by J. Pollux, the Sanskrit dictionary 

"Amara-kosha" (which means "treasury of Amara"). 

The word "lexicography" itself is not ancient Greek, although it consists of the 

ancient Greek roots Іехісо (adj. from lexis "word" and graph "to write"). In his work 

"Deux dialogues du nouveaux language François, Italianizé", 1578, Henri Etienne 

(H.Estienne) uses the French word lexicographie, which he meets for the first time in 

the Etymologicum Magnum - this is an unpublished work on lexicography of the 

11th-12th centuries. AD in the form of lexikographos "writing a dictionary". [7.14] 

The English word lexicography - lexicography appeared in 1680, the German 

Lexikographie - in 1698, the French lexicographie - in the world famous 

Encyclopedia (Encyclopédie) in 1765. The word dictionary - "dictionary" was first 

introduced by John Garland (J. Garland) Dictionarius in the thirteenth century The 

first dictionary was published in 1538 by Sir Thomas Eliot (T. Elyot) - this is a Latin-

English dictionary. [2.4] 
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According to many scientists, English scientific lexicography began with the 

dictionary of Samuel Johnson (S. Johnson) in 1755, French - with the Encyclopedia 

of D. Diderot in 1765 and the Great Universal Dictionary of the 19th century by 

P. Larousse (Larousse P. Grand Dictionnaire universel du XlX -e siècle), German - 

from the German Dictionary of the Brothers Grimm 1852 (Grimm. Deutsches 

Wörterbuch). 

Arabic lexicography originated long before the emergence of Islam, it is closely 

related to poetry. It can be conditionally divided into three periods: 

1. Explanation of pre-Islamic poetry and interpretation of the suras of the 

Qur'an. 

2. The appearance of small lexicographic works, united according to the subject 

principle. 

3. The creation of the dictionaries themselves of a general characteristic, starting 

with the dictionary of al-Khalil "Kitob al-'ayn" (VIII century). 

Lexicography is a branch of linguistics, the science of creating, studying and 

using dictionaries (scientia Lехісo-graphica). The science that studies the semantic 

structure of the word, the features of words, their interpretation. 

Since when did lexicography become "lexicography". In the "Encyclopedic 

Dictionary of Brockhaus and Efron" (1896), the article "lexicography" is not found, 

but we met the term "lexicology", as well as an article with the term "dictionary" in 

which the word lexicography occurs as a synonym for the phrase "dictionary 

technique" In the "Dictionary German language "by the Brothers Grimm, the word 

dictionary itself is found. In the encyclopedic dictionary of the partnership "Brothers 

A. and I. Granat and Co." [31.388] In the "Great Soviet Encyclopedia" (1938) in the 

article on the word "lexicography" it is given: "Lexicography (Greek), the work of 

compiling dictionaries." And only in 1953 in the second edition we come across the 

article "Lexicography - a branch of linguistics dealing with the practice and theory of 

compiling dictionaries" [4.14]. 

Lexicography is divided into theoretical and practical lexicography. Until the 

middle of the 20th century, lexicography was treated only as a practical one. 

X. Casares in his book "Introduction to Modern Lexicography" (which is translated 

into Russian) states that lexicography is the technique and art of compiling 

dictionaries. [25.354] The compilation of dictionaries is an ancient activity. These 

are, first of all, dictionaries, vocabularies, "Onomasticon" by Y. Pollux, Sanskrit 

dictionary "Amara-kosha" (which means "treasury of Amara" in translation): one of 

the oldest ideographic dictionaries of the II-III centuries. AD translation glossaries, 

the first translation dictionaries - they all served as assistants in translating from one 

language to another and related to practical lexicography. For the first time, 

Academician L.V. Shcherba put forward a hypothesis about theoretical lexicography. 

In 1936, in the preface to a Russian-French dictionary, he wrote: “I consider it 

extremely wrong that our qualified linguists have a disdainful attitude towards 

dictionary work, thanks to which almost none of them have ever done it (in the old 

days, it was done for pennies by random amateurs who did not have absolutely no 

special training) and thanks to which she received such an absurd name "compilation" 

of dictionaries. And indeed, our linguists, and even more so our “compilers” of 
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dictionaries overlooked that this work should have a scientific character and in no 

way consist in a mechanical comparison of some ready-made elements” [28.304-312] 

And only by the middle of the XX century. L.V. Shcherba’s work “Experience 

in the General Theory of Lexicography” was published, which was “the only attempt 

to rise above the level of analytical commenting on specific lexicographic decisions 

already made or being made and to look at lexicography as a separate scientific 

discipline”[15.30].V.V. Morkovkin in the article “On the scope and content of the 

concept of “theoretical lexicography”, as a starting point, takes the well-known 

interpretation of the concept of “theory of lexicography”, “according to which it 

includes the typology of dictionaries and the doctrine of the structure and elements of 

the dictionary”[11.33]. At the same time, he emphasizes that the most important task 

of the theory is to establish the essence and boundaries of the phenomenon, the 

consideration of which is its content [12.34]. 

Theoretical lexicography studies dictionary entries in the context of the history 

of a country, its culture, the influence of some dictionaries on others. For 

lexicography, regularities in the development of literature, art, culture and science are 

of great importance; the principle of historicism, the principle of development, must 

be taken into account [17]. The types of a dictionary, its classification, the object of 

description, the presentation of language lexemes, the way a dictionary entry is 

presented is one of the most important components of the dictionary, which form a 

typology of dictionaries based on interconnectedness and opposition to each other. 

The types of dictionaries are divided into four types: linguistic, psychological, 

sociological and semiotic. 

The theory of lexicography includes: 

- consideration of the volume, content and structure of the concept of 

lexicography; 

- the doctrine of genres and types of dictionaries; 

- the doctrine of the elements and parameters; 

- the doctrine of the basics of lexicographic design and the possibility of 

computerization; 

- the doctrine of familiar vocabulary materials; 

- the doctrine of planning and organizing vocabulary work; 

- development and formation of lexicography rules [12.7] 

The main functions of dictionaries: educational, systematizing, reference, 

normative. 

Any lexicographic work should include 7 principles: 

- relativity and focus on the addressee; 

- standard; 

- economy; 

- simplicity; 

- completeness of the material; 

- the principle of efficiency; 

- the principle of semantic gradation of description [6]. 

The need for dictionaries contributed to the emergence of a new educational 

lexicography, the foundations of this type of lexicography are reflected in the 
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textbooks "Essays on Russian lexicology and educational lexicography" [1] and 

"Fundamentals of the theory of educational lexicography" [15]. 

Another section of theoretical lexicography, which for a long time was of a 

practical nature, is bilingual translated lexicography. The issues of the theory of 

compiling multilingual dictionaries were considered mainly within the framework of 

articles in collections on the problems of translation activity, as well as in prefaces to 

major translation dictionaries. So, the preface by L.V. Shcherba to the Great Russian-

French Dictionary has always been considered a generalization of the basic principles 

of compiling bilingual dictionaries. The first monographic publication in this 

direction was the textbook by V.P. Berkov "Bilingual lexicography" [2]. 

Unlike theoretical lexicography, practical lexicography performs a number of 

functions: 

- description of language vocabulary; 

-determination of the norms of the literary language; 

- ensuring interethnic communication; 

- scientific assessment of language vocabulary; 

-promotion of special language education [27]. 

If etymological, explanatory, idiomatic, translation dictionaries serve to explain 

the origin, interpretation of words and set expressions, then spelling dictionaries, 

spelling dictionaries, orthoepic ones indicate the correct spelling, pronunciation of 

words and their forms. The first dictionaries were created to explain the content of the 

sources. Explanation of content occurs in two ways: 

- explain obsolete language units to the addressee, that is, to a native speaker; 

- explain the expression of one language to another, that is, to a representative of 

a native speaker of another language. 

The first approach is lexicographic transformation, the second is lexicographic 

translation. The practice of explaining obsolete language units to the addressee occurs 

in two cases: 

When a word is phonetically obsolete; 

As language and writing evolved. 

Materials and methods. The first dictionaries were universal in terms of their 

use and were purely contextual in their content, in other words, they did not have any 

specific social or professional specifics, but only served to translate and understand 

texts. 

Based on the foregoing, we came to the conclusion that Uzbek vocabulary in the 

sense of "lexicography" is a relatively young science and has a very recent history. In 

particular, “Devonu lugoti-t-turk” by Mahmud Kashgari is the beginning of Uzbek 

vocabulary, practical lexicography, not theoretical. In addition, the most ancient 

dictionaries have become a universal tradition, such as: the dictionary of Mahmud 

Zamakhshari "Asosu-l-baloga", "Mukaddimatu-l-adab", the explanatory dictionary 

"Abushka" by an unknown author, "Badoye ul-lugat" by Tole Iman Hiraviya, 

"Muntahab-ul-lugat "Muhammad Riza Khoksora, "Sanglokh" Mirzo Mehdikhan, 

"Kelurnom" Muhammad Yakub Chingiyint, "Lugati chigato yva turki usmoniy" 

(Chigotoicha-turkcha lugat) Suleiman Bukhari, "Lugati isittaa-s-sina" (Olti tili lugat) 
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Iskhak Ibrat is called the founders of the Uzbek theoretical lexicography, which is 

considered a mistake. 

The above dictionaries are educational material or an object for studying 

theoretical lexicography as a science, and lexicography as a theory deals with 

theoretical issues of compiling a dictionary, the history of lexicography, and 

describing existing (created) dictionaries. 

For example, in the National Encyclopedia of Uzbekistan (Uzbekiston Milliy 

Encyclopediasi), the article “Lexicography” gives the following interpretation: 

“... today there are many translation dictionaries that compare Uzbek with about 

10 foreign languages, more than 100 terminological dictionaries have been created in 

one, two and three languages. For the first time in the history of the Uzbek people in 

1981, the dictionary “Uzbek tiling isohli lugati” (Explanatory dictionary of the Uzbek 

language) was created and published. In the development of Uzbek lexicography of 

the 20th century, such scientists as A. Zohiriy, A. Qodiriy, E.D. Polivanov, 

A.K. Borovkov, V.V. Reshetov, S. Ibrohimov, Olim Usmon, Z. Marufov, 

Sh.Rakhmatullaev, N.Mamatov, A.Zhiev, T.Aliqulov and many others. After the 

independence of the republic, the Uzbek lexicography was tasked with creating 

encyclopedic and linguistic dictionaries that meet the requirements of the new era, 

and this task is being fulfilled. These tasks were most likely aimed at the 

development of practical lexicography-vocabulary, but not lexicography. In 

particular, the Uzbek lexicographers are given the following tasks, which can be 

performed directly in the process of creating dictionaries: 

- General typology of dictionaries and development of new dictionaries; 

- creation of a general structure of dictionaries (selection of words, arrangement 

of words and dictionary entries, definition of homonymous, synonymous, 

polyfunctional and polysemantic units, inclusion of reference materials in the 

dictionary); 

- creation of a special structure of dictionaries (i.e. development of each 

dictionary entry, grammatical and phonetic interpretation of the word, separation and 

classification of word meanings, types of illustrations as evidence, types of 

descriptions, sign systems, information on the etymology of the word). 

The results of lexicographic research are used in practical lexicography. 

Accordingly, if lexicography is a research and descriptive theoretical stage, then 

vocabulary is a practical stage of applied content [33]. 

Lexicology is a fundamental field that studies the nature and richness of the 

vocabulary of a language and serves as the basis for lexicographic research in this 

area [16]. Lexicographic studies combine both theoretical and practical aspects. 

Creation of innovative models of theoretical linguistic inferences for new practical 

lexicographic products is the main task of lexicographic research. 

So, based on the foregoing, it is necessary to distinguish between lexicography 

(theoretical lexicography) and vocabulary (practical lexicography), and a 

lexicographer-scientist and a dictionary compiler. In most cases, the lexicographer 

and dictionary compiler are rarely in the same person. For example, linguist 

A.K. Borovkov notes that he has not created a single dictionary, but is engaged in 

lexicography [3.96]. Besides, if today we call the countless dictionaries on the 
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bookshelves "dictionaries", then we can only call their "creators" the compilers of 

dictionaries. At present, the main task of lexicographic research is the creation of 

innovative models of dictionaries for both lexicography and vocabulary. 

In vocabulary and dictionaries, linguistic conclusions materialize and become a 

reality. Abstract linguistic abstractions find a clear use for themselves. 

At present, in all areas of linguistics, in particular, actively developing 

lexicography, disputes are being held on the topic of new and old methods of 

lexicographic "cultures". And it's natural. In the era of globalization and 

technological progress, new requirements are imposed on science and its industries. 

Of course, when choosing a new method, approach, idea, it will be necessary to 

confirm its superiority and advantage over the previous ones, the practical result will 

be evaluated in terms of efficiency and incorporation into the linguistic community. 

If, on the other hand, the new approach or new method consists only of a theory that 

cannot be applied in practice, then a timely rejection of the innovation may serve 

progress more than the introduction of an inert new approach. The novelty of 

innovations and their application to science only because they are new indicates a 

lack of understanding of the essence of the true spiritual development of the nation. 

In a literal sense, true "innovation" is characterized by efficiency, convenience, and 

validity. Proven scientific or practical novelty is convincing and reflects genuine 

attention and respect for the realities of the past [5.5-6]. 

These methodological foundations are directly related to the development and 

current state of Uzbek theoretical and practical lexicography. 

Translated - bilingual or multilingual lexicography has a very ancient history. As 

it was said at the beginning of the work, these are alphabet books, vocabularies, 

glossaries. All of them served to translate from one language to another. Translational 

(bilingual) lexicography has a rich history. Based on the conclusions of scientists, it 

consists of 3 main stages 

1. XI-XIII centuries: Mahmud Koshgariy “Devon lugotit - Turk”, (“Collected 

works of Turkic dialects” by Mahmud of Kashgar), “Attuhfatuz-zakiyatu fil-lugatit 

turkiya” [26]. To the same period, we added “Turkish Tarzhumon va azhamiy va 

muguliy” created in the 14th century, the author of the work is Halil ibn Muhammad 

ibn Yusuf al-Kunaviy, because the author uses the Arabic-Turkic interpretation of 

words in “Tuhfa” when translating into the Chagatai language. 

“Dictionary of Turkic dialects” by Mahmud Kashgari is the first encyclopedic 

dictionary that combined ethnographic, historical, cultural and linguistic material of 

that period. “I compiled this book in alphabetical order, decorating it with proverbs, 

sajs (rhymed prose), sayings, verses, rajazzes (martial verses) and excerpts from 

prose. I facilitated the difficult, explained the obscure and worked for years: I 

scattered in it from the verses they (the Turks) read in order to acquaint (the readers) 

with their experience and knowledge, as well as the proverbs that they use as wise 

sayings in the days of happiness and misfortunes so that the narrator passes them on 

to the transmitter, and the transmitter to others. Together with these (words), I 

collected the mentioned objects and well-known (used) words in the book and, thus, 

the book rose to high dignity and achieved excellent excellence,” the author himself 

wrote about his book. The Collection has been translated into many languages. For 
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example, Brockelman K. gave phrases in alphabetical order and published 

translations in German. The Turkish scholar Basim Atalay translated the original 

manuscript into Turkish in 1914 and published a three-volume edition in Ankara in 

1934-1943. In 1960-67. "Divan" was translated by Mutalibov into Uzbek. 

Baskakov N.A. called Kashgari "a pioneer in the comparison of Turkic languages", 

Samoylovich A.N. - "Radlov of the 11th century." [8.3-17] 

Results. In general, the Dictionary is currently the only source of information 

about the life of the Turkic tribes and peoples of the 11th century, who lived from 

China to Syria and Egypt: about the objects of their material culture, the realities of 

everyday life (clothes, shoes, hats, housing, household utensils, tools, outbuildings, 

fabrics, jewelry, weapons, armor, horse harness, agricultural implements, musical 

instruments, etc.), about ethnonyms and toponyms, tribal division, about terms of 

kinship and property, about titles and names of various official persons, names of 

food-nutrition, about domestic and wild animals and birds, animal husbandry terms, 

about plants and cereals, about astronomical terms, about the folk calendar, the names 

of months and days of the week, about geographical terminology and nomenclature, 

about cities, about the names of diseases and drugs, anatomical terminology, about 

metals and minerals, about military, sports and administrative terminology, about the 

names of various historical and mythological heroes, about religious and ethnic 

terminology, about children's games and amusements, etc. [10.104-119] 

2. The period in the XV century until 1862. During this period, dictionaries 

based on the works of Alisher Navai were created. This includes the following 

dictionaries: “Badoe ul-lugat”, compiled by Tole Imoniy Khiraviy, compiled at the 

end of the 15th century. 

“Abushka” is a Chagatai-Turkish dictionary, which got its name from the first 

word in the dictionary. There are about 2000 words in the dictionary, the meaning of 

which, for one reason or another, was unknown or unfamiliar to the Turks. [29.54 

Until recently, the compiler of the dictionary was unknown. The scientist orientalist 

E.A. Umarov, a specialist in the history of ancient dictionaries, having compared and 

analyzed the extant copies of the Vienna and Tehran ones, came to the conclusion 

that Mustafo binni Sodik was the compiler of the dictionary [24.11]. 

“Lugati Turks” - “Dictionary” of Faizullakhan was created at the end of the 17th 

century, is stored in the British Museum. These are vocabulary materials in Old 

Uzbek, Chagatai. The dictionary consists of 3 chapters. [30.55] Also at the end of the 

17th century, the Dictionary of Muhammad Riz was compiled in Khiva. The 

dictionary provided a translation and explanation of words and phrases into Arabic 

and Persian from the works of Alisher Navai. 

“Sanglokh” by Mirzo Mahdikhon is a Chagat-Persian dictionary. This book is a 

grammar of the Old Uzbek language. The book consists of 6 parts. Vocabulary - the 

6th part of Sanglokh is a translation of old Uzbek words into the Persian language - 

forsi. The dictionary also contains borrowed words from the Mongolian and Turkish 

languages. [30.59] 

"Dictionary" Fath Alikhan Khadzharsky worked on his dictionary from 1857 to 

1862. The dictionary consisted of four parts: 

1. preface; 
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2. chagatai-Persian Dictionary; 

3. twelve words from the "Sanglokh" dictionary, which remained 

incomprehensible and untranslated by Mirzo Mahdikhon; 

4. dictionary of Persian words found in the work of Alisher Navai. [30.60]. 

In addition to those listed here, you can add “Chagatai-Persian”, “Chagatai-

Turkish” dictionaries of Faragi, Abu abd Jalil Nosiriy, Khoja Toyib Bukhoriy, etc. 

3. 1887 - 1917 During this period, the active development of translated bilingual 

dictionaries begins. At the end of the 18th and at the beginning of the 19th centuries, 

2 dictionaries were compiled: “Muntahab ul-lugot” and “Zubd ul-lugot”, Muhammad 

Rizo Khoksora. In the 19th century, Shaikh Sulaimon Bukhari compiled “Lugati 

chigatoyi va turki usmonii. [23] The famous “Lugati sita al sina” by Iskhokhon Ibrat, 

published in 1901 in Tashkent, also belongs to this period. [23] This six-language 

dictionary contains translations in Persian, Arabic, Turkic, Indian, Uzbek and 

Russian. 

By the end of the 19th century, political, cultural, and economic ties between 

Russia and Turkestan were strengthened. The need for communication and 

understanding was the reason for the deep study of the Uzbek and Russian languages. 

Thus, translation dictionaries, which were of an educational nature, are widely used. 

1. 1917 - 1990 This period is associated with the development of translated 

lexicography, as international relations and integration in the post-Soviet space 

increased. The connecting basis of this integration was the Russian language. In 

addition, this time required the exchange of scientific, professional and cultural 

values. All this dictated the need to create dictionaries of various types and, as a 

result, the development of translation lexicography. Basically, these were 

terminological dictionaries relating to various areas of production. 

As an example, we can cite the “Russian-Uzbek Dictionary for Shokirjon 

Rakhimi’s textbook “Companion for Adults” by B. Brylov (1925), “Short Russian-

Uzbek Dictionary” (1926) by E.D. Polivanova, “Russian-Uzbek Complete 

Dictionary” ( 1927) Ashurali Zohiri, “Russian-Uzbek Complete Dictionary” by 

S. Rahmati and A. Kadiri (1934), “Concise Russian-Uzbek Dictionary” (1935) by 

V.V. Reshetov. During this period, the “Russian-Uzbek Terminological Dictionary in 

Mathematics” (1933, 1952) “Russian-Uzbek Terminological Dictionary in Physics” 

(1933, 1952) “Terminological Dictionary in Chemistry” (1935), “ A Brief Russian-

Uzbek Dictionary of Geological Exploration Terminology" (1941) "A Brief Russian-

Uzbek Dictionary of Geographical Terms" (1940). Edited by Borovkov A.K. was 

published "Russian-Uzbek Dictionary" (five volumes) (1954). -Uzbek concise 

dictionary "Azizov A.A. (1989), Azizov A.A., Rizaeva 3. “Uzbek-Russian 

Dictionary: For secondary school students, "Russian-Uzbek Dictionary: 

In 2 volumes." 1983-1984., "Uzbek-Russian, Russian-Uzbek school dictionary" / 

Comp. H. Asalov, R. Yuldashev. 1981., Azlarov E., Rogozhina M.A., Akobirov S.F., 

Magafurov Z.M., Muratov N.M. and others “Russian-Uzbek dictionary in two 

volumes» 1983. As you can see, during this period a lot of work was done to compile 

translation dictionaries. But despite all this, in the dictionary of 

V.P. Antonov-Saratovsky, there are errors when translating words from Russian into 

Uzbek. For example (1931)- кружка, стакан - крюжка, истакан. [19.32]  
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- Покажите тот танец, который вам больше всех нравится - Сизга якган аяк 

оюнини ойнаб беринг. [19.40] 

- Я – печник и могу сложить и поправить печь -Ман печкани якдра аламан 

яким пѳчкапы тузата аламан. [19.42]  

- Женщина – не раба: Советская власть уравняла в правах женщину с 

мужчиной - Хатун кул амас, шура хукуматы хатунлярны, эркакляр билан 

барабарлаштирды. [19.43] 

-Старые обычаи не должны мешать женщине жить так же, как и мужчине-

Аскы адатляр хотунлярнинг эркакляр билан барабар яшашига халал бермасун. 

[19.43]  

Or in the “Russian-Uzbek Dictionary” by R. Abdurakhmonov, V.V. Reshetov, 

the word полевод – полевод,дала мудири; [20.596] 

1. 1990 - as of today. In the second half of the XX century. and the beginning of 

the XXI century. Uzbek translated lexicography developed mainly in six directions - 

creations 1) Russian-Uzbek, 2) Uzbek-Russian, 3) Russian-Uzbek terminological, 

4) English-Uzbek Uzbek-English, 5) Russian-English-Uzbek, 6) English-Uzbek 

terminological translation dictionaries. 

After the adoption of the Law on Language on October 21, 1989, scientists 

linguists and lexicographers were tasked with improving and improving the quality of 

dictionaries, both monolingual, bilingual and multilingual. With the development of 

cultural, economic and political ties, there is a need for new translation dictionaries. 

Over the past twenty years, dictionaries have been studied that contain Uzbek 

analogues of Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Hindi words. The development of 

economic, political and cultural ties require an increasing knowledge of languages. 

Dozens of dictionaries are created every year. Among them is the "Uzbek-Russian 

Dictionary". The dictionary contains more than 40,000 words and covers the common 

vocabulary of the modern Uzbek literary language with all borrowings from the 

Russian language. [32.700-703] In 2014, a large 2-volume "Russian-Uzbek 

explanatory dictionary" was published. The dictionary is a revised, corrected version 

of the dictionary published in 1983-1984. The dictionary was published under the 

editorship of the Deputy Director of the Institute of Language and Literature, 

Candidate of Philological Sciences Abduvakhob Madvaliev. 

Also, a great contribution to the development of translated, contrastive 

lexicography was made by the employees of the service of terminology and 

dictionaries and specialists of the Research Department for the Development of 

Telecommunication Infrastructure of the State Unitary Enterprise "UNICON.UZ". A 

group of scientists and employees of the department compiled and published the first 

in Uzbekistan "Russian-Uzbek explanatory dictionary of terms on the theory of radio 

wave propagation and antenna-feeder devices". But as it was said in our work, not a 

single dictionary can be considered modern, since our language is replenished with 

new words with incredible speed. XXI century - the century of globalization, 

scientific and technological progress, has affected all spheres of life. Linguistics, in 

particular lexicography, both the theoretical and practical side of this science, turned 

out to be under this influence. Computer and electronic technologies, the World Wide 

Web are increasingly occupying their definite place in our daily life. Online or 
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computer dictionaries, dictionaries recorded on CDs are widely used. The presence of 

the Internet allows you to work with an electronic library and online dictionaries. 

Electronic dictionaries can work with software, that is, with the use of special 

programs. This dictionary includes the "ABBYY Lingvo" dictionary, which includes 

more than 150 types of electronic dictionaries. Internet dictionaries - convenient, 

multifunctional - have become widespread. Terminological Russian-Uzbek and 

Uzbek-Russian dictionaries on psychology, biology, medicine in all branches of 

science and technology are being created. According to Sputnik, on January 8, the 

first gastronomic electronic dictionary was created. “The dictionary is compiled in 

Uzbek, Russian and English. The electronic dictionary includes the names of dishes, 

gastronomic terms that describe the process and stages of cooking, as well as their 

translation," the release informs. 

Online dictionaries:prouz.ru http://photo-tashkent.narod.ru/ru-

uz/dictionary/s.html,https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?l1=45&l2=165. 

Despite the intensive development of lexicography as a science, there is a strong 

lag in this area in Uzbek translated lexicography. Thus, at present, philologists 

characterize lexicography as a section of linguistics - theoretical, as well as the 

compilation of dictionaries - practical lexicography. 

Conclusions. Based on the dialectical concept of a single - general, we came to 

the conclusion that the typology is general, and the classification is a single concept, 

and they are complementary to each other, but not synonymous and not 

interchangeable. This means that the “typology of dictionaries” and the 

“classification of dictionaries” are considered to be complementary. Dictionary types 

are understood as a set of existing dictionaries united by common abstract features, 

which in turn can be opposed to another type of dictionaries with its own differential 

features. 

There are a large number of classifications of dictionaries proposed by linguists, 

but all classifications are based on the classical classification of Shcherba. 

The theory of lexicography includes: 

- consideration of the volume, content and structure of the concept of 

lexicography; 

- the doctrine of genres and types of dictionaries. 

Practical lexicography performs a number of functions: 

- description of language vocabulary; 

- ensuring interethnic communication; 

- scientific assessment of language vocabulary. 

Explanation and demonstration are the basic principles of lexicography. 

Explanatory, etymological and translation dictionaries serve as explanations, while 

spelling and ideographic dictionaries serve as demonstration dictionaries. 

The first dictionaries were created to explain the content of the sources. 

Explanation of content occurs in two ways: 

- explain obsolete language units to the addressee, that is, to a native speaker; 

- explain the expression of one language to another, that is, to a representative of 

a native speaker of another language. 
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The first approach is lexicographic transformation, the second is lexicographic 

translation. 
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Abstract: 

Introduction. This article deals with the history of English children’s literature 

and its development and gives information about its representatives such as Daniel 

Defoe, Jonathan Swift, Walter Scott, Arthur Conan Doyle . English children’s 

literature is closely connected with the folklore, the oldest literary monuments, myths 

and legends, songs, the moral and educational essence of such works, didactic 

principles and works dedicated to the children. Main examples of these include the 

old English poem “Beowulf”, Daniel Defoe's "The Adventures of Robinson", Conan 

Doyle’s “Sherlock Holmes”, "Stone's relatives", "Death of Arthur", "The White 

Squad",  Jonathan Swift’s “Gulliver’s travels”.  

Research methods. English children's  literature  can  be  traced  to  

traditional  stories  such as fairy  tales which  have  only  been  identified  as  

children’s literature  in  the  eighteenth  century,  and  songs,  part  of  a  wider oral  

tradition,  that  adults  shared  with  children  before publishing  existed.  The  

development  of  early  children's literature,  before  printing  was  invented,  is  

difficult  to  trace. Even  after  printing  became  widespread,  many  classic 

"children's"  tales  were  originally  created  for  adults  and  later adapted  for  a  

younger  audience. Romanticism also revealed the discovery of childhood as a period 

of self-awareness in spiritual development.  

Results. In the works of the Romantics, childhood is interpreted as a priceless 

inner world of man, as well as a period that captivates adults with its deep essence 

and wonders. And greatness is described as a time when the most sincere and 

childlike innocence is abandoned. Admittedly, Romanticism not only discovered 

childhood, but also bequeathed it to man as the purest example of perfection and a 

symbol of compassion.  

Discussions. With the development of realistic principles and the deepening of 

psychology, the image of a comprehensive, multifaceted childhood in children's 

literature was strengthened. In it, the writers reveal the beginning of human 

development, reaching the depths of the young man's character, gradually 
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penetrating the complexities of the child's inner world, his formation as a person in 

balance and conflict, in the struggle of bright and dark moments of life. 

Conclusion. As a result, younger readers are now able to capture both the 

book and the artwork depicting the lives of their peers. Therefore, this process is an 

important factor in the transformation of children's literature into an independent 

network of "big" literature. The main tool for determining the creativity of the best 

writers is confidence in childhood, respect for the growing person, the ability to see 

all the opportunities, sources and key factors of development. 

Keywords. New children's reading,‘adult’ children’s books, ‘Robin Hood’,  

‘Beowulf’,alliteration poems,Daniel Defoe, Jonathan Swift, Walter Scott, Arthur 

Conan Doyle,‘Robinson Crusoe’, Anglo-Saxon, knight, ballad, classic adventure, 

realistic fiction, supernatural adventure, historical novel, detective genre. 

 

Introduction. British children's literature has never been special children's 

literature and has always been used as a treasure trove of metaphors and images for 

adult literature. It should be noted that throughout the deep history of the district 

Albion there is a supernatural habit: children read the book "adults" with interest (the 

classic example - Daniel Defoe's "The Adventures of Robinson"), and adults eagerly 

read books for children. Such “adult” children’s books include the old English poem 

“Beowulf” and the legends of the knights around the Round Table. It is worth noting 

that Britain, like other countries, has gone through difficult historical periods. In the 

words of Pak, the protagonist of R. Kipling's tale, the gods came and went to Albion, 

and with them came the cultures of different peoples. The history of the ancient land 

is full of hardships: it has been repeatedly occupied and looted. First these were the 

Romans led by Caesar, then the Pict and Scots, and then the Anglo-Saxons led by 

Genget and Gorz. 

Materials and methods. In the ninth century, the seven counties (states) of the 

Anglo-Saxons were united under the leadership of King Egbert and became 

commonly known as England. As an example of a single Anglo-Saxon heroic poetry, 

the epic "Beowulf", which has preserved the reality of folk traditions, has reached us 

and has spread around the world in thousands of stories and songs for children. 

Feature films and cartoons were made on the basis of the epic, and fantastic stories 

and novels for children and teenagers were written using its materials. The plot of the 

epic is divided into two, the image of the protagonist and his heroism: in the first part 

about the Beowulf swamp creature Grendel and his fierce, ugly mother, in the second 

part - a happy, prosperous rule of the state for fifty years, then with a fiery dragon 

injured and ended his life. There is reason to believe that the work is derived from 

folklore.Many researchers believe that the protagonist of the epic is very similar to 

the fairy-tale hero of the bear, as evidenced by the fact that his name Beowulf means 

"bee wolf "(bear) in ancient English. In the first part of the central episodes there is a 

parallel with the ancient Icelandic sagas, which indicates that the work is very 

ancient, while the second part is in harmony with the universal tales. Most scholars 

say that Beowulf was created before England converted to Christianity, while modern 
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scholars suggest that the work was written by Christian clerics in the eighth or ninth 

century. This is evidenced by the large number of passages from the Old Torah that 

impede the integrity of the work. 

"Beowulf" is written in the form of alliteration poems and has been translated 

into modern English several times, but William Morris (1895) and Archibal'd Strong 

(1925) have been recognized as the best translators. It is no exaggeration to say that 

the legends of Carol Arthur's knights did not leave any teenager indifferent. Carol 

Arthur is mentioned in works of the late 5th and early 6th centuries, and is said to be 

the historical genius of the legendary heroic Celts, who were at the forefront of the 

struggle against the Anglo-Saxons who invaded Britain. In later works, Arthur's 

image was slightly altered, and he was portrayed as the wise son of King Uterus 

Pentagor, who was later portrayed as a knight. The knightly tradition originated in 

Provence in southern France and served as a model for other nations. In a knightly 

environment, certain rules of courtesy (very gentleness, politeness, courtesy) have 

emerged - certain rules that knights must follow in their behavior, such as being very 

polite, Ideas such as love of the Lady of the Hall, respect for her countrymen and help 

from the poor, courage, selflessness and devotion to the Holy Church were reflected 

in the knightly novels. The first knightly novels in English appeared in the XIII 

century. In the 14th century, the poem "Death of Arthur" was created in Northern 

England or Scotland (it is possible that it was a poetic reworked form of 

GalfredMonmutsky in Latin history). There are several versions of the epics about 

Carol Atrur, all of which contain elements of fairy tales, and the plot of the novels are 

religious-mystical motifs about St. Greale. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 

were the heyday of English and Scottish folk poetry. Songs and ballads are the most 

common forms. Ballads played an important role in the development of children's 

literature and the whole of English literature with the advent of works about the 

legendary hero, the brave pirate Robin Hood, who wrote a lot for teenagers. An 

unauthorized epic work, created with a combination of lyrical and dramatic elements, 

sometimes intended to be sung to the accompaniment of musical instruments, is 

called a ballad. The origins of the ballads are varied. These include Christian legends, 

ancient epic songs, knightly novels, and even ancient plots. In the description of all 

ballads, the plates play a key role, that is, the reality jumps and moves without a pre-

introduction statement. This fact is the basis for interpreting the audience as pre-

prepared, that is, an audience that is already familiar with the beginning of the work. 

Historical ballads about real historical figures, which exist in the context of real 

events, form the largest group. The protagonists of the ballad are diverse, the most 

famous of which is about the ruthless pirate Robin Hood. Ballads about Robin Hood 

were copied during the XV-XVI centuries and collected in a single collection, cycles. 

One of the chronicles of 1266 reads: "... Among the people who lost their private 

property, the robber Robert Good (from the author: as stated in the chronicle) was 

very popular, he was very popular and his people He enjoyed acting as a hero in 

theater and theater performances, and sang as one of England's favorite historical 

heroes of tourist singers. John Mary's Latin History of Great Britain in 1521 tells the 

story of Robin Hood and his wonderful assistant, John the Lion, who lived during the 

reign of Heart Richard. According to the historian, Robin Hood was the leader of 
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hundreds of volunteer snipers, and the state army could not match them. The robbers 

only robbed the rich, protected the poor, and did no harm to women. The 

interpretation of Robin Hood, a wrestler who fought against the Dutch in the first half 

of the 19th century, was very popular. This view was put forward by Walter Scott (in 

the novel Ivango) and the French historian Auguste Thierry (in his works such as 

Robin Hood and The Conquest of England by the Normans). In Russian, there are 

two wonderful translations of Yskott Lin's "Robin Hood and His Freedom" and A. 

Gershenzod and I. Tokmakova - about the generous bandit. 

In some ballads, they come out of the graves of the dead to help their loved ones, or 

to break their promises and calm them down. There are even reports that after the 

death of their loved ones, they found peace with each other in that world, and roses or 

nectarines sprouted from their graves. Ballads of this type belong to the group of 

fairy-tale or fantastic ballads. It is precisely these works that later captivated 

European romantics, including writers such as Tennison, Caldridge, South, Wild, and 

Kipling.In Russia, English and Scottish ballads were performed by A. Pushkin and V. 

Zhukovsky, N. Gumelyov and R. Rozhdestvensky, A.K. Translated by Tolstoy and S. 

Marshak. 

In the 16th century, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, with the advent of 

printing presses, children's books began to appear in England. Their main task was to 

teach the child to behave well and decently in society. Most of these books have been 

translated from Latin. "The child was corrupted in his original upbringing ..." the 

reckoning church reckoned. It was this emphasis that defined the currents of English 

children's literature in the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. Dry didactics and 

discipline pervaded children's literature at that time. In 1702, Thomas White, the 

Minister of Religious Affairs for Children, published a pamphlet called ‘The Little 

Book for Young Children’, in which he recommended that "children should not be 

taught nonsense books and ballads, but should be taught the Bible." Many books are a 

collection of tips - often the advice of good fathers to their obedient children. 

However, from the first books, rhyming riddles, alphabets and games were written in 

children's textbooks. 

Results. In the 18th century, books were published about the adventures of 

Robinson Crusoe and Gulliver, which are still loved and read by children. Daniel 

Defoe and Jonathan Swift are among the best writers of Renaissance children's 

literature, although they did not actually write for children at all. Daniel Defoe (1660-

1731) is not only a great writer, but also a great publisher, whose works have been 

praised and admired by Russo, W. Goethe, and U. Payne. During his thirty years of 

creative activity, Defoe wrote political pamphlets under his own name and several 

other scientific works on law and philosophy, pamphlets on economics, manuals for 

traders, tips on how to behave in society. , wrote an epic about art, the general history 

of handicrafts and others. Despite being the author of more than four hundred novels, 

essays, a well-known journalist and publisher, for a lifetime he became known to 

readers of all countries as the author of a great work. From the first years of its 

publication (four editions of the book were published in five months), it became so 

popular that Defoe had to write the second and third parts of "Robinson Crusoe". But 

the kids just fell in love with the first novel. There are wonderful copies in Russian, 
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translated by M. Shishmaryova and K. Chukovsky. "Robinson Crusoe" is based on 

the best traditions of the adventure novel and meets all the requirements of the genre. 

It includes the sinking of the ship and the persecution, as well as pirates and pirates, 

as well as shootings and refugees.  

For a long time, however, critics have hailed it as a work that glorifies only the 

fervent energy of the conscious and purposeful man and the spiritual power of his 

labor, and, in general, elevates the social order in eighteenth-century England. The 

success of "Robinson Crusoe" is primarily due to the great interest in the life of the 

hero, who fell on a deserted island, which aroused the same interest in students in the 

XVII and subsequent centuries. There is a real story about Alexander Selkirk, a 

Scottish sailor who was left alone for four years and four months. At the heart of the 

work is a hero who can withstand any hardship and tragedy. Researchers believe that 

the success of the book is also in the image of the hero and the tragedy that befell 

him. "Robinson Crusoe" is not only his life, he is best known for his editions, 

imitations, and counterfeit copies in Russian, French, German, Scottish, Dutch, and 

Greek. In Russia, Robinson Crusoe was published in 1762 in St. Petersburg in two 

parts. In 1785 it was published in N.I.Novikov's magazine "Children's Reading for 

the Mind and Heart" ("Детскоечтениедлясердцаиразума"), in 1819 the first issue of 

S.N.Glinka's "New Children's Reading"  with "Robinson Crusoe" was published. In 

the nineteenth century in Russia, this work was read not only in Russian, but also in 

other languages in various reworked stories and passages. A new Russian translation 

of the work was published in Leo Tolstoy's pedagogical journal ‘YasnayaPolyana’. It 

is possible that this work was not translated by Tolstoy himself, but it was reprinted 

several times in the magazine under his name. It should be noted that Defoe's first 

attempt at English literature was a "Gothic" work - "The Ghost of Mrs. Will", a work 

written in the form of irony (irony) typical of English literature. 

Another representative of English children’s literature, Jonathan Swift (1667 - 

1745) was at odds with the political views of his contemporaries Defoe in the social 

order that existed in England. His famous work "Gulliver" is nothing but a sharp 

satire against the aristocratic society and state system. The full title of the work is: 

"First the surgeon, then the captain of several ships Lemuel Gulliver's travels to 

various distant countries of the world". Aimed at sharp irony and ridicule of the 

political system of England, the work first of all attracts children with its form. It is 

safe to say that this work has something to do with François Rable's "realistic" fiction 

and folklore. Gulliver's supernatural adventures, his landing in the land of the 

Lilliputians and the giants, the incredible texture and incredibility of the events, may 

not make the children very happy, may not steal their minds as they read. However, 

at the same time it teaches to respect the opinions and worldviews of others, to put 

goodness and kindness in the traditions of others, to sympathize with the pain of 

others. "I write with an honorable purpose to enlighten and educate humanity," Swift 

wrote. 

Discussions. Walter Scott (1771 -1832) is recognized as the founder of the true 

classic historical novel. He was the first to include living people (mostly his fictional 

characters) in the description of history, and this led to the creation of works that are 

of interest to all segments of society. Sir Walter Scott, a lawyer from Edenburg, a 
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collector of folk ballads, and the owner of a luxurious Gothic mansion, wrote 26 

novels, several collections of poetry, four plays, endless translations, literary 

reworked translations, and a magazine. articles, review feuilletons, brilliant historical 

research. Today, Scott's work is considered a treasure trove of teenage literature, 

while his works have been read by Byron and Goethe, Heine and Stendhal. Pushkin 

called him a "Scottish magician", while Balzac called him his mentor. Walter Scott 

was born in Edenburg, Scotland, to a family of well-known Scottish lawyers. He is 

proud to be one of the most famous dynasties of both father and mother. In February 

1772, Scott became paralyzed and lost one of his right legs. All attempts at treatment 

are ineffective, and he is crippled for life. Scott himself attributes this illness to his 

inability to play and move with other children, which has led him to read "magic and 

horror" since he was a child. Due to his illness, he spent his youth at his grandfather's 

house outside the city. These periods will remain in his memory for a lifetime. Aunt 

Janet would read him ballads of historical heroism and magic, and Scott would 

immediately remember them. In 1814, Scott wrote novels that brought him mostly 

worldly fame. Through his novels, we are told the whole history of England and 

Scotland. In Scott's work there is a transition from romanticism to realism. For the 

first time in his works, public administration and public life are viewed not through 

the eyes of kings and queens, but through the eyes of artistic heroes. Walter Scott 

entered the history of world literature as the founder of the historical novel and as the 

best master of this genre. 

For a long time, however, critics have hailed it as a work that glorifies only the 

fervent energy of the conscious and purposeful man and the spiritual power of his 

labor, and, in general, elevates the social order in eighteenth-century England. The 

success of "Robinson Crusoe" is primarily due to the great interest in the life of the 

hero, who fell on a deserted island, which aroused the same interest in students in the 

XVII and subsequent centuries. There is a real story about Alexander Selkirk, a 

Scottish sailor who was left alone for four years and four months. At the heart of the 

work is a hero who can withstand any hardship and tragedy. Researchers believe that 

the success of the book is also in the image of the hero and the tragedy that befell 

him. "Robinson Crusoe" is not only his life, he is best known for his editions, 

imitations, and counterfeit copies in Russian, French, German, Scottish, Dutch, and 

Greek. In Russia, Robinson Crusoe was published in 1762 in St. Petersburg in two 

parts. In 1785 it was published in N.I.Novikov's magazine "Children's Reading for 

the Mind and Heart" ("Детскоечтениедлясердцаиразума"), in 1819 the first issue of 

S.N.Glinka's "New Children's Reading"  with "Robinson Crusoe" was published. In 

the nineteenth century in Russia, this work was read not only in Russian, but also in 

other languages in various reworked stories and passages. A new Russian translation 

of the work was published in Leo Tolstoy's pedagogical journal ‘YasnayaPolyana’. It 

is possible that this work was not translated by Tolstoy himself, but it was reprinted 

several times in the magazine under his name. It should be noted that Defoe's first 

attempt at English literature was a "Gothic" work - "The Ghost of Mrs. Will", a work 

written in the form of irony (irony) typical of English literature. 

Arthur Conan Doyle (1859 -1930) is the founder of the detective genre, the 

author of a number of science fiction, historical works, numerous stories, short 
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stories, poems. He created the image of Sherlock Holmes, a great tyrant, who, with 

his unparalleled talent, exposed the most confusing crimes and became a defender of 

the victims and oppressors. Sherlock Holmes first appears in Dawn Etudes. Holmes 

and Dr. Watson are the protagonists of his later works, such as The Adventures of 

Sherlock Holmes, The Dog Baskerville, The Return of Sherlock Holmes, and The 

Events of Sherlock Holmes' Judicial Practice. Sherlock Holmes can be included in the 

list of literary heroes that everyone knows without hesitation. As H. Pearson, one of 

Conan Doyle's biographers, put it, "There are only three fictional characters in 

English literature today, just like Holmes, in the hearts and minds of ordinary street 

people: Romeo, Sherlock and Robinson Crusoe." There is also the fact that when the 

writer tried to quietly kill his own hero, he was buried in letters of protest and 

excitement, and tried to revive Conan Doyle's protagonist and bring him back to life. 

Conan Doyle also wrote a number of talented science fiction works, based on 

the extraordinary discoveries of scientists. In addition to the famous detective, he 

wrote about seventy novels, which he considered more important than the stories of 

Sherlock Holmes ("Stone's relatives", "Death of Arthur", "The White Squad", etc.). 

Conan Doyle was born into an Irish artist family of British descent. Arthur started 

writing interesting stories as a child - in school, but in the future he decided to devote 

himself not to writing, but to medicine. In 1881, Conan Doyle received a bachelor's 

degree in medicine and earned a living as a judge. However, the work of writing 

gradually took up more time, and the income from it was enough to support a good 

life. Thus, from 1890, Conan Doyle devoted his life to writing. Although the 

prototype of Conan Doyle's protagonists is in real life - Joseph Bell, Holmes has 

more in common with the author. The writer said in one of his interviews: "Sherlock 

Holmes ... - it's me."Sherlock Holmes is a man of strong logical thinking, rich 

imagination and unique observation. These abilities help him to unravel the 

complexity of the events that have plagued him. Doyle proved that these abilities 

were also present: in 1906, he published a number of articles in the Daily Telegraph 

and was able to justify the unjust imprisonment of George Dalj. Conan Doyle entered 

the history of literature and reading teenage literature, first of all, as a creator of the 

detective genre. 

Conclusion. The twentieth century has also changed children's literature with 

its sharp social problems, sharp contradictions, and political views. The horrors of the 

world penetrated the pages of the little reader’s work. Their protagonists are social 

creatures who, in their own way, oppose the atrocities committed against man, 

demanding their rights to friendship and love, and calling on the elders to understand 

them. The problems of the time began to permeate not only realistic works, but also 

fairy tales. Although they have retreated a little from their genre, they still hope that 

good will triumph over evil, and they are constantly fighting for it.The age of science 

and technology has created a vital problem for human society around the world - the 

preservation of life on Earth. That is why books on environmental issues, the world 

around us, and the flora and fauna play an important role in modern children's 

literature. Naturalist writers from all over the world set themselves the task of 

cultivating in children a spirit of care and love for nature and all living things. Today, 

English children's literature has developed in a variety of genres and themes. Some of 
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the best-known writers have dedicated their talents and activities to it. Because they 

understand that the future of humanity is in the hands of a growing generation. 
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Abstract. The article examines the evolution of artistic psychologism in the 

women's prose of Russian and Uzbek writers. Finding evidence for the thesis about 

the deep psychological basis of women's prose in scientific literature, the author 

concludes that the most prominent representatives of it from the point of view are in 

Russian modern prose L. Petrushevskaya, and in modern Uzbek prose Z.Kurolboy in 

works whose psychologism exists at the stylistic and figurative levels. Female authors 

reveal the characters of their heroines through their mood and behavior in everyday 

life in general and through conflict situations in particular. In addition, it is common 

to refer to the epic basis of psychologism, which allows us to emphasize its 

evolutionary change in the stylistic dominance in the works of the authors under 

consideration.  

Objective. The purpose of the study is to study and identify the specifics of the 

evolution of psychologism in the works of modern Russian and Uzbek women writers, 

showing new artistic approaches to the study of the personal potential of a modern 

person. 

Methods. The research methods are based on the principles of a holistic 

analysis of the ideological and artistic structure of the text from the point of view of 

the specifics of psychologism in combination with descriptive and comparative-

typological types of analysis. 

Research results (Findings). In the XXI century, there is a tendency to a deep 

study of psychologism as a stylistic unity in modern literature. Traditional forms and 

techniques of psychological disclosure are being transformed. The changes taking 

place in society have brought to the fore the disclosure of the inner world of the 

characters.  

Conclusions. The study of research materials on the problem, the analysis of 

works of modern “women’s prose” shows the relevance of the problem in modern 

society. The evolution of artistic psychologism in the literary texts of Russian and 

Uzbek authors is becoming a universal category that incorporates the contexts of 

transpersonal, psychoanalytic psychology, and also leads to the identification of the 

importance of modern coding systems for the study of the external and internal 

psychological field of the individual. The deployment of deep psychological layers of 

personality creates the process of recreating the configuration of reality, which is a 

“projection of the text as the world”, thereby psychologism accumulates new 
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information fields in the presented texts, achieving convergence of psychological 

universals of a person and external empirical reality, which allows creating new 

psychological meanings as a means of cognition of the mutual influence of the 

“Reality- Author- Hero” systems. 

Keywords: psychologism, stylistic unity, dominants, configuration of reality, 

psychoanalyst, transpersonal, individual. 
 

Introduction. The concepts of “psychologism” and “psychological analysis” in 

literary studies, it is customary to distinguish psychologism is (from the Greek psyche 

- soul and logos - concept, word) the method of depicting the mental life of a person 

in a work of art: recreating the inner life of a character, its dynamics, changes in 

mental states, analysis of the personality properties of the hero. At a certain stage in 

the development of literature, psychologism becomes a conscious and defining 

aesthetic principle. Psychological analysis is an image of a person's mental life. The 

forms of psychological analysis are diverse: from direct author's explanations to the 

“internal” monologues of the characters. Open forms of explaining the psychology of 

heroes are called “explicit psychologism”, while hidden forms (for example, by 

indicating changes in the appearance of the character) are called “secret 

psychologism”.  

Bakhtin M.M.once identified two main directions in the construction of the 

character of a literary hero: classical and romantic. The classical character manifests 

in the individual the universal, generic. he is being created as fate. Its basis is 

ontological determinism. The romantic character, according to Bakhtin, is self-

composed and initiative, he is the focus of inexhaustible individual possibilities of the 

individual. The personality of the hero is revealed not as fate, but as an idea, more 

precisely, as the embodiment of an idea. The romantic hero is reflexive, lyrical 

moments occupy a large place in his portrayal; he is built on the opposition of the 

ideal and the existent (binary psychologism). 

Any work of art is characterized by certain features: its plot-compositional form, 

which organizes the specifics and interaction of the visual means of the text, forming, 

as it were, a “face” and the main dominant element. 

At one time, B. Eichenbaum argued that: “A work of art is always the result of a 

complex struggle of various formative elements, always a kind of compromise. These 

elements do not just coexist and do not just “correspond” to each other. Depending on 

the general nature of the style, one or another element has the value of an organizing 

dominant, dominating the others and subjugating them to itself.” 

If we accept B. Eichenbaum's statement as a postulate, then we can conclude 

that dominance rules all components in a work of art, subordinating them to the 

conceptual idea of the author. 

The purpose of this article is to identify the evolution of artistic forms and 

methods of psychologism in the works of L.Petrushevskaya and Z.Kurolboy 

For the modern understanding of literary and artistic style, the following is 

essential: style is an expression of deep originality; style has aesthetic perfection; it 

represents a meaningful form; it is a property of the entire artistic form of the work 
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and not only its speech side, which is of the most important importance for literary 

style. 

The prose of these authors has great potential for research and contains many 

techniques that require deep philological analysis. The original style, subtle 

psychologism, life-likeness, the originality of the approach to monologism and 

dialogicity in the field of artistic speech, the ability to conform to the so-called “spirit 

of the times” - all these are the reasons why the analysis of her prose can have high 

scientific potential. But these external signs do not give a complete answer to the 

question why her work makes a strong impression on people of different levels of 

education and social status. 

One of the main defining features of the style of women writers is the simplest 

development of the plot: a clear contrast between positive and negative, real and 

unreal, important and unimportant, one's own or appeared to be such.[3]  

One of the means of forming psychologism as a stylistic unity in the works of L. 

Petrushevskaya is the epic beginning. As an example, “Oedipus' Mother-in-law” and 

“Medea” can be cited. When describing Medea, L. Petrushevskaya closely connects 

the everyday situations of modern Russian reality with the mythological beginning, 

presenting her psychological interpretation of the feminist myth. In “Medea” 

L. Petrushevskaya addresses the juxtaposition of male and female approaches to the 

issue of the death of a child, dissecting and exposing the psychological experiences of 

the characters and their specifics depending on gender. [6] 

In the work “The Mother-in-Law of Oedipus” L. Petrushevskaya herself creates 

a new myth based on the original myth. In Petrushevskaya, blind fate comes to the 

fore, ruling the destinies of people who are not even aware of his mystical presence. 

L. Petrushevskaya deftly interweaves these myths, doubling and mirroring images, 

reshaping the plot idea of the narrative, stitching together the spaces of modernity and 

eternity. Psychologism L. Petrushevskaya is based in these texts on the component of 

the archetypes “person-self”, which are contradictory in themselves as a combination 

of the individual inner self with the person turned outward into the social 

environment.  If we talk about artistic speech in her stories, then they highlight the 

rhythmic ordering of phrases and their tempo organization. 

The psychologism of L. Petrushevskaya's creativity is created not only by 

referring to mythological archetypes, but also to well-known literary images. 

L. Petrushevskaya gives them a modern reading, as if telling her readers that nothing 

is impossible in this world and all our feelings have already been lived by other 

people in other eras in one way or another. This is most clearly manifested in the 

work of L. Petrushevskaya “New Robinsons”.[4]  

The appeal to the image of Robinson Crusoe is not new to modern literature, 

only it finds different interpretations from different authors. For example, in 

E. Vodolazkin's novel “Aviator”, the image of Robinson of the twentieth century is 

associated with the movement of a person in time from the beginning to the end of 

the century as a victim of freezing experiments. And the main character of his work 

lives through the processes of psychological adaptation to the new time, at the same 

time trying to recreate the old time in memory. But the case of such a Robinson 

crusoe is unique, the only one, and the probability of its repetition is extremely small.  
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L. Petrushevskaya has a more mundane version of reading “New Robinsons”. 

The action takes place in the country, which means that the narrative is much closer 

to the reader's routine. L. Petrushevskaya's Robinsoniad begins in an abandoned 

village, of which there are many scattered across the expanses of Russia, which gives 

every reader the opportunity to try on this action for themselves. [10] 

The psychologism of the work is manifested in imagery: many of the epithets 

characterizing the characters carry psychological semantics: a wild Marfutka, a 

tortured grandson, a frightened Anisya, a restless father. It is interesting to realize 

psychological details in the form of the formulation of theses from children's 

arguments (after all, the lyrical hero is a girl, and through her eyes we see a child's 

view of life and social categories). 

The following sentence is very capacious from the point of view of 

psychologism: “Grandma Anisya, the only person in the village (Marfutka does not 

count, and Tanya was not a person, but a criminal).” Marfutka is not taken into 

account, because she is feral. This sentence contains an amazing truth in its 

psychological relation: a “feral” person, that is, a person who loses social contacts 

and interactions, even if voluntarily, loses his social principle, which is an invariable 

characteristic of every person in the perception of the author. At the same time, one 

can sympathize with such a category of people that they are desocialized for one 

reason or another.  

Another kind is Tanya – “not a person, but a criminal.” She has a medical 

degree and has worked in medicine all her life. But from the point of view of the 

lyrical hero, she is unworthy of the traditional respect for doctors. The reasons are 

revealed in the text: Tanya stole a piglet from a collective farm at the age of 

seventeen, for which she was exiled to Kolyma. That's where she got her medical 

degree.  

In other words, it was not by vocation, but from despair, which, of course, 

affects the formation of the psychological image of the heroine. L. Petrushevskaya 

does not describe Tanya's exploits as a doctor saving lives. Tanya chooses the 

specialization of the head and becomes the head of the medical center and becomes 

almost the main person. In a village (especially a small one), the doctor was always 

the main person, because fellow villagers went to him with their illnesses and 

believed in his power of knowledge and experience, trusting their health. But Tanya's 

primacy was manifested in something else: “she was doing great things, she rented 

half of the house for a medical center and money was also coming.” Petrushevskaya 

does not specify the way of Tanya's commercial activity: either she rented her house 

to the state and received money for it, or she herself carried out clandestine medical 

activities, providing services to fellow villagers. Both, according to the lyrical hero, 

are criminal.  

At the same time, it is not because of a piglet stolen in her youth that Tanya is 

deprived of humanity in the work, because what the father of a family does when he 

comes to an abandoned village can also be called looting or theft from the point of 

view of high morality - collecting inventory and utensils in abandoned houses, 

transferring a fence fence to seize land. But these are not crimes from a human point 

of view, because these things are no longer needed by their owners, they are 
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abandoned – even the land, which has been one of the main values for the Russian 

people since ancient times. The actions of “Robinson’s” who plunder ownerless 

possessions do not harm these people, and therefore cannot be considered crimes.  

What is criminal in Tanya's behavior is that she is ready to go “over the heads” 

and cause harm to people around her, fellow countrymen, fellow villagers. So 

Anisya, who worked illegally for five years in Tanya's medical center, was left 

without a pension supplement as a worker, because it was these five years that she 

lacked until a quarter of a century required by social legislation.  

This is the skill of L. Petrushevskaya: in one sentence and a few lines to reveal 

the psychological depth of not only heroes, but also human types through the prism of 

the social conditions of Russian reality. The psychologism of this theory, simply and 

ordinarily formed by uncomplicated events taking place in front of a child, is fair and 

objectively real.  

The typology of L. Petrushevskaya's human characters is formed very clearly. In 

the author's works, our society is divided into people (real people capable of helping 

others and at the same time not alien to individual weaknesses of human character), 

criminals (not thugs and highwaymen, but those representatives of our society. who 

are capable of crossing the boundaries of morality and humanity for their own 

benefit) and detached from this world (deprived of social contacts and not showing 

adequate reactions in interactions with others).[8] 

Let 's turn to the consideration of psychologism as a style dominant in the work 

of Z. Kurolboy. In the stories of Z. Kurolboy, external and internal plots can be 

distinguished, but internal artistic details prevail in abundance over external ones, 

psychologizing external details: they are either made a sensory impression of the 

hero, or reflect changes in the inner world. 

So in the story "Kelin", we observe the following description of the portrait of 

the heroine Oigul, in which the author contrasts two female images: 

«– Онажон, чой ичинг, – дуркун аёлнинг пиёла тутган бармоқлари узун-

узун. Оппоқ, ним пушти тирноклари ялтирарди.Муслим момонинг кўзларига 

Холдор келиннинг қорача, тўрлаган, тирноқлари, сарғайган бармоқлари 

кўриниб кетди. 

–Файзи ака, чойни олинг, – дуркун аёл Файзимуродга пиёла узатди. 

Аёлнинг ҳаракатларида бачканалик, зўракилик сезилмасди. Қарашлари 

мулойим ва самимий эди. Муслим момонинг кўзларига меҳнатқаш, қўли қадок 

Холдор келиннинг одамга қаттиқ тикиладиган, ҳиссиз нигоҳлари қўриниб 

кетди». 

(“Mommy, Would you like some tea” she said, holding the bowl with her 

fingers. Her white, slightly pinkish nails shone. The grandmother immediately 

remembered the black, yellowed nails of her daughter-in-law Holdor.) [12]. 

- Faizi-aka, take tea – said the woman, handing Faizmurod a bowl. There was no 

tension in the woman's actions, her attitude was polite and sincere. The grandmother 

again remembered the unfeeling eyes of the hardworking daughter-in-law Holdor, our 

translation is M.F.) 
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As the examples in the description of the portrait of the appearance and actions 

of the heroines show, allow the author to gradually familiarize the reader with the 

inner and outer portrait of Oigul and Holdor. 

Landscape components also allow you to note the peculiarities of the author's 

style. In her stories there is harmony with nature, images of rain and snow are often 

found: «Январнинг охирларида бирдан ҳаво айниб, кун совиб кетди. Бу йил қиш 

бўлмайди-ёв, деб бемалол юрган одамлар шошиб қолишди. Икки кун гупиллатиб 

қор ёғди» (“At the end of January it suddenly turned cold. People who thought that 

there would be no winter this year, hurried. It snowed for two days in a row”, our 

translation is M.F.). «Ёмғир уч кундан буён тинимсиз шивалаб ёғарди (“It rained 

for three days in a row”, our translation is M.F.).[12] 

Z. Kurolboy's stories arouse the reader's interest in the inner world of the 

characters. The main character in her stories usually becomes a woman. The main 

feature of the author's work is the approach to a woman as a mother, wife, and at the 

same time as a very suffering person (the stories “Yomg’irli o’lka” (“Rainy Land”), 

“Iztirob” (“Pain”), “Rashk” (“Jealousy”), “Muhabbat va nafrat” (“Love and Hate”)), 

etc. 

The process of plot development in Z. Kurolboy 's stories is interesting. The 

progressive movement of the plot development never weakens, on the contrary, it is 

constantly rapid and tense, replete with various twists and turns. Her works always 

attract the reader with an unusual plot, a series of extraordinary events associated 

with simplicity and everyday life. Acute, extraordinary events that occur every now 

and then in the course of a trivial plot line are designed to stimulate the ideological 

and emotional reaction of the heroines, as well as their speech activity. 

In the stories of Z. Kurolboy, the narration is introduced in the first and third 

person. This combination is focused primarily on the author's presentation of the 

thoughts and feelings of the characters, which allows her to introduce internal 

monologues that deeply and in detail reveal the inner world of the heroines: «Унинг 

яшагиси ҳам келмай қолганди. «Ажалнинг кириб келишини кутиб ўтираманми? 

Уни ўзим чақириб қўяқолсам-чи? Бу дунёда қиладиган ишим қолмади ҳисоб. 

Очиқмозордек ҳувиллаб ётган уйга тириклай кўмилгандай яшашнинг кимга 

кераги бор? Эртароқ ёнига борсам, балки эрим хурсанд бўлармиди…». ("She 

didn't want to live. – Am I going to wait for the angel of death now? Maybe I'll call 

him myself? I have nothing else to do in this world. Who can live as if you are buried 

alive in an open cemetery in an abandoned house? Maybe my husband will be happy 

if I go to him early...", our translation is M.F.) 

This method of narration can also be traced in the story “Kelin”, where the 

author masterfully combines the direct speech of the characters with the inner one. 

For example, direct speech: «Одам бир марта дунёга келади. Шундай экан, ўзини, 

туйғуларини ҳурмат қилиши ҳам керак-да. Қолаверса, одам ўзини бахтли ҳис 

қилган ерда яшаши керак». ("A man lives once. If so, he must respect himself and 

his feelings. And then, a person should live where he feels happy (our translation is 

M.F.); inner speech: «Турсунбой чол пиёлани оларкан, қўли титраб кетди-ю, 

Муслим момо буни аниқ кўрди. «Ҳаҳ, шўрлик чол, бундай муомалани кўрмаган-

да! Кўргансиз ликқиляпти», – деб ичида яниб қуйди момо». (“Grandfather's hand 
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trembled when he took the bowl. Grandma Muslim definitely noticed it. -Yes, poor 

grandfather, I have never seen such treatment. He behaves as if he had never seen 

anything like this in his life," grandma scolded grandfather to herself,” our translation 

is M.F.)  

It should be noted that the form of artistic convention of Zulfiya Kurolboy Kizi's 

stories is realistic. Unlike Petrushevskaya, in whose stories a happy ending is 

common, Z. Kurolboy is more often marked by an emotional open ending. 

At the same time, it is not because of a piglet stolen in her youth that Tanya is 

deprived of humanity in the work, because what the father of a family does when he 

comes to an abandoned village can also be called looting or theft from the point of 

view of high morality - collecting inventory and utensils in abandoned houses, 

transferring a fence fence to seize land. But these are not crimes from a human point 

of view, because these things are no longer needed by their owners, they are 

abandoned – even the land, which has been one of the main values for the Russian 

people since ancient times. The actions of “Robinson’s” who plunder ownerless 

possessions do not harm these people, and therefore cannot be considered crimes.  

What is criminal in Tanya's behavior is that she is ready to go “over the heads” 

and cause harm to people around her, fellow countrymen, fellow villagers. So 

Anisya, who worked illegally for five years in Tanya's medical center, was left 

without a pension supplement as a worker, because it was these five years that she 

lacked until a quarter of a century required by social legislation.  

This is the skill of L. Petrushevskaya: in one sentence and a few lines to reveal 

the psychological depth of not only heroes, but also human types through the prism of 

the social conditions of Russian reality. The psychologism of this theory, simply and 

ordinarily formed by uncomplicated events taking place in front of a child, is fair and 

objectively real.  

The typology of L. Petrushevskaya's human characters is formed very clearly. In 

the author's works, our society is divided into people (real people capable of helping 

others and at the same time not alien to individual weaknesses of human character), 

criminals (not thugs and highwaymen, but those representatives of our society. who 

are capable of crossing the boundaries of morality and humanity for their own 

benefit) and detached from this world (deprived of social contacts and not showing 

adequate reactions in interactions with others).[8] 

Let 's turn to the consideration of psychologism as a style dominant in the work 

of Z. Kurolboy. In the stories of Z. Kurolboy, external and internal plots can be 

distinguished, but internal artistic details prevail in abundance over external ones, 

psychologizing external details: they are either made a sensory impression of the 

hero, or reflect changes in the inner world. 

The author does this intentionally, omits a lot, leads away into the subtext, 

counting on the imagination of the reader, who must finish what is depicted, imagine 

an open ending. Compositional techniques are based on juxtaposition, and plots that 

use the technique of transferring actions from one time level to another are dynamic: 

the action moves from the present to the past, from the past to the future. Chronologic 

relationships create a kind of appearance of time, allow you to move from one time 

space to another in order to reveal the images of the heroines and identify the features 
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of the space in which they exist «Октябрь ойининг ўн саккизинчисида туғилган 

еттинчи фарзанд ҳам қиз бўлди. Қизчани она қорнидан операция қилиб олишди 

дўхтурлар» (“The seventh child, born on the eighteenth of October, also turned out 

to be a girl. The girl was removed from her mother's womb by doctors with the help 

of surgical intervention”, our translation is M.F.). «Ниҳоят, икки йил 

мусофирчиликдаги оворагарчилигу текшир-текширлардан сўнг Латофат 

хонимга уйга қайтишга рухсат берилди» (“Finally, after thorough examinations 

by doctors that lasted almost two years, Latofat khonim was allowed to return home”, 

our translation is M.F.). 

Z. Kurolboy's style is distinguished by originality, originality, colorfulness; each 

of her stories impresses the reader with the novelty of the topic, a different 

interpretation, a variety of characters, topical issues, an unusual idea, thereby 

ensuring the high popularity of her works. 

At any time when a writer strives for a more complete interpretation of human 

relations, the question of style arises, since the author's style expresses his individual 

creative world. Within the framework of this article, we have tried to analyze 

psychologism as a stylistic unity in the works of L.Petrushevskaya and Z.Kurolboy. 

Although, in general, the work of both writers is determined by different vectors, 

their main thoughts and artistic ideas are intertwined in many ways. The proximity of 

the problems that women face in different countries demonstrates that the differences 

between Western and Eastern mentalities are not radically opposite. With the 

difference in traditions, women are still asking the same questions, looking for their 

place in society, trying to find happiness in their own family life. 

It can be said that “women's prose” deepened the problems of psychological 

prose, which made it possible to understand the feelings of another person, referring 

to the internal sources of actions, and not to their external manifestations. Neither L. 

Petrushevskaya nor Z. Kurolboy kizi set the task of dissecting the love story of their 

heroines and making it dependent on a certain social order. The artistic regularity of 

the plot development leads to a denouement that implements the author's ideas. 

Methods. The research methods are based on the principles of a holistic analysis 

of the ideological and artistic structure of the text from the point of view of the 

specifics of psychologism in combination with descriptive and comparative-

typological types of analysis. 

Research results (Findings). The evolution of artistic psychologism in the 

works of L. Petrushevskaya and Z.Kurolboy manifests itself with the help of artistic 

details, as well as in the active use of epithets reflecting the psychological state of a 

person in a capacious, but brief description of conflicting environmental irritations, in 

response to which the peculiarities of human psychology are recognized. 

Conclusion. Thus, the evolution of artistic psychologism of each of the studied 

writers is very interesting and aesthetically holistic, revealing the skill of these 

authors: in one sentence and several lines to reveal the psychological depth not only 

of the characters, but also of human types through the prism of social conditions of 

reality. The psychologism of this theory, simply and ordinarily formed by 

uncomplicated events taking place in front of a child, is fair and objectively real.  
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The typology of human characters among women writers is formed very clearly: 

our society is divided into people (real people capable of helping others and at the 

same time not alien to individual weaknesses of human character), criminals (not 

thugs and highwaymen, as well as those representatives of our society who are ready 

to cross the boundaries of morality and humanity for their own benefit). In addition, 

on the detached from this world (deprived of social contacts and not showing 

adequate reactions in interactions with others). 

The authors' stories attract attention by their originality, novelty of the topic, and 

modern interpretation of various collisions. Compositional techniques in stories are 

often based on antithesis and opposition, active use of psychological tension of the 

inner speech of the characters.  
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Abstract: 

The science of art began to be studied in the ancient sciences, and later in the 

context of the adult sciences, and then in the framework of the "scientific triad". 

Initially, this science was not called the science of puberty. They themselves consisted 

of three sciences: the science of meaning (ilmi maon), the science of narration (ilmi 

bayon), and the science of art(ilmi badi’). Linguists have cited these sciences only in 

books on grammar and vocabulary. Hence, these disciplines have been studied as a 

field of linguistics. From the 2nd century AH, books on the science of puberty began 

to be written. It can be said that a book was originally written about science. 

Later, small pamphlets on the meaning of science were created in order to 

explain the meaning of the words in the text. The third science is the first book on the 

science of art, the book of Abdullah ibn al-Mu'tazz al-Abbas. Ibn Mu'tazz was one of 

the first to present 10 types of poetry. Qudama ibn Ja'far, who lived with him for a 

century, re-examined ten types of art and brought it to twenty. Later, this science 

develops, debates arise between art forms, and new research is created. 

Sheikh Imam al-Qahir's two books, Dalail al-Ijaz and Asrar al-Balaghat, were 

at the forefront of the study of the arts in Arabic literature. Abu Yaqub Yusuf Sakkoki 

is one of the scholars who raised this science to a higher level. In Persian literature, 

under the influence of Arabic literature, a number of treatises were created, in which 

the theoretical foundations of science and art were described in detail. 

Rashididdin Watwat's Hadoyiq us-sihr fi daqoyiq ash-shi'r is one such treatise. 

Created in the 12th century, this pamphlet provides information on 63 types of art, 

and the article classifies and studies the types of art according to the nature of form 

and content. 

Research methods. This article analyzes the arts in the composition of scientific 

and theoretical works on classical poetics on the basis of hermeneutic and 

comparative-historical methods. 

Results and discussions. 

1. Introduction to the classification of Arabic, Persian, Turkish sources on 

classical poetics; 

2. The arts are classified as part of works devoted to the science of art; 

3. Fine arts formed on the basis of the laws of scientific rhyme and scientific art 

are analyzed on the example of bytes. 

Conclusion. 

1. Although Rashididdin Vatvat's Hadoyiq us-sikhr did not divide the arts into 

such types as spiritual and verbal art, he emphasized the relationship between form 
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and content as their characteristics when giving information about the arts. The 

scientist interpreted these types of art on the basis of a specific principle. First it 

shows the lexical meaning of art, and then the feature as a fine art. 

2.  In order to explain the essence of art, he first cites examples from Arabic 

sources, and then from Persian sources. 

3. In conclusion, the work "Hadoyiq us-sikhr" is one of the most important 

studies of science and art. Its study can deepen the science of classical poetics. 

Keywords: poetics, brochure, ilmi segona (Trinity of sciences), Aruz wezni (or 

“aruz prosody”), ravi, juzv, rhyme, the types of rhyme. 

 

Introduction. The sciences of puberty form the basis of classical poetics. While 

the science of science, the science of meaning, and the science of fiction first 

emerged as a means of interpreting and comprehending the blessed verses of the 

Qur'an, later these sciences began to play an important role in understanding and 

comprehending the content of any classical work in classical literature. The trinity of 

the science of poetics is a set of theoretical sciences that provide the opportunity to 

analyze the classical text in a poetically correct way. Ilmi bade has a more ancient 

history than the two sciences (ilmi aruz, ilmi qafiya). There are several pamphlets 

devoted to the science of art, in which the science of art is theoretically and 

practically based. The first treatises were written in Arabic, and later, under their 

influence, in Persian literature, under the influence of Persian literature, sources 

devoted to the study of art in Turkish literature began to appear. In classical Arabic 

poetry, Abdullah ibn Mu'tazz's Kitab ul-badi [1,], Nasr bin Hasan's Mahasin ul-

kalam, Qudama ibn Ja'far's Naqd ush-she'r, Abu Abdullah al-Khvarizmi's Mafatih ul-

Ulum, Yusuf Sakkoki's Miftah ul-Ulum. Abdul Qahir al-Jurjani's Kitab al-Asrar al-

Balagha, Persian-language Umur Radiani's Tarjimon al-Balagha, Rashid al-Din al-

Vatvat's Hadayiq al-Sikhr, Atoullah Husseini's Badoi al-Sanayi, and Ahmad Tarzi's 

Funun ul-Baloga, written in Turkish, is one such pamphlets. 

Materials and methods. This article analyzes the arts in the composition of 

scientific and theoretical works on classical poetics on the basis of hermeneutic and 

comparative-historical methods. 

Results. 

1. Introduction to the classification of Arabic, Persian, Turkish sources on 

classical poetics; 

2. The arts are classified as part of works devoted to the science of art; 

3. Fine arts formed on the basis of the laws of scientific rhyme and scientific art 

are analyzed on the example of bytes. 

Discussion. Rashididdin Vatvat's Hadoyiq us-sehr fi daqoyiq ash-she'r is one of 

the most important sources in the Persian language devoted to the science of art and 

is important in the history of classical poetics. Rashididdin Vatvat, who was fluent in 

Arabic and Persian, was interested in philological sciences as a sharp poet. The 

Iranian scholar Abbas Iqbal Ashtiani, who presented the scientific-critical text of the 

treatise to science (1929), praised Hadoyiq us-sikhr as "one of the masterpieces of 

Persian prose and one of the most important works on the theory of poetry written in 

Persian to date." N.Yu. Chalisova, who carried out the Russian edition of "Hadoyiq 
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us-sikhr", also mentioned in her introduction 21 works of Rashididdin Vatvat, most 

of which are devoted to the science of meaning, narrative and art. admits that it is one 

of the works. Among the works of the great U.S. scholar Nafisi Rashididdin Vatvat, 

Hadoyiq us-Sikhr is the largest and most famous of its kind. 

Indeed, the pamphlet "Hadoyiq us-sikhr" is one of the most famous works on the 

science of classical poetry, which is not difficult to know from the quotations from 

the work, a number of comments about the pamphlet. In particular, Muhammad Rami 

Tabrizi, who lived in the 14th century under the influence of "Hadoyiq us-sikhr", 

wrote "Sharh-i Hadoyiq us-sikhr", and the poet Nekiy Hasan, who lived and worked 

at the same time, wrote a book "Bahr us-sanoyi". The influence of Rashididdin 

Vatvot's work "Hadoyiq us-sikhr" is obvious in the creation of any pamphlet in the 

Persian language, dedicated to the science of classical poetry. 

Although theorists of different eras have not quoted directly from this pamphlet, 

they have taken samples from theoretical data and bytes. This work has been 

published several times in different languages. In particular, there are 6 editions in 

Iran and India. Although the sources do not say when the work "Hadoyiq us-sikhr" 

was written, it is believed that it was created by scholars in the middle of the 

XII century, based on the period of the author's life. Most scholars have relied on the 

information in the preface of the manuscript. Until recently, Rashididdin Vatvat's 

Hadoyiq us-sikhr was considered the first work in Persian devoted to the science of 

poetry. 

However, in 1948, the Turkish scholar Ahmad Atash stated in his article that 

Muhammad Umar Radiani's Tarjimonu Baloga was written before Hadoyiq us-sikhr. 

Rashid al-vatvat used Nasr ibn Hasan's Mahasin ul-Kalam in writing his treatise. The 

classification and patterns of the arts in the pamphlet clearly reflected this effect. The 

scholar was acquainted with the works of Arab and Persian scholars devoted to the 

theory of classical poetics, studied them. On this basis, the treatise singled out 6 of 

the major Arab theorists. In particular, the works of Arab philologists such as Khalil 

ibn Ahmad, Jahiz, Ali Isa ar-Rummani, Ibn Jinni, Jirab ad-Daula, Qadi Quda, and 

their contributions to Arabic poetry are given in detail. 

Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat has arranged the information in the Hadoyiq us-sikhr in 

a unique system. The main part of the work is combined into 55 chapters. The scholar 

has devoted each chapter to a separate art study. In addition to the 55 major arts, 

Rashiddin Vatvat also comments on 8 arts (musarra’, xasi, tarji, aks, tadvir, mukarrar, 

mutanafir, mutalayim) in the appendix. While studying the nature of fine arts, the 

scientist uses a unique method of distributing them: he divides them into two types 

based on their nature and character. 1. Fine arts related to prose and poetry. 

2. Fine arts related to poetry only. Naturally, the number of these art forms is not the 

same. Poetry-related arts are more numerous than prose and poetry-based arts. In 

particular, 37 types of art in the booklet are based on poetry, 26 types of art are based 

on both literary types. The scholar recognizes tasbeh, istiora, tarsi’, tajnis, ishtiqaq, 

ig’raq, maqlub, mutaddad, radd ul-ajuz and other types of art as a type of art used in 

prose and poetry. Speaking about sa’j, the scholar emphasizes that sa’j is a type of art 

that belongs mainly to prose, and that the third type, sa’j, which is mutavazzin, can 

only belong to poetry. 
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The scholar gives a brief explanation of the fine arts, focusing on the bytes. In 

order to explain the essence of art, he first refers to the verses of the Qur'an, the 

Hadith, and then to the verses of Arabic and Persian writers. 

The works of art in the work Hadoyiq us-sikhr can be studied in several ways: 

1. Fine arts based on the interdependence of 3 sciences (science aruz, science 

rhyme, science bade). In this type of art, aruz, rhyme, and the arts are formed in an 

interdependent whole. For example, the arts such as tarsi’, sa’j, mutalavvin, i'not, 

zulqofiyatayn, musarra’ are based on the integrity of the three sciences. 

In most of the pamphlets devoted to the study of the fine arts, the art of 

tarsi’provides the beginning of the pamphlet. It has become a tradition for treatises 

on classical poetic theory. The work Hadoyiq us-sikhr begins with a description of 

the art of tarsi’. The pamphlet explains the art of tarsi’ and its tajnisli type (tarsi'i ma 

– a-t – tajnis) and explains it in the example of bytes. It is well known that tarsi is 

based on the fact that each word in the two verses is mutually rhyming and weight-

appropriate. Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat presents theoretical ideas about the arts and 

shows their practical results on the basis of Arabic and Persian verses. Based on a 

single system, the scholar first presents his position in Arabic sources and then his 

appearance in Persian. The examples given in the commentary on the art of Tarsi are 

taken from the Qur'an and the Hadith. An integral part of this is the byte with the 

commentary "Examples from the Persian language." 

 

Kas ferestad / be-serr / andar / ayyor / maro, 

Kim makon yod / besher / andar / bisyor / maro. Rudakiy [6, 113]. 

 

If we pay attention to the construction of the byte, we can see that the words in 

the verses correspond to each other in terms of rhyme and weight (corners). 

Another of the arts based on the three disciplines is the art of i'not. This art 

science comes under different names in art sources. I’not in Hadoyiq us-sikhr, e’not 

in Badoyi us-sanoyi, tazyiq, tashdid, iltizomi luzum mo lo yalzam for other sources in 

the science of art. The peculiarity of this art is that in order to give beauty and melody 

to a byte, one or more special actions or a certain letter are given in the rhyme, which 

are not necessary before the letter of the narrator. 

 

Az bas ke to dar xend-o dar erron zade-i tig, 

V-az bas ke darin har do zamin rih te-i xun. 

Z-in har do zamin har che giyo ro'yad to hashar, 

Bih-ash hame ro'yin bovad-o shoh tabarx un. 

 

2.Fine arts that arise on the basis of the interdependence of genre and art. 

Examples of such art forms are murabba’, musammat, tarji’, xasi. 

One of the arts that emerges on the basis of the interdependence of genre and art 

is murabba’, which means “quartet”. Murabba’ (a) is used as a genre of poetry 

consisting of four verses, (b) in relation to the repetition of four verses according to 

its aruz, and (c) as an art based on the same reading when recited from the top and 

sides of 4 verses. Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat, while dwelling on this type of art, quotes 
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from a line of poetry in Arabic. The scholar points out that this byte is not so perfect, 

and gives an example in Persian. 

 

Bejonat    nigoro     kidori     vafo, 

Nigoro      vafokon     bedil     bejafo. 

Kedori      bedil        do'sttar    mar maro, 

Vafo        bejafo      mar maro    xoshtaro .  

 

In Hadoyiq us-Sikhr, the art ofxasi is described in the comments section at the 

end of the work. Samples based on bytes are not given. A distinctive feature of xasi's 

art is that there is no rhyme in verse 3 of the 4-line poem. As a genre, it is considered 

one of the types according to the rhyme of rubai. That is, a rhyme rhymed in the form 

a-a-b-a is called xasi rubai in science. 

3. Fine arts based on giving an artistic meaning to the essence of a byte or 

verse. Such art forms are used to give artistic beauty to the classical text. Examples of 

such art forms are husni matla’, husni maqta’, husni takhallus. 

These three types of art, which are based on the artistic nature of the verse and 

the verse, are explained in succession in the book Hadoyiq us-sikhr. Rashid al-Vatvat 

narrates the story of husn al-matla’. According to him, Shibl al-Davla recited a verse 

in honor of King Mukram ibn al-A'la. He recited his verse to the king. Upon hearing 

this, Shibl told al-Davla that he would stop reciting qasida and rewarded him with a 

thousand dinars. 

"If every byte of your poem is as unique as the first verse you read, I will have 

to give you a thousand dinars for each byte, and I do not have enough gold in my 

treasury to pay for it," he said. 

Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat presents verses from his creative heritage, explaining 

the art of husni matla’ on the example of verses written in Arabic and Persian. 

 

Ey labi to guneye sharob girifte, 

Va deye to odate sarob girifte. 

 

4. The arts associated with letters and shapes. The basis of such art forms as 

tajnis, ishtiqaq, maqlub is related to the essence of words, which are formed on the 

basis of letters, letters. 

The arts based on letters and shapes: tajnis, ishtiqaq, and the art of maqlub are 

among the arts that have been widely described and studied as traditional arts. 

The art of ishtiqaq is based on the use of cognate words in a byte or verse. In 

Hadoyiq us-sikhr, he gives examples from the Qur'an based on the art of ishtiqaq. 

 

Fa-aqim vajhaki li-d-di-ni-l-qayyimi... 

Ya asafi ala Yusufa...  

 

Letters and shapes also serve as the basis for the art ofmaqlub. In the gift-giving 

magic, the art of maqlub is given in the name of maqlub. Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat 

explains the distinctive features of the species on the basis of Arabic and Persian 
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bytes, emphasizing that the art of maqlub has the types of maqlubi kull, maqlubi 

mujannah, maqlubi mustavi. It is well known that the art of maqlub is based on the 

use of words that are read exactly when the word is read backwards. 

 

Beganj andarash saxte xaste, 

Bejang andarash lashtar oraste. 

 

5. Arts related to puberty. In such art forms, the science of narration is 

central. Fine art serves for a correct understanding of the essence of the text. For 

example, istiora, tashbih, igraq as-sifat, tajahul ul-arif, jam va-t tafriq va-t tahsil, 

husni talil. 

The art of rhyme between these arts was originally considered an integral part of 

the science of narrative in the field of puberty. It served to convey the essence of the 

text. In the gift-giving sikhr, several types of tashbih are explained under the heading 

of tashbih. Most of the examples are from the Qur'an. 

6. Classical text, art based on the inclusion of another text in the byte. 

Examples of such art forms are irsoli masal, irsoli masalayn, tadmin arts. 

One of the peculiarities of the art of irsoli masal, isroli masalayn and tadmin is 

that in a verse or byte there are examples of phrases, proverbs or sayings. These 

proverbs and sayings are cited as evidence of the poet's thought. 

Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat explains the art of irsoli masaland irsoli masalayn under 

a separate title in Hadoyiq us-sikhr. These two arts differ in the number of uses of 

proverbs in bytes. If one proverb is used in a byte in the art of insoli masal, two 

proverbs are given in a byte in the art of insali masalayn. 

The peculiarity of the art of tadmin is that it uses a verse of the same meaning by 

another poet, based on the essence of the composition of the byte. Rashid al-Din al-

Vatvat cites passages from the Arabic language and his own work as examples of this 

art. He mentions in the verse that he used the famous verse of Unsuri: 

 

Namude tig'e to asare fatho goftu falak, 

“Chenin namoyad shamshire xosravan asar”. 

 

7. Fine arts based on Arabic letters, forms. Art forms such as muqatta’, 

muvassal, and mutazalzal are based on the addition and subtraction of Arabic letters. 

In the art of muqatta’ based on the forms of the letters of the Arabic alphabet, 

the poet uses words consisting of Arabic letters in which all the words in a byte or 

verse are written separately.  

The art of muvwassal, on the other hand, as the opposite of the art of muqatta', 

consists only of the composition of words or verses that can be added. 

8. Art based on riddles and riddles. Art forms such as muvashshah, lug’z, 

murabba’, tadvir, ta’rix, muammo, which are widely used in classical texts, are 

based on finding a certain essence and form. 

This means that the arts, which serve to correctly understand the essence of 

classical texts, to add art and beauty to the essence of the text, theoretically have an 

ancient history. By studying the sources that reflect their theoretical foundations, it is 
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possible to gain a deeper understanding of their practical aspects, and to correctly 

analyze and interpret the classical texts. In this sense, Rashididdin Vatvat's work 

Hadoyiq us-sikhr is of great importance as one of the important sources in the study 

of classical poetry. 

9. Artistic arts based on classical rhyme. Artistic arts such as sa’j, zulfiyatayn, 

musarra’, muraddaf in the harmony of rhyme and artistic art are formed on the basis 

of these two sciences. 

Rashididdin Vatvat gives an in-depth description of the art of sa'j inHadoyiq us-

sikhr. The inner rhymes in the verse make up the art of sa’j. 

The scientist paid special attention to the art of muraddaf in the work. The art of 

muraddaf is an art based on radif, one of the letters of rhyme is not related to ridf. 

The concepts of radif and ridf differ radically from each other, the art of muraddaf is 

considered to be a kind of art, which is based on radif, and not on ridf.If the radif is a 

repeating word that comes after the rhyme, the ridf is a long vowel that precedes the 

rhyme. Usually as a ridf can come o, i and u vowels. Among these, the arrival of o 

unlis is more common. For example: the vowel o in the words yor – nor, or the vowel 

o in the words,nur – sur, denoted by the letter vov (u), or the vowel i in the words 

nafir – asir, is considered ridf. There is a special type of rhyme based on the reef. It is 

cited as a type of murdaf rhyme. Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat, while interpreting the art of 

muraddaf, emphasizes that there is no radif in Arabic. Citing examples in Persian 

literature, he refers to his own work: 

 

Nizome hole zamone qavome kore jahon, 

Tamom gasht beiqbole shahriyore jahon. 

 

The word "world" is a radif, which gave rise to the art of muraddaf.  

Rashiddidin Vatvat notes that the use of radif has become a tradition in Persian 

literature, and that the choice of radif is beautiful and in its place is a sign of creative 

skill. Usually the essence of the poem is understood through the radif. Because of the 

melody of repetitive passages, poets often aim to convey the basis of the emotion 

they want to express in their poems through the radif. 

Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat gives a brief explanation of the art of musarra’. In the 

last part of the work there is a concise collection of information under the description 

of all known art forms, in which the scholar explains the art of musarra’. In the art of 

musarra’, it is based on the rhyming of two verses in a byte. Usually the matla’ part 

of the gazelle is mutually rhyming. The first byte of the poem is also in this form. In 

the example of the poem, the scholar presents the rhyming of the verses as a separate 

art. 

10. Types of art based on repetition and repetition. Rashid al-Din Vatvat also 

pays special attention to the types of art based on repetition and repetition. Radd ul-

ajuz ilal-sadr and its 6 types are among the arts based on the repetition of rukn or 

words in byte verses. The scholar cites the interpretation of the inevitable art in 

Hadoyiq us-sikhr as an art based on mukarrar. 

In his work, radd ul-ajuz cites 6 different forms of ilal-sadr art under a separate 

title. It is known that sadr is the beginning of the verse and ajuz is the last part of the 
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verse. Hence, the first form of radd ul-ajuz ilal-sadr art is based on the exact 

repetition of the word (rukn) in the sadr in the ajuz part. Rashid al-Din Vatvat first 

cites an example from an Arabic text as an example. 

 

Al-qatlu anfa li-l-qatli... 

 

From the Persian text: 

 

Gauvharshenos donand qadre gauvhar. 

 

In the second form of radd ul-ajuz ilal-sadr art, the word in sadr is repeated in 

the ajuz part, but now this repetition is replaced by a word with a different meaning. 

That is, it is based on the use of a word with the same form in different meanings in 

sadr and ajuz. So here the art of tajnis is at the forefront. 

 

Kafiru-n-ni' mati ka-l-kafiri... 

 

In this form, Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat explains the six types of radd ul-ajuz ilal-

sadr art one by one, citing examples from prose and poetry. 

Radd ul-ajuz ilal-sadr 3rd view the words to be repeated are not in the sadr and 

ajuz part, but in the middle of the verse or byte (hashv). 

 

Hame eshg‘e u anjoman girde man, 

Hame nikui gerde u anjoman. 

 

In the literature, the parts of the verses in the byte are distributed as follows: 

 

Sadr – hashv – aruz 

Ibtido - hashv - ajuz. 

 

If we pay attention to the above byte verses, the words “anjoman” and “girde” 

are repeated in two verses. That is, the word “anjoman” is repeated in the first verse 

in the hashv part, and in the second verse in the ajuz part. If we pay attention to the 

fact that the returned words are reversed, in addition to the art of radd ul-ajuz ilal-

sadr, the art of tardi 'aks was also used in the same verse. One of the peculiarities of 

tardi's aks of reflection is the repeated use of words in reverse order in verses of one 

byte: qaro balo - balo qaro. 

Radd ul-ajuz ilal -sadr fourth manifestation of the art of based on the repetition 

of the word in the hashv part of the first verse in the ajuz part of the second verse. 

Rashididdin Vatvat cites examples from his work as an example of this art: 

 

Karima bedah dode man az falak, 

Cho izad tora har che boist dod. 
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As the fifth form of radd ul-ajuz ilal-sadr, Rashid al-Din al-Vatvat indicates that 

the word in the sadr is repeated at the end of the ajuz. Only in this case the word in 

the cedar must have changed in terms of some grammatical, suffix structure. 

 

Beyozordi maro bi hich hojjat 

Ze man hargiz toro nabude ozor. 

 

The sixth form of radd ul-ajuz ilal-sadr art is similar to the fifth form of this art. 

That is, the word in the cedar is repeated with some changes in the ajuz part at the 

end of the byte. However, this repeated word is not a single word, but words with 

different meanings. 

 

Qola inni li-amalikum mina-l-qolina 

 

Another art based on repetition is the art of mukarrar, and the peculiarity of this 

type of art is that the place of the repetitive word is not fixed. This word should 

consist of a repetitive word form (many-many). The scholar points out that many 

scholars use the repetition of words in rhyme as a characteristic of the art of 

mukarrar. 

 

Zihi muxolefate mulke to xatoye-xato, 

Zihi muvafaqate sadre savobe-savob. 

 

11. Fine arts based on the rules of aruz. "Hadoyiq us-sikhr" provides detailed 

information about the art of muvozina and mutalavvin from the arts based on the 

rules of aruz. 

Mutalavvin art is an art based on the fact that one byte can be read with two or 

more metrics. 

 

Ey bote sangindile siminqafo, 

Ey labe to rahmato g‘ame balo. 

 

If the moving letter’s in the words “sangin” and “simin” in this byte, the letter t 

in the word “to” and the moving letter g in the word “game” are pronounced as short 

hijo, this byte can be read as a byte written in sari’. 

 

Ey bote sangindile siminqafo, 

Muftailun / muftailun / foilun 

- - V - / - V - - / - V – 

Ey labe to rahmato g‘ame balo. 

Muftailun / muftailun / foilun 

- - V - / - V - - / - V – 

 

In addition, this byte can be read in the metrics of the ramada musaddasi mahzuf 

due to the prolonged pronunciation of some moving consonants. 
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Ey bote sangindile siminqafo, 

Foilotun / foilotun / foilun 

-V - - / - V - - / - V – 

Ey labe to rahmato g‘ame balo. 

Foilotun / foilotun / foilun 

- V - - / - V - - / - V – 

 

Conclusion. 

1. Although Rashididdin Vatvat's Hadoyiq us-sikhr did not divide the arts into 

such types as spiritual and verbal art, he emphasized the relationship between form 

and content as their characteristics when giving information about the arts. The 

scientist interpreted these types of art on the basis of a specific principle. First it 

shows the lexical meaning of art, and then the feature as a fine art. 

2.  In order to explain the essence of art, he first cites examples from Arabic 

sources, and then from Persian sources. 

3. In conclusion, the work "Hadoyiq us-sikhr" is one of the most important 

studies of science and art. Its study can deepen the science of classical poetics. 
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Abstract: 

Introduction. This paper aims to provide a comparative analysis of the French 

feminist writer Adiba Georges Sand's novel " Indiana" and its translation into Uzbek 

through a gynecological approach. The feminist research has addressed the concerns 

explored therein, namely gender discourse, instances of gender asymmetry, female 

and male discourse, and work focusing on the creation of feminitiatives in the 

original and translated language. 

Research methods.In this paper, the most basic methods used that lead to 

research on feminist-oriented writings such as the gynocratic method, comparative 

analysis, and encyclopedic methods. Gynocratic analysis was productively applied in 

identifying the skills, evaluations, and attitudes of the writer and translator 

Results. In their writings, feminist novelists have captured a Woman's fate, her 

role in society and in her personal life, her grief, her struggles, her heartstrings, 

usually through their own inner experience. It is well known that feminist works must 

conform to a triad: a female writer, a female protagonist, and a female translator. 

The material chosen for the study reveals the peculiarities of male translation of 

women novelists' works, the style of the writer and the translator, their spiritual and 

stylistic affinity, and the extent to which the original corresponds to the translation. 

Discussions. In the course of the research, the following principles have been 

reviewed in the works of Georges Sand and Yusuf Khushvaktov. The transmission of 

linguistic signs, narrative style, information transfer, image of situation and 

condition, semantic harmony, literary and aesthetic views, linguistic stylistic 

proportionality. 

Through examples, the article shows how female and male discourses are 

reflected in tragedy as Georges Sand's novel "Indiana " is interpreted by a male 

translator. 

Conclusion. Through the comparative analysis of examples, it was proved that 

the translation of a writer's work by a male translator slows down the feature of 

artistic expression, the linguistic and stylistic inconsistency in the writer's work and 

the translator, the similarity of the female and male portrait in the target language 

and the quality level is improper. 
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Also, it is substantiated that analogy in the original is replaced in the target 

language by inappropriate metaphors, analogies and metonymy, which leads to a 

distortion of the content of the original. 

Keywords: gynocratic analysis, French feminist, comparative analysis, 

metaphors, analogies and metonymy, transmission of information, description of the 

situation, Semantic harmony. 

 

Introduction. Whereas the study into the historical and philosophical 

foundations of feminism delivers insights into its nature, its linguistic study explores 

the features that manifest themselves in speech. Women-specific forms of speech, 

pragmatic and cognitive features of words and sentences are studied with reference to 

feminism.The penetration of this idea in various branches of science has prompted 

the emergence of new terms in linguistics. One such term is "gynocriticism", 

referring to the study of features of speech in various literary sources whose authors 

are women. In the academic literature, women's work is explained in different terms, 

such as women's literature, women's novel, feminist literature. 

One of the main features of women's literature is that female writers created 

works based on their own life experiences, this view of literature became a real prose, 

especially by the nineteenth century. Now one of the leading features of women's 

prose is that the author is a woman, the protagonist is a woman, the problems are in 

some way revealed in connection with the woman's destiny. In her article 'The 

Problems of Feminist Prose', Elaine Schoulter shows four models of gynocriticism: 

1) biological model; 

2) linguistic; 

3) psychoanalytical; 

4) cultural. 

From the perspective of linguistics, all four models are interconnected, with 

their influence on the representational aspects of the artwork. Highly appreciates the 

level of reality of women's speech. Considering many gynecritics, the degree of 

intimacy of women, especially feminist-inspired works, is actually higher than that of 

male writers, because by nature women have tended to write candidly about how they 

feel, to express their own grief. There are relatively few different imaginative, 

dreamlike scenes. 

This particular characteristic is attributed to the fact that women writers initially 

kept their own diaries, says Nicola Boileau. She says women came into writing by 

putting down stories about themselves in a notebook. 

Eventually, the Autobiographic work led to the birth of pieces of art in a variety 

of genres, this is how women's writing actually took off. Notably, the majority of the 

great Uzbek women authors Nodirabegim, Uvaysii, Oydin, Saida Zununova, Zulfiya 

and Zarifa Saidnosirova are devoted to their families, their way of life and, in general, 

their very own lives. 

This article is a comparative analysis of the French feminist writer Georges 

Sand's novel ‘Indiana’ and its Uzbek translation based on a gender-critical approach. 

Feminist studies have addressed issues such as gender discourse, cases of gender 

asymmetry, feminine and masculine discourse, and the creation of feminisms in the 
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language of origin and translation. Feminist writers have often incorporated the fate 

of women, their place in society and private life, their worries, and heartaches into 

their work through their inner writings. 

It is well known that feminist works should be in tune with the triad of female 

writers, female protagonists and female translators. The translation of the works of 

women writers by male translators, the style of the writer and translator, their 

spiritual and stylistic closeness, the degree of conformity of the original to the 

translation are revealed through the material chosen for the research. The study 

examined the work of George Sand and Yusuf Khushvaqtov based on the following 

principles. Translation of language signs, style of expression, transmission of 

information, description of the situation and situation, semantic harmony, literary 

aesthetic views, linguistic stylistic proportions. 

The article provides examples of the extent to which female and male discourse 

are reflected in the translation of George Sand's novel ‘Indiana’ by a male translator. 

Examples include the translation of a woman writer's work by a male translator, the 

weakening of the artistic expressive nature of the translation, the linguistic stylistic 

imbalance in the work of the writer and the translator, the quality of the portrait of the 

woman and the man, and the quality of the translation. It has also been argued that 

the replacement of the original analogy with the wrong metaphor, analogy and 

metonymy in the language of translation leads to a distortion of the original content. 

The study of translations of feminist works, cases of gender asymmetry in 

feminist texts, analysis of feminine and masculine discourse, as well as the 

construction of feminisms in the language of origin and translation are gaining 

momentum in research in the field of gender linguistics. In particular, the 

comparative study of affixes, suffixes, inflections, word-formation models, analytical 

methods, and the formation of feminines through suppletivisms in French and Uzbek 

has become a topic of study in Uzbek linguistics. 

Among linguists, translators have also conducted research in a number of areas, 

including gender stereotypes, gender discourse, and the translation of feminisms in 

the literary text [1]. After all, the solution of a number of issues, such as women's 

prose, their translation into foreign languages, the degree of adequacy to the original, 

the transformation of the translation, creates the basis for the emergence of original 

similar translations. 

Research methods. The main methods used in the study of feminist works in 

this article are gynocritical, comparative analysis and encyclopedic methods. 

Gynocritical analysis has been used effectively to identify, evaluate, and 

communicate the skills of female writers and female translators. The translation of a 

woman's work by this method was based on the contexts analyzed in the article, in 

which male translators identified some inconsistencies in the levels of spiritual 

closeness and stylistic compatibility. 

The comparative method proved the inconsistencies in the original and 

translated text, inadequate translations, misuse of linguistic units, and suggested 

translation options. 
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The encyclopedic method was effectively used to clarify the meaning of the 

lexicon in the text of the translation, the explanation, the interpretation of the verse, 

and substantiated the incorrectly used versions of the translation. 

Results. In the study, we studied the work of George Sand and Yusuf 

Khushvaqtov based on the following principles: 

1) Transmission of language signs; 

2) Style statement; 

3) Information transmission; 

4) A description of the situation and condition; 

5) Semantic harmony; 

6) Literary aesthetic views; 

7) Lyson stylistic proportions. 

In the analysis of the collected examples, we have seen how the original female 

and male discourse is translated into the language of translation, and we have also 

proposed our own translation options. As a result of the analysis, we found that the 

translator made the following mistakes in presenting the gender discourse: 

1) The translation of a woman's work by a male translator has led to a decline in 

the artistic expressiveness of the translation; 

2) There is a linguistic and stylistic imbalance in the works of writers and 

translators; 

3) Similarities, levels of quality, metaphors and idiomatic expressions are 

incorrectly translated in the language of translation of the portrait of a man and a 

woman; 

4) The replacement of the original analogy with the wrong metaphor, analogy 

and metonymy in the language of translation, which led to a violation of the content 

of the original; 

5) Inadequacy in the expression of female internal experiences. 

Discussions. The study of translations of feminist works, cases of gender 

asymmetry in feminist texts, analysis of feminine and masculine discourse, as well as 

the construction of feminisms in the language of origin and translation are gaining 

momentum in research in the field of gender linguistics. In particular, the 

comparative study of affixes, suffixes, inflections, word-formation models, analytical 

methods, and the formation of feminines through suppletivisms in French and Uzbek 

has become a topic of study in Uzbek linguistics. 

Among linguists, translators have also conducted research in a number of areas, 

including gender stereotypes, gender discourse, and the translation of feminisms in 

the literary text. After all, the solution of a number of issues, such as women's prose, 

their translation into foreign languages, the degree of adequacy to the original, the 

transformation of the translation, creates the basis for the emergence of original 

similar translations. 

Y.V. Levkovskaya said that the discourse of women and men, the emotional and 

expressive states of their speech, the manner of speaking, the skill and style of speech 

are in the center of attention of scholars around the world. [2,224]. In order to achieve 

adequacy, it is not enough just to accurately reflect the structure of the work, to take 

into account the features of the language, the appropriate use of language tools, the 
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preservation of the author's style. On the contrary, translators, in turn, must be skilled 

writers, and scholars emphasize that the writer's style, education, worldview, social 

status, background knowledge, and even the gender of the translator and the author 

are the same.A.V. Kirilin, I.M. Kulikov, Y.V. Levkovsky have shown in their 

research that men and women have different perceptions of the world, different 

perceptions of the world. 

Thus, in our study, based on the views of the above-named scholars, George 

Sand's novel "Idinana" was written by a male translator (Yusuf Khushvaqtov) and 

Germain de Stalin's "Dolphin" and "Karina" were translated by a female translator, 

we tried to analyze how they perceive the subtleties of translation and how they 

convey it in translation. In the work, we have mainly tried to reveal the triad of 

female writers / female heroes / female translators. It is worth noting that the main 

plot of the two writers' works reveals their characters, as well as their social and 

personal status, through the stories of women, the fate of women, the discourse of 

women and men. It should be noted that after the publication of the novel "Indiana", 

many claimed that the life of the protagonist - the personal life of George Sand. In 

response, the writer says: 

“I have never experienced such slavery. As some have pointed out, Indiana is 

not my story. This is not a complaint against anyone, but a protest against oppression 

in general, and while reflecting this oppression on one person, I have included the 

struggle in the sphere of family life, because I did not intend to create anything wider 

than moral romance.”[5,244]. It is known that Amandin Lusi Avrora Dupin, under 

the pseudonym George Sand, expressed women's freedom, social inequality, women's 

inner turmoil, storms and emotions in his works. The novel Indiana, published in 

1832, was praised by French readers. The work covers the political spirit of the time, 

social relations, the reactionary movements of the government, the process of the 

emigration of the king. 

In the image of the protagonist of the work, the tragic and unhappy life of 

women, as if they were a "thing" in spite of their parents before marriage and 

marriage, is evident in the course of events. 19-year-old Indiana, who was forced to 

marry by her father, feels spiritually unhappy in a wealthy family. George Sand 

describes Indiana's condition as followsin the original work: 

“Car sa femme avait dix — neuf ans, et, si vous l’eussiez vue enforcée sous le 

manteau de cette vaste cheminée de marbre blanc incrusté de cuivre doré, si vous 

l’eussiez vue, toute fluette, toute pãle, toute triste, le coude appuyé sur son genou, 

elle toute jeune».[4,] 

In translation: 

«Chunki uning rafiqasi o‘n to‘qqiz yoshda edi va agar siz uni qizg‘ish mis bilan 

ishlangan oq marmardan yasalgan ulkan kamin mantiyasi ostida majburan ko‘rgan 

bo‘lsangiz, agar siz uni ko‘rgan bo‘lsangiz, xuddi gulg‘unchaday ochilgan, juda 

ham rangpar, g‘amgin, tirsagi tizzasiga suyangan, u juda yosh edi»[7,3]. 

English version to understand: “Because his wife was nineteen years old, and if 

you saw her under a huge mantle of red marble made of red copper, if you had seen 

her, she would have appeared as opened like a rose, and he would have been very 

pale and sad.” 
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The writer used the adjectives “toute fluette, toute pãle, toute triste” which 

means “delicate, colorless, sad” to create a woman personage. The translator, on the 

other hand, has moved away from the original descriptive expression in Uzbek, 

instead of exaggerating the artistic color through the metaphorical phrase “худди 

гулғунчадай очилган” (“blossomed as a flower”).It is noteworthy that in French, 

Indiana's appearance is expressed through delicate, colorless, sad qualities, while in 

translation, the metaphorical phrase "opened like a rose" has a negative descriptive 

expression of the hero's colorless and sad state.Improper and misleading artistic 

imagery has led not only to the content of the text but also to the inadequate portrayal 

of the protagonist. Here, the translator would have been able to fully reveal the 

contextual meaning of the original when using the adjectives "delicate, pale, sad" as 

in the original. 

The following example depicts a portrait of Mr. Delmar, India's dream partner, 

in the original: 

«Ce personnage, beaucoup plus agé que les deux autres, était le maître de la 

maison, le colonel Delmare, vielle bravoure en demi-solde, comme jadis beau, 

maintenant épais, au front chauve, á la moustache grise, á l’oeil terrible»[5,]. 

In translation: 

«Qolgan ikkisidan ancha kattaroq bu uy egasi, bir paytlar kelishgan bo‘lgan, 

yarim maoshli, endilikda, peshonasi kal, kulrang mo‘ylovli va dahshatli ko‘zlari 

bo‘lgan polkovnik Delmar edi». 

English version to understand: “Much larger than the other two was Colonel 

Delmar, once handsome, half-paid, and now with a bald forehead, a gray mustache, 

and terrible eyes.” 

As Raima Shirinova, a scholar who read the text of this translation, noted, 

dissatisfaction with the text, that is, cognitive dissonance, ensues. This is because, 

first of all, when describing a person's appearance, it is necessary to convey it through 

the qualities that exist in the language of translation. In fact, the French “barbe bleue” 

is translated word by word as “ko‘k soqol”(a blue mustache), however, “a white 

beard”, “mo‘ysafid” (an old man)are used to describe an elderly man. So, it would be 

appropriate if “la moustache grise” in French was translated as “мўйлови 

оппоқ”(with white beard) into Uzbek. In addition, the description of owner of the 

house “ғазабли нигоҳи” (“angry look”) was transformed as “даҳшатли кўзларга” 

(terrifying eyes), “теппа кал” (“bold”). We propose to give this context as follows: 

“Bu kishi ikkilasidan ham ancha keksa, bir paytlar kelishgan bo‘lgan, o‘ziga 

to‘q, hozir esa teppa kal, mo‘ylovi oqargan, qarashlari g‘azabli uy sohibi polkovnik 

Delmar edi”. (Our translation: A.Z.) 

English version to understand: “The man was much older than the two of them, 

Colonel Delmar, who had once been handsome, dark-skinned, and now bald, with a 

white mustache and an angry look on his face.” 

In the process of analyzing ‘Indina’, the play clearly shows the cold treatment of 

a woman just like a body or an animal. It is well known that in the ancient East and 

West it was formed in the same way and was viewed with a backward attitude 

towards women.For example, in the original: 
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“Excellent maître devant qui tout trembait, femme, serviteurs, cheveux et 

chiens” [6,3]. 

In Uzbek: 

“Iste’foga chiqqan bo‘lsada, o‘z xotini, xizmatkorlari, otlari, itlariga o‘ta 

talabchan xo‘jayin bo‘lib olgan” [7,3].  

English version to understand: “Although he resigned, he became a very 

demanding master of his wife, servants, horses and dogs.” 

This attitude was very common in Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries, when 

women were not seen as human beings, their rights were violated, humiliated and 

discriminated against. The translator here is able to convey the original content and 

meaning to the reader in full. It is clear that in this text, just as a woman is treated like 

a servant, a horse and a dog, so is her attitude towards her wife is clearly seen in the 

literary statement. 

The next example, in the original: 

“Je vous fâche,je le vois; que voulez-vous! Je ne suis pas adroit; je ne connais 

pas les subtilité de votre langue,et puis j’ai beaucoup de rapports avec votre 

mari.J’ignore absolument comme lui, soit en anglais, soit en français, ce qu’il faut 

dire aux femmes pour les consoler” [6,3]. 

In Uzbek: Sizning jig’ingizga tegdim, shekilli, uzr so‘rayman, fransuz tilining 

nozik tomonlarini topa olmadim. Bundan tashqari eringiz bilan bir go‘rmiz. Har 

ikkala tilda ayollarni yupatishni bilmaymiz” [7,9]. 

English version to understand: “I touched your jaw, I guess, I apologize, I 

couldn't find the subtleties of the French language. We are also with your husband. 

We don't know how to comfort women in both languages.” 

In this text, she reveals that women are sweet talkers, that men are sometimes 

unable to win their hearts with the phrase “we don’t know how to comfort women in 

both languages”. Although in French “Soit en anglais, soit en français, ce qu’il faut 

dire aux femmes pour les consoler” was translated as “na ingliz tilida na fransuz tilida 

ayollar ko‘nglini ovlashni bilmayman” in Uzbek (“I don’t know how to impress 

women in either English or French” in English), the translator used the generalization 

methodwhich resulted as “har ikkala tilda ayollarni yupatishni bilmaymiz” (“We 

don’t know how to impress women in neither language”). Moreover, the phrase “je 

ne connais pas les subtilité de votre langue” in French was translated incorrectly: if 

the translator had expressed it as “мен сизнинг тилингизнинг нозикликларини 

билмасам” (“I don’t know the delicacy of your language”), he would have achieved 

the ambition of the writer. 

The extract below has the similar phrase as mentioned above: In the original: 

“Ce n’est pas la première fois que je Remarque combien, en France 

particulièrement, les mots ont plus d’empire que les idées. Les femmes 

surtout…”[6,5]. 

In Uzbek: “Bunga birinchi bor e’tibor berayotganim yo‘q, menimcha, til katta 

ahamiyatga ega, ayniqsa, Fransiyada. Ayollar xushomadni yaxshi ko‘radilar” [7,4]. 

English version to understand: “This is not the first time I have noticed this, I 

think language is very important, especially in France. Women love compliments.” 
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The translator has slightly confused the original meaning in Uzbek. The author’s 

meaning “juda ko‘p marotaba e’tibor berganman ayniqsa, Fransiyada asosan fikrga 

qaraganda so‘zga ko‘proq e’tibor berishadi, ayniqsa ayollar” (“I have noticed a lot of 

times, especially in France, where people pay more attention to words than to 

thought, especially women”)was mistakenly interpreted as “til katta ahamiyatga ega , 

ayniqsa, Fransiyada” (language is of great importance, especially in France). 

However, here the focus is about the value and strength of “fikr” (thought) and “so‘z” 

(word), and its influence on women. However, the translator tried to reveal the 

propensity of women to compliment with sweet and passionate words through this 

translation of the text. 

The next example, in the original: 

“Reportant de l’un à l’autre cet œil attentif qui couvait depuis trois ans un trésor 

fragile et précieux,sa femme” [6,3]. 

The Uzbek version: 

“Mana uch yildirki, rashk o‘ti sabab go‘yo qimmatbaho boyligini 

qo‘riqlayotgandek, nav-nihol xotini yonidan bir qadam ham jilmadi” [7,5]. 

English version to understand: “For the past three years, he has not taken a step 

away from his wife, as if he were guarding his precious wealth because of jealousy.” 

In this text, the meaning of men’s not believing in anything other than revenge 

for wealth and protection of wealth was expressed as “Reportant de l’un à l’autre cet 

œil attentif”, and the word by word translation is “goh u ko‘zi goh bu ko‘zi bilan 

sergak kuzatardi” (sometimes he watched with both of his eyes). Nevertheless, the 

translator interpreted it as “xotini yonidan bir qadam ham jilmadi” (“he did not move 

even a step away from his wife”). 

The next example shows that men not only view women as personal property 

and personal equipment, but also that men are extremely jealous. In the original: 

“Je tuerai comme un chien, répondit Delmare irrité de cette objection tout 

homme que je trouverai la nuit à rôder dans mon enclos.Si vous connaissiez la loi, 

madame, vous sauriez qu’elle m’y autorise[6,3]. 

The Uzbek version: 

“Tunda mening mulkimga qo‘l tegizgan odamni itdek otib tashlayman, - dedi 

Delmar xotinining asabiylashgan ko‘zlariga tik qarab . Siz qonunni yaxshi bilsangiz 

kerak, xonim, qonun bunga ruxsat beradi” [7,8]. 

English version to understand: “At night, I’ll shoot anyone who touches my 

property like a dog,”Delmar said, looking straight into his wife's nervous eyes. “You 

must know the law well, madam, the law allows it.” 

In this context, George Sand portrays an angry, cruel, stern, heroic character 

who is ruthless, who does not spare anyone who touches him or looks at his property. 

For example,the phrase “mening mulkimga qo‘l tegizgan odamni itdek otib 

tashlayman” (“I’ll shoot anyone who touches my property like a dog”) expresses the 

characteristic lines of most men's discourse at that time through the means of artistic 

language. The translator translated “je trouverai la nuit à rôder dans mon enclos» 

from French, which means “at night I shoot the one wrapped around my fence”, into 

Uzbek as “Tunda mening mulkimga qo‘l tegizgan odamni itdek otib tashlayman” 

(“I’ll shoot anyone who touches my property like a dog”). As a result,he achieved the 
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authenticity of the translation and increased the artistic and aesthetic impact of the 

text. 

While literary translation is based on the comparison of bilingual stylistic 

phenomena, the comparative study of linguistic means from the point of view of the 

protagonist becomes relevant. 

The next example, in the original: 

“Mme Delmare devint plus pâle encore que de coutume;son sein se gonfla 

convulsivement, et, tournant ses grands yeux bleus vers son mari avec une expression 

d’effroi indéfinissable” [6,3]. 

In Uzbek: 

“Delmar xonimning oppoq yuzi yanada oqarib ketdi. O‘pkasi to‘lib , ko‘zlarini 

katta-katta ochgancha eriga boqdi va azbaroyi qo‘rqqanidan eriga yalina boshladi” 

[7,4]. 

English version to understand: “Mrs. Delmar's white face grew even whiter. Her 

lungs swelled, she opened her eyes wide and looked at her husband, and she began to 

lick him for fear.” 

Comparing this text with the original, it was observed that the translator 

overlooked some descriptive elements in revealing the state of the protagonist. More 

specifically, “devint plus pâle encore que de coutume” in French should be translated 

as “rangi oqarib ketdi” (“became pale”), “rangi dokadan oqardi” (“pale as a sheet”), 

“rangi bo‘zdek oqardi” (“went pale as grey cloth), “rangi murdaday oqardi” (“became 

pale as dead”)using idiomatic phrases like that.However, the translator interpreted it 

as “oppoq yuzi yanada oqarib ketdi” (“his white face became whiter”). At the same 

time, George Sand emphasized that Indiana had blue eyes, but for some reason her 

eyes were also translated as "with her eyes wide open." We suggest translating this 

text as follows:  

“Delmar xonimning odatdagidan rangi dokadek oqarib ketdi; o‘pkasi to‘lib 

moviy ko‘zlarini katta-katta ochib eriga yuzlandi va qo‘rqqanidan eriga yalina 

boshladi. (Our translation:A.Z.)” 

English version to understand: “Mrs. Delmar's color was whiter than usual; her 

lungs filled and she opened her blue eyes wide and turned to her husband and began 

to beg her husband out of fear.” 

As a result of the analysis, it should be noted that before translating each work, 

it is necessary to know the unique style, taste, and world of images of the author who 

created this work. It is also important to determine whether the translator is also 

heartbroken, in tune with the author, or whether they are different people as creative. 

Only a creator who knows the secrets of the writer's inner semantic-methodological 

phenomena can succeed in translation.After all, what can be demanded from a 

translator without a deep knowledge of the writer’s identity? The word? The phrase? 

The sentence? No, but art, style, music, melody, melody, expressed through linguistic 

material consisting of all such components, should be considered as the main task of 

the art of literary translation.Because the word structure of this original is 

incomparably more complex than translating it into another language. 

Above, a comparative-contextual analysis of the translation of George Sand's 

novel Indiana by Yusuf Khushvaqtov was made, and in some cases translation 
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options were suggested. Here we would like to quote our beloved writer Abdullah 

Qahhor: 

“I can’t edit a written sentence, not even a page; I can even copy that sentence, 

even that page, to another piece of paper to write another one instead of deleting one 

word on an entire page. I copy a page an average of fifteen, sixteen times. Obviously, 

I polish the page every time.”[8,79]. 

After all, such creative work retains its natural freshness only if the lines, written 

with a sharp taste, a generous pen, a talented heart, are carefully and respectfully 

translated into another language by an honest, talented, hard-working translator. 

Conclusion.Far from works on feminism, studies of various sources 

characteristic of all women's work form the basis of a gynaecological approach, and 

this approach is mainly evident in feminist sources. However, not all women's works 

can also be feminist works, nevertheless some of their features can be analysed 

through a gynocritical approach. We have specifically chosen George Sant's 

"Indiana" and Germaine de Stahl's "Delphine" and "Corinne" to analyse the novel, to 

which we have approached it through a gynocritical perspective. When a female 

translator and a male translator translate the works mentioned, the fact that one of the 

translators of the works mentioned is a woman and the other one is a man also helps 

us to clarify in our work the works of the female writers, the degree of consistency 

with the original, the quality of the translation and the author, and the style.  This 

served to clarify more clearly the style and scientific relevance of the study. In short, 

the linguistic-methodological comparative study of the phenomena of the original and 

translated languages gives the translator ample opportunity to determine the general 

laws of similarities and differences between these languages. Assimilation of existing 

laws allows an objective assessment of the place of linguistic means in certain textual 

situations, taking into account their emotionally affective and figurative features, 

which are manifested not only in language but also in the speech process. Such an 

approach reveals ways to create translations that are pragmatically relevant to the 

original, communicatively equally valuable in the past. 

In this regard, we consider it appropriate to cite the following opinion of the 

authors of the ontology of feminist texts E. Zdravomyslova and A. Tyomkina on 

gender discourse: “because it is a self-regulatory chaos, it requires a great deal of 

responsibility from the author-translator, for it is he who can be the creator of the 

categorical apparatus of the new field.” [9,20]. Indeed, in the translation of a work of 

art in another language, its "renewal" should not be allowed to be artificially 

corrected by the translator, to "deepen" the ideological, artistic aspects. 
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Abstract: 

Introduction. The article deals with the description of the writing process of 

Franz Kafka's novel «America» and the translator's inner experiences, as well as the 

transfer of the motive «freedom disappeared» in the work. 

Research methods. Franz Kafka's first novel, America, was written in 

1911-1916.The work was originally titled “Loss”, it was later successfully translated 

into English by Mark Harmanand the novel was first published in 1927 under the title 

of "America."This article describes the process of feature Franz Kafka's novel and 

the writer's inner feelings, as well as the motive of «freedom» and «disappeared» in 

the work. 

Results. Franz Kafka's novel "America" is an autobiographical novel. In this 

novel, the writer states that he is not independent, that his will is not in his own 

hands. That is why he always expressed his desire to be independent, not to depend 

on anyone, to have inner freedom through the image of Karl Rossmann in the novel.It 

was Franz Kafka who demonstrated his passion for freedom in his novel America. 

Discussion.The novels of the Austrian writer Franz Kafka evoke feelings of 

panic, danger and fear in the reader. It is necessary to understand the peculiarities of 

Kafka’s artistic style. This article analyzes Kafka's artistic images of disappeared 

and freedom in the study of the writer's style. 

Conclusion.It should be noted that the depiction of the images of freedom 

society is the essence of Kafka's style. As part of the study of the writer's writing style, 

his life and work are also closely studied.In this work, Franz Kafka explores the 

definition of existing forms of life and events using the concepts of "disappeared 

"and" freedom". 

Keywords: America, novel, writer, text, reading, immigration, disappeared, 

original, the statue of Liberty, Europe. 

 

Introduction. Franz Kafka, a man who contributed to the development of 

twentieth-century literature with a new trend and decided to take a special approach 

to his life, we could call him the strangest and incomprehensible creator-writer in the 

world [1: 136]. A writer is Czech from Prague by birth and living condition, he was 

German by his language, he was Austrian by cultural traditions, and Jew by 

nationality, he was a man of incomparable contradictions and confusion. Franz Kafka 

is one of the greatest German writers of the 20-th century. He was born on July 3, 

1883, in Prague in Jewish family. He graduated from elementary school, then high 

school, and entered the law faculty of Charles University in Prague, get the doctorate 
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of academic degree in law. Kafka's works changed human thinking, renewed the 

imagination of literature, and he showed that we can view the man and literature from 

a unique aesthetic point of view. His works make people feel like the sun is rising 

from the sunset. Interestingly, Franz Kafka’s creative work was also as complicated 

as his personal life. He remained three novels, all three were unfinished, and all three 

were published after the writer's death [2: 386]. 

In the first half of the twentieth century, Kafka was still unknown to readers. For 

the first time, famous writers such as Hermann Hesse, Stefan Zweig, and Alfred 

Dublin wrote articles about his praising and acclaiming, but Kafka's works did not 

reach to the readers’ attentions widely, because it has some unusualness in his 

creation it does not appropriate to the spirit and demands of the time. Furthermore 

Kafka was jealous of his manuscripts, he did not show them to publishers, he made 

various excuses, hid them, and did not want to publish them. But published work 

consisted of some extracts and it was not whole form of work. However, these 

publications complicated to understand what Kafka wrote. His work and his literary 

activity began to study deeply after World War II. 

Kafka left rich literary heritage in various parts. The fact that researchers have 

led the writer into one or another literary direction, to include him among the 

representatives of expressionism, surrealism or the absurd, consequently it did not 

lead to a positive result. Although the approach from the point of view of aesthetics, 

imbued with the ideas of philosophy, theology, psychology, sociology, formalism, 

allowed to depict one or another aspect of Kafka's work, but it left out important 

aspects of the writer's individuality. The essence and descriptions that made up the 

whole meaning, the interpretations of dreams and delusions, the visions of sleep, 

could not be easily grasped by logical understanding. This is probably due to the fact 

that the content and logic of the hundred years in which Kafka lived, did not show its 

validity, closeness, endurance in the face of various difficulties to life. 

Kafka walked through the sharp thorny path of existence and lively life, while at 

the same time living in the borders of a cruel life waiting for the solution of the last 

questions. Kafka, who lived in a peaceful, prosperous life, but he saw narrow-

minded, coward people who blinded by the incomprehensible knowledge of 

spirituality, took refuge in himself, closed the door of his heart tightly and wrapped 

himself in his shell like a silkworm. But the radiant light that Kafka was able to see 

its mark on his work. 

However, it would not be fair to see that only and only man is alienated from 

society, alienated from the people in the works of the writer. We often see sparks of 

hope in Kafka's works. His protagonists enjoy the bright of sunshine, sway in the 

storm, and breathe in the breeze and wind. Therefore, we cannot say that the writer 

lived in complete despair or without hope. The pleasures of the world did not bypass 

him and his heroes: they loved and were loved. But the confusion and tumult in their 

hearts, prevented them from living happily. 

Understanding Kafka's work - the only material inherited from him that is not 

easy to decorate - is to understand the endless inner struggle with the word. As Kafka 

points out, any expressive word is a way to understand something that is difficult to 

express at the level of formula accuracy which can lead to show the way of 
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understanding. Even if it cannot explain the essence. The language of the love - is the 

basis of the essence of Kafka's work, which includes "literature and fear." He left us a 

legacy of brilliant prose – with the exact official texts, but at the same time, magical 

works that curbed with the spiritual ideas. [3:13]. 

Literature review. Franz Kafka is one of the founder of modernistic trend, his 

first novel, "America," was written in 1911-1916, which was widespread and at the 

same time caused with debatable theme among Europe literature in ХХ century. 

Interestingly, it was impossible to study Franz Kafka’s work in certain stages, to 

determine exactly when his work was written and published, and to say exactly how 

his skill developed. After all, he was a writer who wrote for himself. That is why he 

showed his works to his closest people, and still did not like them to show openly, 

and some of his works published under the pressure of his friends during his lifetime. 

Most of the time, what he wrote would stay in his desk drawer. Therefore, the world 

became aware of the writer’s literary heritage only after his death. 

Kazakboy Yuldashev says: “Kafka does not like his works, he is almost not interested 

in publishing them, and even before his death he makes a will to his friend 

Max Brodd to burn all his unpublished manuscripts. Once Kafka said to his friend "I 

have no literary interests, I am a literary man myself." He said about his works, "I 

only respect the moments when I created them." Therefore, it can be said that Franz 

Kafka wrote works not for the sake of fame or for the sake of the pen, but only 

because he could not find the possibilities of writing. [2: 387]. In this regard, the 

writer, literary scholar Ulugbek Hamdam writes: "Why did Kafka ask his friends to 

burn his manuscripts? … “Perhaps he felt the darkness in the pages of his writings, 

and this was the opposite of the essence of the light that was so hidden inside his 

psyche. [4: 168]. Kafka tried to escape this darkness throughout his life. 

The novel "America" or "The Lost" is completely different from the traditional 

novel. The full name of the book's protagonist at the beginning of the work is Karl 

Rossmann. It reminded Dickens’ young heroes with his simplicity, inexperience, 

confidence and simplicity. His arrival in America was not happiness, but a method of 

punishment devised by his parents for the maid of the house who had misled the 

child. Unlike the other protagonists of Kafka’s prose, the teenage boy was not a sinful 

protagonist, but his unfortunateness and frustrations in fact, caused by external 

circumstances and forces. In this way, the writer tries to promote the idea that "man is 

born with a sinful destiny", otherwise the writer would not choose in such a difficult 

situation if the boy had not understood what sin was, had not even recognize his 

minds. While analyzing Kafka’s artistic world in a unique way, we have repeatedly 

admitted that the world around him is portrayed in a completely strange, somewhat 

wild and hostile to the heroes of the writer. The events in the novel "America" took 

place in New York. The depiction of a city scene he had never seen in his life, gave 

the writer a special power to describe readers that feeling of alienation. There has 

been much debate about the end of the novel, some scholars believed that the 

protagonist will fall into the Oklahoma landscape theater, finally he reached to the 

peace himself and meeting his parents there. Others believe that he has made his way 

to unknown places to reach the peace of the grave. Some literary critics believe that 

this is Kafka's utopia, that he finds a flawless society, that the writer does not 
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prematurely kill his protagonist, who is too young, and who is not to blame for the 

calamities that have befallen him. Another group of literary critics is convinced that 

the heroes of Kafka's other works, living in Prague, could not achieve happiness in 

their homeland, in a foreign land, he is a completely lone hero, Kafka could not bring 

a happy ending to his heroes. For example, the protagonist of the novel The Process, 

Joseph K., who lives in Prague. However, his life is ruled by the rulers of Society, 

whom can be a toy in their hands, they rule like slaves if they want, but one question 

also arises as to whether a slave has a happy destiny, and worst of all, who does not 

know who is playing a bad game with them. Wrestling is also like nonsense and 

useless. 

The novel "America" tells the story of a 16-year-old boy who is sent to the 

United States, far away from Prague, as punishment for having an affair with a maid. 

The protagonist, Karl Rossmann, is an extremely humble, a boy ready to help 

everyone in everything. He was very fair, even if he was inexperienced in matters of 

life. Karl rushed to defend the humiliated and degraded people, but confronted with a 

cruel and careless reality that destroyed his intentions. Even his uncle, who was a 

millionaire and a senator in America, didn’t help him at all. Imagine for a second 

what could happen to a sixteen-year-old boy with no education and no acquaintances, 

if he appeared in a completely alien land among strangers! Kafka's novel America 

gives you such an opportunity, and the work gives you wonderful impressions about 

boy’s difficulties that no one can speculate that this experience is connected with the 

writer’s life. Not only Kafka's love for Karl can be seen in the novel ‘America’, but it 

is also the exact opposite of the opinion of many critics that he was overshadowed by 

the novels ‘The Process’ or ‘The Fortress’. It should be noted that "America" was 

written much earlier than the above-mentioned works and was able to describe the 

new image and expression of Kafka's understanding. If you paid attention to the text 

of the work, the writer expressed his thoughts with poetic inspiration and with great 

artistic skill, because of his skill, some parts of the work are illuminated in the same 

way as the text of the song, showing the main character's desire for freedom and the 

struggle for survival in this cruel world, although the goal is long, is based on the 

motive of "loss", emphasizing the uniqueness of man, striving for a better life until 

the last moment.  

By this way you will learn about the protagonist's scenes of success, 

immigration and persecution, the darkest aspects of urban civilization, the grandeur 

of the aspirations for America is not happiness, this is only mirage. In a short, some 

aspects of the novel lead you to the biographical work of this author. Kafka's first 

views on America were written by European travelers, silent films were probably 

based on Benjamin Franklin's autobiography, and the writer may have been inspired 

by them. It must be admitted that he was able to draw a line as dystopia. The work 

was originally published under the title “Bedarak”, which was later successfully 

translated into English by Mark Harman, and thus the title ‘America’ removed the 

novel's original title. This work occupies an unknown but distinctive place among the 

works of the writer; in which a young European named Carl Rossmann immigrates to 

the United States and goes on a series of adventures, trying not to lose his way. By 

reading the novel, you will be once again convinced that only human is able to 
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struggle for survival although have a long goal, the pursuit of a better life until the 

last moment in this cruel world, it should be noted that this novel, like many other 

works of the author, was published after his death under the efforts of Max Brodd. 

Most importantly, she wanted to see friend in the most attractive way. That is why, 

after his other books, he published "America". Of course, it was Max Brodd’s wish, 

but we can’t be blamed him for his immense love for close friend. 

In this novel, man is against a world that is different and hostile to him as in all 

of Kafka's works. From the writer's point of view, the world is cruel, absurd, 

imperfect in principle, and its "laws" are incomprehensible at all. Like Franz Kafka's 

‘The Fortress’ and ‘The Process,’ America is also abstract. The abstraction of the 

novel makes you think that perhaps the writer did not see the end of the world 

difficulties that afflicted Carl, but the book seems to include not only the private 

outlook, but also it consists of symbolizing of American people ‘s features of the 

modern alienation, that is, mankind is far from of humanity. Why he did not complete 

the novel of "America", which contains the motives of freedom and liberty. Perhaps 

the problem is not using the epic in Kafka's attitude to creativity, but his poetics, 

which categorically rejects the whole plot, the solution of a conflict that cannot be 

resolved by nature [5: 158]. The protagonists of the works of George Bindamen 

("Judgment"), Gregor Zamza ("Evolution"), Tanobchi K ("Fortress"), Karl Rossmann 

("America") were created by Franz Kafka that they were not seeking the ways of 

poverty via the illogical sides of life which was deserving to crime and punishment, 

and the searching way was useless - it also concluded that it deserved punishment. It 

is true that unlike Joseph K. in the ‘Process’, Carl Rossman is not guilty in the novel 

of ‘America’. According to Kafka's diaries, Karl Rossman was "innocent,” because 

he was still too young, he did not realize his fault in an existentialistic spirit. The 

novel "America" consists of a combination of colors and sounds, which much clearer 

and more expressive in terms of form and content. The novel depicts the hectic life in 

the United States in the early twentieth century. Kafka was not in the United States, 

but he read and heard a lot about America, he saw the place, met the people who 

lived there, and had conversations with them. From the notes of his diaries and 

letters, it can be inferred that Kafka grew up with a great love for America beyond the 

sense of internal expulsion and imprisonment. The novel of ‘America ’depicted a 

number of characters which informed us about this city, and the transformation of 

‘the world in general’ as a symbol. The City where the trial is taking place on 

Joseph K. or it would be wrong to see the image the symbol of village where 

Tanobchi K. trying to settle down and defend himself. Author called «Панжалари 

баҳайбат муштипар онам» ‘Huge claws of troubled mother’ with a memorable 

phrase proved that, neither love, nor the other land, could replace Kafka's homeland, 

because while we were comparing his rebellious nature and the psyche of a young 

man who disappeared in America we were sure once more on it. Although Kafka saw 

the Statue of Liberty for the first time when he entered the port of New York at the 

beginning of the novel, he was amazed by the uplifting hand of the work of art and 

felt the heroes’ winds of freedom swirling around him that it cannot removed the love 

of mother from him. Kafka may have lived outside Prague for a while, but the image 

of this city never left his mind. At the end of his life, while looking at the banquet 
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hall of the wall of the Jewish town in Prague, the following words about the view of 

the nearby shelters were written to her lover Milena Esenskaya: “If I were given a 

choice, I would choose to become a Jewish child from the East sitting in the corner of 

a room where his father is arguing with several men in the middle and his mother is 

tightly wrapped and looking for things to travel, and wanted to stay in America for 

just a few weeks... “[6: 265]. Yes, reading these words makes heart tremble 

involuntarily. Of course without any hesitation we can see the image of sixteen-year-

old Carl, who involuntarily suffered from ominous life and fought for his freedom in 

a country as big as America. You will be in a wrapped of questions again ... If we 

make a fair decision, the actions of the protagonist of the novel "America" have fairy-

tale features; Carl loses control of himself from one state to another, like a man 

immersed in an imagination of world. Probably the reason of problem connected with 

his age because he was very young. The characteristic features of the protagonist are 

more evident in this extract: «Карлнинг асосий кириш жойида пайдо бўлгунига 

қадар тахминан беш дақиқа ўтгандир, эҳтимол. Айни дамда тўрт нафар 

жентльмен ҳамроҳлигида бир аёл йигитнинг олдида борарди. Улар ўзини 

пойлаб турган катта автомобиль томон йўналдилар ва остонадаги дарбон 

эшикни бўш турган чап қўли томон аранг тортди, бу ғоят тантанали 

кўринарди.Аммо Карл бу олижаноб гуруҳ ортида яшириниб, кўринмай ўтиб 

кетишга беҳуда умид қилди. Бош дарбон дарҳол унинг қўлидан тортиб, 

жаноблардан узр сўраб, йигитни ўзига тортди. 

— Бу ўн беш сония деб аталади, — деди ва секин ёмон юргувчи соатга 

қарагандай Карлга ён томондан қаради, — кетдик, — деди йигитга ва уни 

Карл узоқ вақтдан бери кўришни хоҳлаган дарбонхонага олиб борди, аммо 

ҳозир душманнинг итараётгани туфайли, ичкарига фақат ишончсизлик билан 

кирди. Карл ўгирилиб бош дарбон итариб кетишга ҳаракат қилганида улар 

аллақачон эшик олдида эдилар. 

— Йўқ, йўқ, бу ерда, — деди бош дарбон ва Карлни ичкарига тортди. 

— Ахир мен ишдан бўшатилдим-ку, — деди Карл меҳмонхонада ҳеч ким 

унга буйруқ беролмаслигига ишора қилиб. 

— Сени ушлаб турибманми, ҳали ҳам бўш эмассан, — деди бош дарбон, бу 

ҳам шубҳасиз ҳақиқат эди.» [7:188]. 

In such a situation, Carl could have escaped from the other doors of the hotel, or 

he could have escaped from his hand, as the head porter took him away to punish. 

Eventually, at the end of this scene, he does the same. But it will be too late. The 

young man does not make a decisive move until the chef's business card, which is the 

last thing in his pocket, is taken away, because he is fascinated by the process at the 

gatekeeper's place, as if he was in a dream: «Карл буларнинг барчасини бир неча 

сония диққат билан тикилиб туриб билиб олди ва бирозгина бош оғриғи билан 

индамай бош дарбоннинг ортидан борди. Шубҳасиз, ҳатто бош дарбон ҳам 

Карлга ҳисобот беришнинг бу усули қанчалик таъсир этганини пайқади, чунки 

у тўсатдан Карлнинг қўлини тортиб шундай деди: 

— Мана қара, бу ерда қандай ишлашади.»[7:189]. 

After this collision, Carl again becomes associated with the evil Delamarsh and 

his people. Honestly, it falls into a trap in a small room in a neighborhood where 
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huge people live. The life of the protagonist here is a terrible horror, that happens 

much more in a dream, but it occurs in reality, it is fair to say that it is the weakness 

of a man. This is Kafka’s unique style, in which the writer describes not only society, 

system, situation but he depicted human and his weakness. Freedom is worthy of any 

struggle, even if its value falls on your life! Exactly because of flaws, the book tells 

the history of the protagonist's expulsion - first from his house in Europe, then from 

his uncle's house, then from a hotel. Karl had to understand a simple mechanism, but 

the young man himself never learned the mechanism of a place in the world. 

However, this could not be achieved with honesty and simplicity in the world of 

hypocrisy. Therefore, even in America, Carl was left completely alone, devoid of 

compassion, unable to resist the forces of evil and could not find suitable place for 

achieving. It was visible that for the sixteen-year-old boy in the land of opportunity it 

was not expected with a torch, but with a fierce and terrifying sword. 

Research Methodology. The uniqueness of Franz Kafka's artistic work is that 

he gained worldwide fame after his death. This also happened due to a happy 

coincidence. His close friend and guardian, Max Brodd, disobeyed the author’s will, 

published his works after his death, novels and short stories which include 

biographical part of writer’s life, and he made efforts to popularize other works. 

Franz Kafka's three unfinished novels were also published after his death: The 

Process in 1925, The Fortress in 1926, and America in 1927. Nowadays, all the 

collected works of the author are placed in ten large volumes [13: 7]. During his short 

life, Kafka had nothing to fear for himself. He greeted his untimely illness and early 

death with admirable bravery. He was concerned about human destiny, the integrity 

of nature, and the threat posed to all living creature on the Earth. The writer, as if he 

had some kind of divine power, a mysterious weapon, with the help of them he was 

able to see things that others did not see or did not want to see, and he could predict. 

Perhaps Kafka could not explain clearly what he saw and felt. In one of his letters to 

Milena Esenskaya, he said, “I cannot explain to you and whoever else, about the riot 

that is going on inside me...How could I do that, because I could not explain to 

myself the reasons for this. But it does not matter, the important thing is that it is 

impossible for me to live in a light place during the day and in a dark place at night 

like the people around me” [8: 252]. It is true from these words that one can 

understand how much Kafka fought for freedom, but he could not feel happiness 

even when he achieved freedom. In fact, Kafka's fears and regrets came from his 

"inability to live like human beings." The symbolic stories are depicted in the 

author’s novels, short stories, and diaries. His diaries were written regularly from 

1910 to 1923, helped Kafka to find his unique style and polish it. The novel of 

America is an autobiographical novel; it can be known from his diary entries. 

According to Kafka's diaries, Karl Rossmann was an "innocent" boy who fought for 

freedom [8: 256]. Max Brod argues that the tragic absurdity of the novel America, 

which begins a series of works called The Loneliness Trilogy, is less noticeable than 

the next two novels. The America portrayed in the novel can be identified by a 

number of characters, and therefore the transformation into a symbol of the ‘the 

world in general’ is played by the protagonist Joseph K, in the novel The Process. 

The city where the trial is taking place, or Tanobchi in the novel "Fortress". It would 
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be incorrect to see the image of the Village trying to settle down and defend itself. On 

the contrary, the Oklahoma Theater is mentioned such a symbol in the novel 

America. "What kind of theater is it that can find work for everyone?" a real question 

arises. You get the impression that a land where no one insults anyone and everyone 

is offered to the life of their dream, everyone wants to live peacefully and 

independently, thus it is the production of utopian views. This part of the work can be 

compared to the fairy tale "Susambil". All the heroes reach that place through the 

endless suffering and strive for peace and freedom in a land where everything is 

exuberant. However, the ending of that famous tale, justifies the motive of freedom 

that the laborer has achieved his desire. But the fate of the main character in the novel 

“America” represents a motive that has disappeared in the pursuit of freedom. The 

Oklahoma Theater in the America novel is logically incomprehensible company that 

can do every work secretly and it has widely effected and described luxurious rooms 

in the house in Robert Walzer's novel ‘Jacob von Gunten ’(1909) or mentioned about 

‘magical theatre’«Сеҳрли театр» («das magische Theatr » ) in the novel «Чўл 

бўриси» (Der Steppenwolfby Herman Hesse (1877-1962) [5: 166]. 

Аnalysis and results. Reality is perceived as hostile, irrational, and vicious 

world to an individual by Franz Kafka and his protagonists. Fear, loneliness, 

alienation, aggression - the emotions which are shown the features world of Franz 

Kafka. The imagination of the creator is unusual and unique. He described: "I write 

differently than I speak, I say differently than I think, it is not because I should think, 

I think differently and this is the case until the darkest nights " [8: 356] Karl Rosmann 

is simple, with pure heart, without life experience, tries to find his place in life, not 

the meaning of life. He has still hopes of finding shelter in this cruel world and 

rebuilding the home he was born and raised in, the relationship of his family and his 

loving parents. But in this world the qualities of goodness and nobility had left him. 

Evil had occupied this absurd world it did not want to understand Rossmann. 

Rossmann was unable to get out of the narrow alleys of this world, no matter how 

hard he tries to get out of the corridors of the Occidental Hotel, it could only justify 

"freedom" motive. In general, his novels are like labyrinth which is 

misunderstandable, the theme of Kafka dominates the weakness before the 

incomprehensible law, the powerlessness of human through difficulties. 

Соnclusions/Recommendations. The books of "The Fortress" and "The 

Process", "Amerika" which were written by Franz Kafka has not perfectly analyzed. 

The abstraction of his works makes you think that perhaps the writer did not see the 

end of the difficulties of the world that afflicted Carl, but the book does not include 

for personal gain, it seems to capture the modern alienation of the human psyche, the 

alienation of humanity from mankind through the symbol of American people. In his 

diary, the author compares the fate of the two works of the novels "America" and 

"Process" and says: "They were innocent and blameless, but both were executed 

indiscriminately in the suicide" [8: 326]. In this case, we come only to one conclusion 

that, Kafka wanted to show the fate of the heroes, who struggle for freedom of heart 

and spirit like Rosemann and also predicted about their expected fate. The desire to 

approach the higher spirit, to goodness, inspired Kafka, ignited the flame in his 

heart."... We must face to goodness and you will be saved, regardless of the past or 
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even the future," he said. While trying to get closer to the truth in the world of lies, 

corruption, injustices and misinterpreted beliefs, the writer tried to keep himself to be 

creative, to avoid spending his life for meaningless things and attempted to become a 

brilliant writer. In a state of amazement and abstraction, I glanced at the contents of 

the letter again, "So what did Kafka do?" I address to my instincts. After all, I lived in 

America with Carl for six months and experienced his inner experiences. I loved him, 

I cried in front of the lamp on the table till the morning when he was left by his uncle 

on the road, when he was confronted with swindler like Delamarshu Robinson, I 

fought for freedom with a hero who was too young. The reader's heart ached with 

every clash, even though the translation of the work was over, but his suffering did 

not end in his mind. As Karl made his way to an unknown destiny, any reader felt 

themselves they were on the other road. Where did the young man go through the 

steep cliffs and streams of America? Will he come back? Will destiny thus sink into 

the ocean of disappearing? Such questions arise in the mind of every reader. Almost 

all writers depict imaginary scenes in order to express their deepest feelings of their 

hearts. In many parts of Kafka’s novel, the protagonist encounters painful situations. 

However, if we think about it carefully, we must admit that this is the echo of Kafka's 

fears in the work and the victory of novel "Losses". The fact that Franz Kafka's 

"America" is an autobiographical novel can be seen in the following verses from his 

diary: “In many situations, I was not independent, my will was not in my hands. That 

is why I always strive to be independent, not to depend on anyone, and I always try to 

have inner freedom” [8: 258]. Without this inner freedom, Kafka did not believe in 

the "inflexible will of man," he himself called "unhappy hundred years," in the 

twentieth century, but he believed that there would be someone who left with care for 

future in this century. It was Franz Kafka who demonstrated his passion for this 

freedom in his novel America. 
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Abstract:  

Introduction. The article discusses the uniqueness of the lyrics of Osman 

Kochkar, one of the great representatives of Uzbek poetry, and the poetic features of 

the poet's work (language, means of artistic expression, choice of title, etc.). 

Research metohs. Factors, elements, principles that determine the creative style: 

it is important to pay attention to a number of qualities, such as the period in which 

he lived, the environment, skill, talent.In modern literature, the poet's style and skill 

in a variety of genres and forms, the theme and idea of poetry, weight, artistic 

structure, compositional features need to be studied scientifically and theoretically. 

Results. One of the important problems in Uzbek poetry is the study of the style 

of artists with a unique brilliant style and high skill, and the creation of research on 

their definition. In particular, in the context of Uzbek poetry of the 70s and 80s of the 

last century, the fate of humanity, pain, breath of time, pain have become a topical 

issue. A comprehensive study of scientific problems, such as the style and skill of 

poets, their way of thinking and creative individuality, who have made a significant 

contribution to the development of poetry , requires the study of specific works of art 

on the basis of artistic poem. 

Conclusion.The work analyzes the poetry collections of Usmon Kuchkar and 

his poems from the epic and the poetic drama "Imam Bukhari". Man often turns to 

fiction to understand himself, to feel a sense of wonder and pleasure from the events 

of life. Renewal of thinking, along with the use of advanced achievements of science 

and technology, man always strives to receive spiritual nourishment for himself. 

Uzbek poetry has a special place in this regard. After all, "poetry is the property of 

the soul." Therefore, poetry is the spiritual property, the heritage of the people. Such 

a legacy is polished in the poems of poets, refined in their skills, manifested in their 

style. 

Keywords: poet, lyric, skill, poetic syntax, artistic repetition, inversion, 

gradation. 

Introduction: “The original poetry is born of either love or hate,” said one of 

the literary critics. In the poetry of Usmon Kuchkar, words and forms in simple 

speech coexist with the literary language, with a high artistic lexicon. In his poems, 

he demonstrates the diverse, unseen potential of the Uzbek language. Not only artistic 

thought but also his plan of linguistic expression is important for the poet. 

Linguo-poetic analysis: "As an aesthetic phenomenon, the study of the language 

of a work of art also focuses on determining the individual methodological skills of 
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the author and the extent to which he used the capabilities of the language system in 

writing a work of art." [1,52] 

The use of direct linguistic units in fiction increases the value of a poetic text. 

The use of elements such as words, types of semantic transitions, paraphrases, 

phrases, stable conjunctions, dialectics in poetic verses in relation to form and 

meaning increases the aesthetic impact of the poem, helps to improve the poet's skills. 

In fiction, mastery refers mainly to the writer's or poet's ability to interpret life, 

human experiences, and use words, and fiction is the most important key word in 

defining a poet's skill. Just as every artistic phenomenon has an etymology, so does 

the creative style and skill of the artist. The word "skill" in the dictionary means skill, 

mastery, dexterity. As a literary concept, it is not included in any dictionaries. 

Nevertheless, it is widely used in all types of literary activity. However, depending on 

the specifics of the literary work, the content of the concept of "skill" and the range of 

issues related to it will change. 

"Since the history of Uzbek literature is directly connected with folklore, all 

representatives of literature were inspired by it, created immortal works and 

expressed their high universal ideas in it." [2,97] Applying folk proverbs and phrases 

in poetry requires great skill. I think that when the People's Writer of Uzbekistan 

Abdulla Kahhor chose the article "The sky is far, the earth is hard" as an epigraph to 

his story "Bemor", he increased the value of the work ten times, maybe a hundred 

times. Usmon Kuchkar also uses this proverb in a unique way in one of his poems. 

Ҳoли ҳилoл фaлaкдa 

Кўҳнa сўрoқ сeвгилим, 

Ўшa-ўшa eр қaттиқ - 

Oсмoн йирoқ сeвгилим.[3,44] 

Using this proverb in the poem "In the tone of the people", Usmon Kuchkor 

speaks about the extremely difficult situation of the people. The ground is hard - you 

hit him on the head and only hurt yourself; the sky is far away - oh — it won’t reach 

you until you moan. This poor people are so confused. There is no one and nothing to 

pity him, to pity him, to pity him, to help him ... The ability to express the idea 

clearly and succinctly in proverbs plays an important role in ensuring the 

effectiveness of the speech, the international tone. The use of proverbs in poetic 

verses creates the art of “ирсoли мaсaл”. In the poem "The triptych of Bukhara" he 

used such proverbs as “Йўғон борки –чўзилади, ингичка узилади”. 

In his poems, Usman Kuchkor skillfully used proverbs as well as phrases. "Each 

word in a compound does not retain its independent meaning, so it is a stable 

compound that forms a stable, indivisible semantic unit of words (components) in this 

compound." [6, 69-70] Phraseologisms are used in a variety of functions, depending 

on the appearance of the speech. The following poem also proves our point. 

...Қoчгaн сaри вaҳмaси, 

Тишни тишга бoсaрким, 

Ғичирлaйди тишлaри, 

Кўккa қўлин чўзaр ким. [3,5] 
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The phrase “Тишини тишига бoсмоқ” is used instead of the words endurance. 

It expresses in the same way sympathy for the plight of the oppressed people. Maybe 

he's strong, he's brave, he's brave, maybe he's not. 

“Abdulla Kodiriy” from the collection of poems “Heavy Caravan” , the poet 

used several stable combinations, as a result of which they were able to line up like a 

necklace in poetic lines. 

…Дунёдa ҳaқиқaт бўлсa бир қaдaр 

Oлaм қуёш кaби қaлқиб турмaсди. 

 Oйни,кaвoкибни ёмoн кўргaнлaр 

 Юлдузни бeнaрвoн уриб юрмaсди. 

Throughout the logic of this poem, he skillfully placed such phrases as 

“Тeгирмoндaн бутун чиқмoқ”, “Сувдaн қуруқ чиқмoқ”,“Туяни ютмoқ”into poetic 

lines, which is also a testament to the poet's unique style. The conclusions drawn 

from the past reflect the darkest and saddest truths that befell the Kadiri, the 

Chulpons, and the Usmon Nasir. He also uses phrases such as “дамини ютди” , “тер 

босган”, “Чақмоғин чақнатиб” шеърида “ичига ютди”, “Умрида рўшнолик 

кўрмаган одам”  in the poem "Lightning flashed", “қўл ювдим”in the poem "A man 

who has never seen light in his life". 

The scolding words are also part of the vocabulary, but they are used in a more 

conversational style. Usmon Kuchkar often assigns the task of expressing the 

sufferings of the stubborn and generous poet to these low-consumption words. In the 

poem “Ички душман”: 

Қорин ғами бузар унинг асабин, 

Титроқ кирар ҳар бир пайчаларига, 

Шамол феълин бузса, бутун ғазабин 

Тўкиб солади у лайчаларига.[3,20] 

Tayammum (ablution with sand in a place where there is no water or washing 

the body with sand) [ 4,71 ] .Таяммумга қолдими кунинг, Олчоқлар 

чорларҲазар(Twice in the history of the Amudarya, the Caspian Sea was flooded) 

serves to indicate the level of the poet's suffering. 

Thus, the lexical level of Usmon Kuchkar poems differs from the directions of 

other creators in that their features are described in a unique style, in specific 

directions. 

Also, the poem beginning with "Мўйинқум бағрида ухлайди насим", we may 

encounter words that seem"қора шарпа", "Қўрқув"шеьрида "илон", "Қулоқ ҳақида 

баллада"шеьрида "айёр", “қув” ,"Чўлпоннинг видолашув 

қўшиғи"шеьрида“хоин”, “номард”,"Худбин"шеърида"худбин", "Илон 

боласи"да "заҳар халтаси", "Бальзак” шеьрида "ўч", "Акссиз садолар" шеьрида 

"зўрлик", "Самарқанд сафари" “гуноҳкор”. 

Термуласан кўкка ҳойнаҳой, 

Танглайингда тилинг чип қотар. 

Бу шум ҳилол, бу касофат ой 

Фалак узра қийшайиб ётар. 

Cursing words are found in these lines, which served to increase the 

effectiveness of the poem. In the poetry of Usmon Kuchkar, words and forms in 
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simple speech coexist with the norms of literary language, with the lexicon of art. 

And invents words that express specific content. In the poem "Lesson of Kahhor": 

Ижодда “лаббай!”, “хўп бўлади!” эмас, 

Тортишув, баҳс бўлмоғи лозим. 

Ижодкор елпаррак эмас ахир, бас, 

Аввало шахс бўлмоғи лозим. 

Тишим билан суғурсам 

Гулмихларни туёқдан, 

Не-не жавру жафода, 

Кезиб пою пиёда – 

Охир сени топсаму 

Ёлғиз оёқ дунёда, 

The skill of the poet is that the occurrence of words and phrases in his poems, 

such as elparrak, gulmix, lonely world, shows that he felt the responsibility of 

creativity in his heart and shook his pen. Унинг ҳам тоби йўқ одамлар билан, 

Катта даврларга сиғмайди... 

Ҳаммомпиш ўйнайди болалар билан, 

Уларга термулиб... 

 юм-юм йиғлайди. 

skillfully used polite words such as. The poet uses these words and forms: 

- to avoid monotony, to achieve diversity; 

- to show how many possibilities the national language has; 

- dialects are often used as part of the national language not only in live speech, 

but also at the level of literary text. 

Materials and methods.Literary critic T. Boboev writes: “In linguistics, syntax 

is the construction of a sentence, while the order of words in a sentence is a poetic (in 

poetic speech) syntax. In poetic speech, in particular, the issue of constructing poetic 

sentences, choosing words, and using them skillfully in sentence construction is 

important. Sentence construction in poetry is characterized, above all, by its extreme 

conciseness and conciseness. This is due to a number of issues, such as the 

grammatical connection of words in the poem, the syntactic norms of the language. 

"[7,422] 

The syntax of poetic speech gives figurativeness, expressiveness, and charm to 

the language of the work. As L.I. Timofeyev puts it, “syntax, like lexicon, is used by 

the poet to individualize and typify speech”. [7,423] It should be noted that each 

artist's work has its own characteristics of poetic syntax. Because the poet's creative 

individuality leaves a deep mark on the poetics of his works. From this point of view, 

the poetic syntax of Usmon Kuchkar works are unique. So, the task of poetic syntax 

is to study the colorful syntactic structures and figurative language tools in a work of 

art, the methods of sentence construction. 

There are other themes in Usmon Kuchkar work, each of which is reflected in 

the personality of the poet. It is patience, longing, looking, confession, faith, 

kindness, loneliness ... 

Another peculiarity of the creative style is that the poems are delivered to the 

reader in parts or in series. The poem “Соғинч” from the collection “Акссиз 
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садолар” also consists of three parts, the first of which reflects the state of mind of a 

person suffering from nostalgia. For example, 

Соғинч озиб кетди ,сочлари тўзди. 

Соғинчнинг кўзлари киртайди.[3,23] 

Nostalgia is an abstract concept. The loss of nostalgia, the presence of his hair, 

his eyes, is the poet's invention. The art of metaphor emerged as a result of the 

addition of an abstract noun + a definite noun. The agony of nostalgia reinforces the 

assertion that the pupils of my eyes have widened. The equivalent meaning of the 

phrase torn eye appears. 

Сенсиз қолиб кетдим жилмасдан – 

Баҳор келди,мен кузман ҳали. 

Муҳаббатга ҳоким эмасман 

Мен – соғинчман кучсизман ҳали.( Page 24) 

The pains of suffering, agony, loneliness are one and the same, the pain of 

longing. The contrast of spring and autumn is nostalgia for love and emigration. In 

the midst of this longing, the lyrical protagonist is helpless. 

Сени ёшлигимдай соғинаману 

Имкон йўқ ортингдан чопа олмайман. 

Сен Худосан – соғинаману 

Ердан ҳам, кўкдан ҳам топа олмайман. (Page 24) 

There is no nostalgia for the lyrical hero. Nostalgia is childhood, youth. 

Nostalgia is a parent. Nostalgia is a child. Nostalgia is independence, independence. 

The following verses show this. 

Бетакрор кечади умрнинг авжи. 

Мен толе ахтариб ҳамон музтарман. 

Сен билан бошланиб,сенда тургувчи 

Истиқлол истарман,кенглик истарман. 

The poet, who missed independence and expanses, always looked for and 

missed him until he reached him. Poems such as “Ўттизга кирганда”, “Адрларда 

соғингин қақшаб” also reflect the longing for the homeland, the longing for 

independence. 

Intonation. “Intonationserves to make the poetic thought reach the listener in an 

attractive way. In art, intonation is very important. Each work has its own intonation 

... The intonational integrity of the work of art fully meets the requirements of the 

system of themes, ideas and images obtained in it. Every word, intonation, and 

content is inextricably linked. ”[7,423] Indeed, a poetic word, depending on its place 

in the text, means shouting, sarcasm, allusion, anger, resentment, surprise, joy, 

appeal, pride, urge and anger. The intonation is as diverse in our live speech as it is in 

our poetic speech. Poem intonation is usually associated with the construction of 

lines, sentences in bytes. Therefore, the sentence structure in a poem is not just a 

syntactic phenomenon, but a rhythmic-syntactic phenomenon. For example, U. 

Kuchkor: 

Сен – гулсан. 

Поёнсиз оловда ёниб, 

Ўзин ёнмоғидан тонаётган гул. 
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Ғунчанинг ичида ўтга айланиб, 

Ғунчанинг ичида ёнаётган гул.[5,114] 

Pause (stop, pause) - plays a big role in poetic speech. It comes to the end of the 

stanzas between most verses, exaggerates certain words or phrases, emphasizes their 

meaning and significance, and gives emotion to the poetic speech. In particular, the 

bytes or bands in the poem are always separated by a pause as a complete part of the 

poetry. The rhythm of a poem cannot be created without a legitimate repetition of 

orderly placed passages, and it is difficult to imagine these passages in poetic speech 

without a pause. For example, consider a poem by Usmon Kuchkar: 

Ҳисобсиз эмасдир суви уммоннинг,6+5=11 

 Юлдузлар ҳисобсиз эмасдир, болам.6+5=11 

 Ҳисобда ҳар қийлу қоли замоннинг,6+5=11 

 Ҳисобда ҳар шодлик, ўкинч, ғам-алам.6+5=11 

Борар манзилиму ўтар кўпригим6+5=11 

 Чизилган – харита каби – китобда.6+5=11 

 Қай лаҳза узилар қай бир кипригим –6+5=11 

 Ҳисобда турибди, ҳисобда…[5,122]6+5=11 

Rhetorical questioning, rhetorical appeal, and rhetorical address - syntactic 

constructions represent emotions such as wonder, pleasure, joy, doubt, anger. Such 

syntactic constructions usually give lyrical color to artistic speech, increasing its 

effectiveness. The poet uses a rhetorical question in order to draw the reader's 

attention to this or that problem, this or that event described in the play. The listener 

is not expected to answer through a rhetorical question. The appearance of a 

rhetorical question is different: the poet's question to his protagonist or reader, the 

character's question to the poet or reader...In the work of U. Kuchkor, this is 

expressed in the form of an appeal to God. For example, 

Тангрим, сўраб қўяй ҳозироқ сендан, 

Бир куни қолмайин миннатларингга: 

Куйган юрак билан, куйик қалб билан 

Мени қўярсанми жаннатларингга? [5,118] 

Севгилисигамурожаат: Сочларинг бунча ҳам қора, суюклим, 

 Ялдо кечасини қўшиб ўрдингми? 

 Кўзларинг ундан минг бора, суюклим, 

 Қорадир... Мен кўрган кунни кўрдингми?[5,119] 

These poems, if noted, are expressed as a rhetorical question compositional 

basis. Because the main thoughts in the poem are “Мени қўярсанми 

жаннатларингга?”, “Қайси дўзахингда ёқасан?” and “Ялдо кечасини қўшиб 

ўрдингми?”simple rhetorical questions. 

Artistic repetitions. Usually in the language of a literary work, every word, 

sound, phrase, sentence and part of speech comes in its place and norm. If a sound, a 

word, a phrase, a sentence or a passage is repeated in the language of a literary work, 

especially in a poetic speech, it is a negative phenomenon - a work contrary to art. In 

poetry, this is unacceptable. But repetition, first of all, if it takes a firm place in the 

device of the work, it becomes a means of artistic imagery - it is studied as an artistic 

repetition. 
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In general, a word, a phrase that expresses a poetic idea: a phrase, a byte, a 

phonetic, lexical, morphological, syntactic speech turnover formed from the 

poemstructure of the band on the basis of a certain pattern is called artistic repetition. 

For example, how many repetitions of the word in the following verse serve, firstly, 

to enhance the meaning of degree and quantity, and secondly, to reinforce and 

emphasize. 

Тоғ – ёлғон. 

Жарлик – рост. 

Йиллаб, асрлаб 

Ёлғон қулай-қулай ростни тўлдирар. 

Ёлғонга юксалиб бораётган одам 

Унинг чўққисига чиқолмас сира, 

Бир кун қулаб тушар, 

Уни ёлғон ўлдирар. 

Ёлғон анча гўзал кўринар, 

Анча жозиб кўринар пастдан. 

Чўққига қанча юксалса одам, 

Шунча узоқлашиб боради ростдан. 

 

Ўз оёғи билан ёлғонга  

Чиқаётган одам англар тобора – 

Англагани сайин, билгани сайин 

Боши оғирлашиб, каттариб борар. 

 

Ёлғонни ёлғонлаб, алдаб бўлмайди, 

Авраб бўлмас кўз ёши билан. 

Ёлғонга ўз оёғи билан чиққан одам – 

Ростга қулаб тушар ўз боши билан. [5,118] 

In this poem, the word lie is repeated 9 times, 5 at the beginning of the verse. 

There is no uniformity in the location of the poetic device of the word “lie”. The art 

of repetition has emerged. From this point of view, it is clear that the repetition of the 

word lie in the poetic text also has such aspects of meaning as sadness, regret, 

pitching, irony. Or: In the poem that begins, “Сени алдар бу қора тун”  the 

combination of "black night" is used five times, and the word "awake" is used three 

times in different parts of the poem to enhance the meaning of the poem. 

The scientist A. Davlatova: “A poet takes a reader into the world of poetry 

without being noticed, he can witness his speech and conversation. The aspects he 

captures begin to affect the mind of the reader as well. Two grounds for this can be 

pointed out: 1. The poet's high poetic skill; 2. The strength of auto-censorship, ie the 

principle of working on the text. [8,119] From this classification, it can be seen that 

the poet's skill came about as a result of his repeated work on the text of the 

poem.Gradation (stairs) - words (specific sentence structure) that indicate the 

progress of the image object (meaning) from line to line (word to word). Gradation is 

more common in free poems, white poems, and gray poems. Words that have become 

gradations are often arranged in a ladder order from poem tissue. Gradation has two 
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forms: a) climax - the meaning of the object of the image or the flow of passions from 

line to line, word to word. For example, in the poem “Ибтидодан қолган қўшиқ“:  

Отлар, итлар, йигитлар қувлар, 

Нафас ростлагани имкон йўқ. 

Таъқиб, Тазйиқ, Таъкидлар қувлар, 

Битта жонга қиттай макон йўқ. 

Inversion (lat. exchange method). It is known that in Uzbek, it usually has and 

its composition comes at the beginning of the sentence, and the cut and its 

composition come at the end of the sentence. In the poetry, however, this order of 

speech is not always maintained. Inversion ensures the expressiveness of the poem’s 

tongue, increasing the power of influence. The phenomenon of inversion is common 

in live language. In art, it expresses this life event, reveals the mental state of the 

protagonist, individualizes the language. Another peculiarity of the syntactic level of 

Usmon Kuchkar's poems is that his special attitude to the word led to the 

phenomenon of inversion in the poems. 

Толеим қолди нигун, 

Айтайин дардим бугун,  

Тилларим айлаб тугун 

Тили бийронлар келадир. 

 

Шарқда туғилдим шеър бўлиб, 

Шеърлар айтдим эр бўлиб. 

Қолдим оқибат ер бўлиб, 

Боққил, осмонлар келадир. 

In this passage, the use of the sentences “қолди нигун” and “айтайин 

дардим”without inversion, the components of which are inverted, does not affect the 

weight or the rhyme (in the paragraph, 3 lines are rhymed, ie: aaab). Hence, the 

inversion in this clause is due to the demand for weight or rhyme. In our opinion, the 

inversion here is to ensure solemnity, uplift; aimed at showing the poet’s level of 

emotion. The theme of history is leading not only in the poems of Usmon Kuchkor, 

but also in his epics, fairy tales and translations. Reading his epics 

“Қувғин”(originally called “Қувғинди”), "Shirok", "Turon Botir", "Chamangul" 

expands the understanding of history. In these works, the lives and deeds of brave 

and courageous ancestors are shown as an example. 

Results.The epic “Қувғин” is dedicated to the deportation of Caucasian Turks 

during World War II the life of the plates, episodes, and images depicted in it seems 

to be based on real historical events.An artistically elaborate epic emphasizes the 

value of one's place of birth and the place where one's ancestors lived.The work 

strengthens the noble ideas of patriotism and humanity in man, which can be seen in 

the following aspects that increase its educational significance. 

1. The epic describes the bitter fate of the peoples persecuted during the years of 

cult of personality, their suffering for the Motherland and justice. 

2. The idea of the work artistically expresses the inequalities in the socio-

economic, legal, spiritual spheres of the Soviet era in the twentieth century, the 

failure to take into account the needs and interests of nations. 
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3. The epic glorifies the qualities of our people, such as religious tolerance, 

common national and universal values, attention to friendly relations; 

4. The work draws the right conclusions from ethnic conflicts in the past, which 

is a unique process, and encourages us to keep in mind that a vigilant look to the 

future is the main goal of today. 

The epic “Қувғин” tells the story of the stateless. Therefore, the lyrical retreats 

in it reflect the feelings of heartache for those who have such a destiny. In the epic 

"Chamangul" the ideas of harmony, solidarity, protection of the country prevail, and 

in "Turon Botir" the spirit of the epic "Shirak" is felt. In the play, Turan Botir is 

portrayed as a true patriot. [9,21] The poet's epics objectively reflect the historical 

truth, appeal to folk legends and myths, the stability of folk epics, poetic expression, 

show the versatility of the work of Usmon Kuchkor. 

The use of folk words and forms in Usmon Kuchkor poetry is consciously aimed 

at showing and emphasizing that the people themselves are suffering in the language 

of the poet, that the poet is the voice of the people. Because there are a variety of 

opportunities to adapt content to weight and rhyme without going beyond the norms 

of literary language. In the poetry of Usmon Kuchkor, the text appears as a treasure 

of the national language. 

In literature, the use of words in their own and figurative senses gives rise to a 

number of art forms. A metaphor means a transfer of meaning based on similarity. 

"The meaning of a metaphor is to capture something, and this is the essence of the 

art," wrote the scholar and poet Rashididdin Watwat, is the true meaning of each 

word, the poet narrates himself in terms of that meaning, and elsewhere uses that 

word for aryat (in another sense).If the metaphor is natural, it adds beauty to the 

word. ” [10.78-80] One of the most widely used arts in fiction is metaphor. Many of 

the poems included in the collection of poems “Aкссиз сaдoлaр” can be found in 

many metaphors: 

Фaлaклaрдa чaқнaб турсин ўт, 

Қaлдирoқлaр қaлдирaб турсин. 

Йўллaрингa сув сeпсин булут 

Йўллaрингни шaмoл супурсин. [3,43] 

Here the word grass means the sun or moon that illuminates the sky. 

L.Sharipova expresses several meanings of the word grass as follows: “All types of 

fire are used in both folk songs and written poetry. In both literatures, the image of 

fire, first and foremost, means love, family, children, and sometimes means 

destruction. In oral poetry, its meaning is "grass" and can be used as a compound of 

love. " [11,133] The flash of grass in the sky, the scattering of water by a cloud, the 

sweeping of winds, not the sweeping of roads, arose on the basis of the movement of 

movement into another movement. 

Ижoдкoр дeгaн xoс мaртaбa йўқдир, 

Ижoд-қoрa мeҳнaт,aёвсиз мeҳнaт, 

Истeъдoд ижoдни тутгувчи ўқдир, 

Тaғин сув-ҳaвoдeк зaрур ҳaқиқaт.[4,16] 

The dictionary "Explanation of the Uzbek language" contains more than ten 

meanings of the word black. Of these, in the figurative sense, "the word black means 
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a negative sign in general, possessing a negative sign, a bad meaning." [12,274] In 

these lines, taken from a series of poems such as ]“Нaвoий сaбoғи”, “Бoбур 

сaбoғи”, “Қoдирий сaбoғи”, “Қaҳҳoр сaбoғи”, “Oxирги сaбoғ” the art of metaphor 

was created based on the transfer of the symbol to another character. For every artist, 

the field of creation says that hardships are black labor, ruthless labor, but this 

hardship is as necessary as water and air for the spirituality of the people. 

“If the image begins to fade, the metaphor may disappear, but they are often 

replaced by a new metaphor. Because "Poetry is an extended metaphor." For this 

reason, the poet manages to explain in detail the character and the situation in the 

poem, using a few metaphors in each verse, so as not to weaken the image and 

impression in the image. [13,52] 

Ўнгa бoссaнг –янтoқдир, 

Сўлинг қийoқ сeвгилим, 

Ёлғиз oёқ бу йўлдa 

Ёлғиз oёқ сeвгилим, 

Елкaсидa сoчлaри 

Мaйдa тaрoқ сeвгилим 

Қийoғини ўргaли 

Тoпмaс ўрoқ сeвгилим. 

In these verses, the words янтoқ,қиёқ ,oёқ, тaрoқ,ўрoқare chosen as rhymes. 

In the poem, every element of nature is animated. The dawn phase is described. 

Dawn is lazy because it barely shines in the districts; the stalk (thin, long, sharp-

leaved perennial herb) weeps - the leaves drown in the morning dew, the flowers 

smile - the morning sun loses its luster due to the morning sunshine. The whims of 

nature are depicted through the image of nature and man. At this point, the slender 

leaves of the lyre resemble the finely combed hair of the lyrical protagonist. At the 

same time, in this poem, the influence of folklore is expressed in melody and 

playfulness. 

Like other artists, it can be seen that in the poems of U.Kuchkor the words with 

opposite meanings are used in a peculiar way. The scholar and poet Shaykh Ahmad 

ibn Khudaydad al-Tarazi reported that in his “Фунун ул-бaлoғa” he called the tazad 

"al-mutazad" [7,380]. Examples of this can be seen in the following verses : 

Нaвoийдa нeки сaбo ўқидим, 

Бу дунёдa қaрo нeдур,нe oқўқидим 

“Black adjective is also widely used in folk songs. It is known that black has 

long been associated with evil, death, horrors, the underworld, misfortune, suffering, 

unhappiness, disease, witchcraft, night, darkness, the mystery of the soul, power, fear 

and excitement, hidden and unknown events. perceived as a symbol of events. 

However, it can be seen that the black emblems represent both positive and negative 

expressive coloring. ” [14,178] In the Avesto, white is used as a symbol of light and 

goodness. Also, in Uzbek folk mourning songs, white is interpreted as death and 

absence. ” [15,120] 

Hazrat Navoi, the sultan of the realm of words, interprets black in a positive 

sense. Literary critic I. Hakkulov studied the positive properties of black on the 

example of Navoi's work.The notion of the sanctity of the color black has been 
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expressed since ancient times in the beliefs associated with this color in the Turks, 

such as “Қoрaбoш туғ”, “Сияxпўшлaр”and the flag of the Abbasid caliph was also 

black, this color indicates that they are counted as a particular color. Navoi also 

praised this color as "a blessed color" [16,18]. 

In these verses dedicated to Navoi, it is explained in black and white that he did 

not indulge in lust throughout his life, went to Samarkand to study, was not proud of 

the careers bestowed on him by his friend, and demonstrated the power of the Turkic 

language through his works. As Mawlana Jalaliddin Rumi said: "Every thing is clear 

with its contradiction." So, in these verses, the words white and black create the art of 

tazod. From the opinions of the above scientists, it can be concluded that white and 

black colors are not always used in an anti-position relative to each other. The fact 

that these colors can have both positive and negative meanings has been substantiated 

through scientific research. 

Conclusion. Usmon Kuchkor's poems are thought-provoking, painful, and 

emotionally painful. In the poet's poetry, the words and forms of ordinary speech 

coexist with the literary language, with the artistic lexicon. In his poems, he 

demonstrates the diverse, unseen potential of the Uzbek language. Not only artistic 

thought, but also its linguistic aspect is important for the poet, the linguopoetic 

features of the poet's poems allow him to reveal his mastery more clearly. 
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The invaluable literary heritage left by Alisher Navoi is of special importance in 

literary criticism. In his works, Alisher Navoi paid great attention to the issues of 

language, speech, its use, the communicative quality of speech. His views on this 

issue are the basis of the culture and etiquette of speech of that time, which is 

reflected in the pages of artistic, linguistic, historical and religious works of the poet. 

The study of these views together allows us to determine the content and essence of 

the teachings of the great poet and scholar on the culture and etiquette of speech. 

The meaning of eloquence, eloquence, word-speech, speech in the works of the 

poet corresponds to the expression, which today is called the culture of speech. 

Navoi's interpretation, eloquent speech is a meaningful, beautiful, pleasant speech, 

spoken in accordance with the rules of language. Navoi listed all the requirements 

and content of such a speech, one by one. The poet divides speech into two: useful 

speech with positive qualities and harmful speech with negative qualities. Navoi 

evaluates these forms of speech in two ways: in terms of linguistic requirements and 

factors, and in terms of non-linguistic requirements and factors. Navoi considered 

language as an important tool for cultivating good qualities in a person. He expressed 

this idea through the artistic images of his personal thoughts and interpretations, as 

well as through the evaluation of the speech of some individuals. Alisher Navoi, 

thinking about the criteria and norms of positive, eloquent speech, first of all, 

expresses his views on the language, the word, the ways of its skillful use. The poet's 

thoughts on the word, its meanings, the concepts embodied in it, the power of the 

word, its sanctity form the basis of his comments on the culture of speech. 

Alisher Navoi, commenting on the linguistic requirements of eloquent speech, 

said that the content of the speech, expediency, brevity and conciseness, linguistic 

norms of the language, adherence to the rules of language in speech, accuracy, 

richness of means of expression, freedom from harsh means, thoughtfulness, 

kindness, and so on. 

Navoi's views on the factors that create meaningful speech are mainly related to 

speech etiquette. These are the accuracy, truthfulness, sincerity and sincerity of the 

speaker, clarity and clarity of speech, pleasantness, sweetness of speech, 

Navoiy gulshani 
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expressiveness of speech, fluency of speech, intelligibility of speech, beauty of 

speech, usefulness, vitality of speech, the etiquette of speech, the purity of speech, the 

purity, the attention, the attention, and so on. 

Alisher Navoi's system of views on the culture and etiquette of speech is 

described in three scientific and linguistic directions: the direction of speech 

etiquette, the direction of speech culture, the direction of oratory. Navoi expressed his 

valuable views on these issues. 

The great poet and thinker Alisher Navoi paid great attention to the culture of 

speech, which is one of his qualities. He argues that the complexity of speech harms 

the language, but that good, beautiful speech serves to enrich the language. The poet 

states that speech is a means of directly affecting language: "Language is the 

instrument of speech with so much honor, and it is also speech, which, if manifested, 

is the calamity of language." 

Alisher Navoi's views on the achievement of eloquence, etiquette and 

appropriate use of it are reflected in the work "Mahbub-ul Qulub". He said that there 

should be a wise man who can follow him, and that anyone with a spiritual space in 

his heart should enjoy the conversation of such a preacher and be happy. 

Chapter 24 of Alisher Navoi's Mahbub-ul Qulub is entitled "Admonition and the 

remembrance of the preachers." league step. If he enters and then shakes his hand 

with advice. It is like leading a people on a path he has not taken, misleading a 

stranger, and leading him to the desert and pushing him into the wilderness. 

Preaching is the work of a murshid and an ogah, and he is an acceptable person 

who accepts his advice. First you have to go one way, then you have to lead the 

people. The one who enters the road without walking, pushes, and the aimless 

reaches the ground. The preacher is the one who enters the meeting empty-handed 

and the one who enters completely. A preacher, a future scholar, and a follower of his 

advice. Ulki ordered and did not follow. Nobody will benefit and the work will not be 

his word. The proverb with Nazoirkhan is a proverb that sings with a programmer. 

Continent: 
 

A preacher, an immortal speaker without a programmer, 

There is a ruling on it. 

It is impossible to say that the word of God is not feminine. 

He must do at least one word. 
(Alisher Navoi. Collection of excerpts. Volume 14, pages 28-29) 

 

Hussein Waz Kashifi, a well-known preacher who was a fan, student and friend 

of Alisher Navoi, also preached mainly in the spirit of science, politics, ethics, 

propaganda and propaganda. Preacher Kashifi Hussein Boykaro was the chief 

preacher of the state during the reign of Khorasan. There is information about the 

effectiveness, popularity and attractiveness of Hussein's sermons. 

The peculiarity of Central Asian rhetoric was that they primarily served the 

interests of the regime of that time. This is evidenced by the fact that during this 

period the masters of the art of oratory were called nadims, qissagoys, masalgoys, 

badihagoys, qiraatkhans, problemogoys, preachers, and maddahs. 
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In the traditional introductory chapters of each epic, the poet's work "Khamsa" 

describes the definition of the word, correct pronunciation, the divinity of the word, 

the importance of paying attention to it. 

Reading and analyzing these parts of the work, memorizing, strengthens the 

reader's respect for the word, attention and the need to further develop the ability of 

speech culture. 
 

Including: 

The word has become a lost animal, 

You know, there is nothing more glorious than guhari. 

Or: 

Don't be a talker, don't be a talker, 

Don't see who says what, hear what he says. 
 

One of the great works of pedagogy of the ancient East, The Nightmare, also 

contains instructive sayings about the etiquette of speech, logical and expressive 

speech, which are still relevant today. “… Learn to speak well and don’t get used to 

anything other than speaking politely, because the language speaks what you want to 

say. Say the word in the right place, the wrong word, even if it is a good word, it will 

look bad. One must be a speaker. Every speaker should practice a lot on his speech, 

speak pleasantly and eloquently when speaking in public, and gain the attention of 

the people. 

Let the people know that you have reached a high level by words, because they 

know a person's rank by words, ... Everyone's situation is hidden under his word. " 

Alisher Navoi expresses his views on the importance of reading poetry in the 

past: 
 

I remember a conflict in the world, 

Who's in the middle of school? 

Istabon diagnosis memory master, 

Let me teach poetry fluently. 

Some readers of Nasreddin are also epic, 

This is Guliston news and Boston news. 

Manga in that case tabibul havas, 

"Mantiqut-tayr" turned the multamas. 
 

Apparently, the master teachers taught children poetry and prose in order to 

educate them and make them read fluently. Sheikh Saadi Sherozi's masterpieces such 

as "Boston" and "Gulistan", as well as the great Sheikh Farididdin Attar's "Mantiqut-

tayr" were taught. 

Alisher Navoi memorized fifty thousand bytes of poetry in his childhood and 

youth and enjoyed them aesthetically. The history of expressive reading knows many 

wise men like Alisher Navoi who have a strong memory. So, the roots of the history 

of expressive reading go back to ancient times, and as we have seen, it has always 

received a lot of attention. Indeed, the art of expressive reading is invaluable in 
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enriching the spiritual and enlightenment world of man, in the development of artistic 

and aesthetic views. 

Alisher Navoi himself gives information about three preachers in Majolisun-

nafois. They are Khoja Muayyad Mehnaghi, Mawlana Riyazi, Hussein Waz Kashifi. 

The Lord considered them to be true word artists. Mawlana Riyazi was a pedagogue 

and a poet. Hussein Waz Kashifi inherited such works as "Javohir ut tafsir", 

"Lubob ul albob", "Hotamnoma". Hoja Muayyad Mehnaghi was a fiery orator, and 

the sultans bowed before him. 
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Abstract: 

Introduction.Man has always sought to know the structure of the universe, the 

laws of the development of what it contains, and phenomena.In the process of 

cognition, there are three cases when a person suddenly, by chance, information is 

needed to make a quick decision in a limited environment, making his own decision 

"in advance", "exactly as it is necessary to do". One such case we call 

intuition.Intuition is a complex phenomenon of cognition, a specific way of 

generating real knowledge. A long period in science came when the mechanism of 

intuitive cognition was not known.For this reason, every kind of views, concessions, 

theories about intuition appeared. In the process of cognition, emotional and 

psychological phenomena play an important role.Emotional processes, such as 

intuition, perception, memory, contemplation, fantasy in the manifestation of the 

inner, sub-experience of a person, are components of the inner world of an 

individual, that is, all these phenomena that are studied as sub-spiritual phenomena. 

Emotional cognition processes: intuition, perception, imagination, memory, 

contemplation, covers fantasy and others.Emotional will processes: motivation, 

motivation, needs, aspirations, decision-making, etc. 3. Emotional-mental processes: 

emotions, emotions, mood, emotional tone, stress, anxiety. Mental states include the 

appearance of certain qualities of mental processes. For example, from emotional 

processes, mood as a state of mind, mental characteristics include abilities, etc. In 

general, this phenomenon and the situation are related to the subject, and in it we 

will consider a synergistic analysis. 

Materials and methods.Intuition, the process of intuitive cognition, is a state 

that reflects the presence of completeness in the form of light. At the moment, he 

provides holistic knowledge about intuition - Nature, society and the whole of olam. 

He achieves this by studying the mutual dialectical relationship between things and 

phenomena. 

Results and discussions. Intuition is one of the most important concepts of the 

development of philosophy and science and is in dialectical connection with thinking, 

including rational and irrational thinking, creativity, in particular with such concepts 

as "artistic and scientific creativity", "intelligence", "memory", "imagination", 

"attention", "foresight", "consciousness", "unconscious", "subconscious sphere" and 

"instinct". A comprehensive analysis of the content and essence of these concepts, the 

study of scientific, philosophical and intuitive thinking styles on a scientific basis 

allow us to open new facets of the development of science. Therefore, an in-depth 
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study of this issue has a special scientific significance. "Creativity", "scientific 

creativity" and "intuition" are interrelated concepts that have interested philosophers 

since time immemorial.  

Conclusion.Intuition, intuitive cognition, intuitive thinking is a complex, 

multifaceted and holistic cognitive process that is directly related to the human 

psyche, and not only with his emotional and mental abilities to cognition. 

Keywords: philosophy of cognition, memory, attention, fantasy, contemplation, 

emotional cognition, rational cognition, intuitive cognition, intuitive cognition and 

features of its manifestation in science. 

 

Introduction.In this article, emotional and mental phenomena play an important 

role in the process of scientific cognition, intuition, perception, memory, thinking in 

the manifestation of internal, subjective experience, scientific arguments about the 

synergetic analysis of the characteristics of intuition in the scientific knowledge of 

emotional processes, such as fantasy, are described. In this regard, in the address of 

the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev to the Oliy Majlis: 

"While we set ourselves ulughmaksad as the restoration of the foundation of the third 

renaissance in our country, we must create conditions and conditions that will educate 

new Khorezmids, Berunids, Ibn Sina, Ulugbek, Navoi and Babur for this. First of all, 

the Bund should serve as the main pillars of our national idea of developing 

education and training, making decisions about a healthy lifestyle, developing science 

and innovation."  

Materials and methods. intuition, the process of intuitive cognition, is a state 

that reflects the presence of completeness in the form of light. At the moment, he 

provides holistic knowledge about intuition - Nature, society and the whole of olam. 

He achieves this by studying the mutual dialectical relationship between things and 

phenomena. 

In the views of Plato and Henri Bergson, the concept of intuition is interpreted 

in the style of an infinite, abstract process that does not depend on time and space. 

Such a feature inherent in intuition is a direct connection with the concepts of 

memory, attention, thinking. Memory in a person is reflected in his needs, a person 

tries to keep in his memory everything necessary for him and events. In the history of 

mankind, the achievements and discoveries made by scientists have occurred as a 

result of their need for the object being studied, their interest and preservation in 

memory. The harmony of these cases, which depends on the process of cognition, 

allows you to form intuitive thinking. At the same time, the concept of experience 

referred to by Aristotle is also directly related to the concepts of intuition and 

prophecy. 

Results and discussions. Intuition in its essence is the process of reflection in 

the brain of some of their characters and characteristics as a result of the direct 

influence of surrounding things and events on the members of human intuition. 

Perception of the outside world first begins with intuition, and therefore intuition 

serves as the basis and source for all knowledge of the individual. At this time, 

mental processes such as perception, memory, imagination, contemplation and 

fantasy are also formed due to intuition. 
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Intuition is studied as the simplest, but at the same time a very important mental 

process. The concept of intuition is studied in scientific sources as a result of its 

influence on the sensory organs of matter. Each intuition is usually associated with 

pleasant or unpleasant sensations. And this is called emotional or emotional tone of 

intuition.  

Representatives of the sensualist Direction, who in the theory of cognition 

recognized as the main source of knowledge of sensations, believe that knowledge is 

not given to a person from birth, it is formed and developed throughout life 

experience.On the basic principle of "what is not in the senses is not in the mind" in 

sensualist, it is believed that emotional cognition is connected with the object 

world.Gassendi T.,Gobbs J.,Lagg K.,Gelvesiy D.,Didra P.,We will study the 

philosophical views of golbakhs. Thomas Gobbs (1588-1679) is an English 

philosopher, in his opinion, no idea in the theory of cognition can be innate, external 

sensations are not only the source of ideas, but of our knowledge as a whole.  

John Locke (1632-1704) is an English philosopher, in his opinion, the source of 

external experience is the object of reality, which affects our members of intuition, 

and the source of internal experience is the inner perception and livelihood of a 

person.Deni Didro(1713-1784) French philosopher, in his opinion, compares the 

contemplative "I «in man to the "spider" who "built nests" in his brain, and the 

nervous system to the ball strings that cover the human body. This allows a person to 

"know nature through intuition". Didro likens a person to a device that has the ability 

to perceive and memory. 

Paul Anri Golbax (1723-1789) is a French philosopher, in the theory of 

cognition, a materialistic point of view of sensualist, says that "everything that affects 

our members of intuition, in any case, is matter." 

Perception-a complete picture of an object that we have perceived in the past, 

but that does not affect our senses at the moment, but is reproduced from memory. 

The problem of objectivity of senses was raised in our time by John Locke in his 

doctrine of "primary" and "secondary" properties. Modern interpretation of the nature 

of the senses is based on three positions: 1) objectivity of all properties, the quality of 

things: primary and secondary; 2) absolute identification, the avoidance of 

simultaneous feelings and characteristics of external objects; 3) to avoid only a 

symbolic, subjective approach to emotional reflection. Emotional reflection is iconic, 

subequatorial and figurative, has Object sides (elements). Symbolically, the sub-side 

is connected to the brain, where the information about the sensory receptors, neural 

pathways and object can be broken, altered and restored. This indirect connection 

between the object and the emotion gives the senses the character of natural signs. 

But the senses in their composition have an object-information about the object-

world: the sense of taste - about the chemical composition of matter, color, sound - 

about the length of electromagnetic waves, the frequency of vibration, the energy of 

electromagnetic waves. One of the scientists called Emotion "the image of the subject 

of the world". This feature also applies to other forms of emotional perception. It is 

possible to determine the adequacy of the emotional image by exploring the object 

and the subject dialectics in the image. 
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Perception is a special feature of an object-an emotional image of its color, 

shape, taste, etc. Due to the active work of the human mind, the images of emotions 

entering the human brain are actively processed and transformed into images of 

perception. The integral image that occurs in the body as a result of the direct 

influence of the object on the senses is called perception. Perceptions are formed 

from the senses and are a combination of sensations. For example, apples are 

perceived as a combination of form, color and taste sensations. Cognition appears and 

exists in consciousness as a form of active synthesis of various manifestations of 

objects and processes that do not separate from other acts of cognitive activity. 

Therefore, the process of perception becomes active and creative. 

Since cognition is considered a complex and meaningful spiritual process in 

relation to the senses, all mental states, phenomena, properties, properties and the 

holistic content of human consciousness, acquired knowledge, experiences, skills 

manifest themselves in one period, participate in reflection. At this time, the concept 

of perception is called perception, perception in Latin, its upper stage is called 

"apperseption". Appersepsy is the process of perception is determined by the person's 

prior knowledge, personal and social experience-interests, motivation, needs and 

habits, in general, the whole meaning of spiritual life. Due to the phenomenon of 

apperseption, people differ to a certain extent from each other in the content of their 

mutual perception, that is, they perceive and reflect exactly the same thing 

differently, based on their level of knowledge, profession, position, worldview of 

social origin. For example, the concept of"Root" biologists, as the material basis of 

plants, mathematicians, in the view that numbers are under the root, bring to the eye 

from a social point of view (in the form of relatives). This concept was used in some 

cases in the place of the meaning of such qualities as clarity of perception, 

completeness, clarity, predictability, selectivity. According to the theories of 

psychology, the appersepsian officer is divided into two views, which are considered 

stable and temporary. The phenomenon of stable apperseption depends on the 

outlook, ideal, position, motivation, interest, level of knowledge, cultural level, 

behavior, spirituality and professional training of the individual, and it has a very 

harmonious structure. And the ad hoc type of apperception is manifested only in the 

emotional state of the individual in the process of perception, that is, in his mood, 

spirituality, enthusiasm, stress, affektiv in the visible hissing, their pace, duration, 

speed. 

In the science of psychology, perception is divided into certain forms and 

studied, with the help of time, effort,space, reflect information, data, features on the 

nature of the environment, biosphere, social life. The living form of things and 

phenomena in existence, their continuous existence in motion, their reigning in a 

certain unit of time, is directly in the human mind. It is usually manifested by the 

perception of time by a person, mainly due to the mutual exchange of mental 

phenomena, circumstances, circumstances, characteristics, and differs from other 

forms of this process by its specific structure. Perception of time depends on the 

object content of the unit of time, which is reflected by a person, on the individual's 

attitude towards him, by the same criterion, his productivity is measured. For 

example, a person's need, motivation, interests and aspiration are appropriate, the 
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proportional time unit is lost in perception as quickly as time passes through the 

weather, usually dislike, while the imbalance to the area of perception evokes a 

feeling of boredom in the person. 

Perception of movements in the biosphere and neosphere is an indicator of the 

direct inoculation of the exchange of positions of bodies in space. For the same 

reason, the relative and disproportionate loss of cognition of the action is noted in 

scientific psychological sources. If the body in motion is clamped with a wedge to 

other bodies in motion that surrounds it, then such a category of movement is called 

relative perception. If the moving body is gaining consciousness without being 

tapped by anything, then this visible movement is called perception without 

proportions. Perception of space is a form of cognition process consisting of 

something in reality and the position, shape, quantity and relations of the poles 

occupied by space. By perceiving reality, a person will be able to collect certain 

information, properties, information on the existence, its features, size, that is, the 

inner side, depth, distinguish them. With the help of all three forms of perception, the 

process of knowing the world takes place, with the help of direct and indirect means 

of verbal and noverbal cases, certain images are embodied, as a result of which a 

holistic state of perception occurs, the majority of products related to cognition are 

collected. 

 
1-picture. The role of feeling in intuition 

 

In Aristotle's teaching about the soul, the soul in the human body is not divided 

into separate parts, the body's activity is the initial sense of movement in such 

abilities as nutrition, perception, movement, intelligence, perception. That is, intuition 

is the initial form of manifestation of cognition, but it says that it calms the trail in the 

form of imagination. 

Imagination is the process of remembering things and events, circumstances, 

images of reality, as well as creative imagination. It also manifests itself in the form 

of memory. If perception reflects the present moments, the imagination embodies 

both the past and the future, acquires a generalized feature. But the imagination 

differs from Idraki in its degree of uncertainty. But its feature, which is aimed at 

emotional objects, allows you to distinguish between certain types (sight, hearing, 
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taste and smell knowledge, terituyush imagination). In imagination, relying on 

familiar events, places, scenes serves as one of the effective means of remembering. 

Imaginationurni enrichment with new images plays an important role in solving 

thinking tasks. In this place, if the circumstances of the emergency, the conditions 

require a new "glance" at the reality or an analysis, they will be more vivid. The 

collaborative relationship of thought with imagination ensures the emergence of news 

unsurlari, the embodiment of creative fantasies. Imagination is important in mastering 

knowledge, mastering professional skills. Imagination acquires both general and 

private, and social character. Social imagination reflects universal and national 

traditions, rituals, traditions and values. The physiological basis of imagination is the 

restoration of traces that appear on the cerebral cortex. The imagination is not stable, 

in consciousness it is long, sagging, exchanging and changing with new imaginations. 

Fantasy is a process in which fantasy moves away from existence, a little from 

reality. 

Fantasy is an activity of cognition that leads to the appearance or deliberate 

construction of perception (imagination, schemas and other models of images) of 

objects (images, schemas and other images) that are not generally perceived from a 

person's consciousness as an object or are not fully perceived with the help of 

members of intuition.  

Memory is a set of many mental processes, actions, situations in which a person 

is directed to memorizing, analyzing, storing and remembering past experiences. 

Imagination and understanding are preserved after sensation. Preservation of the 

results of the interaction of memory with the scientist, the preservation of which 

makes it possible to reproduce and use these results in further activities, reproduce 

them and combine them into systems. The first scientific views on memory appeared 

among Eastern thinkers and Greek philosophers. In particular, Forobi considered 

memory as a component of the cognitive process, emphasizing that memory is a 

feature inherent not only in humans, but also in animals. In the higher conversational 

memory, which is formed on the basis of ordinary memory, models of object 

relations of things are strengthened. In the course of physiological studies, short-term 

and long-term memories were recorded. In short-term memory, information is stored 

from several minutes to several tens of minutes. Information in long-term memory is 

resistant to various influences that persist throughout a person's life. 

Memory is a mental process that consists in remembering and, if necessary, 

restoring something perceived and events or past experiences. This is one of the 

properties of the nervous system, manifested in the ability to store information about 

the events of the outside world and the reactions of the body for a long time, as well 

as to restore it in the activity of consciousness and in the framework of behavior, 

behavior. 

Attention is the weight of the activity of the subject involved in the object or 

phenomenon. This is a necessary condition for the effectiveness of any conscious 

activity. Optimal sources of arousal in certain areas of the cerebral cortex form the 

physiological basis of attention. Attention is divided into two types: involuntary 

passive and optional active. Involuntary attention is formed independently of a 

person's will under the influence of some external cause. Such attention does not 
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require willpower from a person. The strength of the incentive to attract it is of great 

importance; For example, the beauty, lightness, pungent smell and other properties of 

the thing make the accent tasteless. With arbitrary attention, mental activity is 

consciously involved in a certain thing with a predetermined purpose. This type of it 

requires willpower; therefore, this type is also called Willpower. All conscious 

human activity is carried out mainly due to arbitrary attention. Attention has such 

characteristics as stability, mobility, divisibility, scale. Its stability lies in the fact that 

a single ordinary thing (for example, reading a book, solving a problem) can serve as 

a long-term attraction to a job or event. In this case, the objects of the action (for 

example, the text of the book, the numbers given in the number, etc.), as well as the 

action itself (for example, ways to solve the problem) may change, but the general 

direction of the activity should be kept unchanged. Mobile attention is a quick 

attraction to an activity or subject other than an activity or subject. This function 

depends on how much emphasis is placed on the previous and the nature of the new 

type of activity (how much attention is focused on it). The peculiarity of its division 

is especially important for many professions (for example, teacher, driver, pilot), 

which is reflected in the performance of 2 or more jobs at the same time. This 

function automates the trick when performing an action, and the second action finds 

the content after the grief becomes familiar. The scale of attention is determined by 

the number of things that he can fit into his circle in the shortest possible time 

(suddenly). In this regard, the emphasis can be broad or narrow. As a rule, large-scale 

attention is considered good. The scale of this depends on the function and nature of 

what is perceived, and the activity of the person who perceives them.  

 

2-picture. The role of attention and imagination in intuition 

 

The most important feature of the psyche, as indicated in scientific sources, is 

that a person constantly uses the reflection of external impressions in his subsequent 

activities, behavior and, as a result of his creative approach, makes some changes. 

Activity and behavior due to the increase in personal experience, skills, qualifications 

and knowledge of a person are becoming more complex, new content begins to 

acquire a new quality. It is known that if the symbols of the outside world and their 

traces disappeared, it would be absolutely impossible to preserve the experience 
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gained, enrich, complicate knowledge, put them in a certain order, revive. As long as 

these images intertwine with each other, they gradually strengthen and are thoroughly 

immersed in the cerebral cortex, then together, in accordance with the specific 

requirements of life and activity, they come to life again, manifesting their previous 

state from another. "The fact that an individual remembers, remembers, and then 

remembers it again in his own experience is called memory." "Memory is a social 

phenomenon that manifests itself separately and jointly, mnemic (Greek mneme-

memory) activity that focuses on the creative processing of all impressions, in the 

form of direct and indirect reflection of reality in the environment, voluntarily and 

involuntarily, passively and without being active, reproductively and productively, 

verbally and verbally, logically and mechanically, We can say with confidence that 

this definition is able to fully emphasize the complex, broadly encompassing aspects 

of memory. But this is not an expression claiming to be perfect on an absolute level, 

since it did not reflect information about objectivity (external) and subjectivity 

(internal). And in general, there is no need to worry about it, neither about the event, 

nor even about the possibility. In the definition, memory is allocated in connection 

with such basic processes as memory memorization, zsda storage, recall, oblivion, 

familiarity, recall, but they are not considered an independent status and process. 

Because they are formed regardless of whether mnemic activity is carried out, 

whether cognition is carried out during a certain activity, and these types of activities 

are determined by structure, essence and content. Therefore, memorization, 

memorization of a certain material by a person is a huge dependence on the scale of 

individual experience, the level of knowledge and the level of intelligence. Because it 

is necessary to remember what is remembered and events for later use; this requires 

mnemic activity. And the fact that the mastered materials leave this field of activity 

leads to its oblivion. Memorization of the material depends on how a person reflects 

in his activity. That is why, in different situations, a person's cognitive activity and 

behavior are determined by his life experience and cultural competence. But in this 

context, there are also opposing points of view; they are opposed to mutual criteria 

and comments. It should also be noted that the main role of memotiranipg is not 

limited to reflecting past events and events, but also provides the realization of 

reality, which is planned to be realized both now and in the future. Any category of 

mental phenomena manifested in nature and society requires that Colin maintain each 

part of his composition in such a way that they are interconnected in a certain order.  

According to the numerous accents of marotaba in the psychological scientific 

literature, memory is the most important classification of all psychological processes, 

and also on the basis of these theories, it is based on the importance of the activity of 

the subject (person) in the formation of memory processes, and the mechanism of 

such activity is the classification of problems by implementation. 

Figurative memory is a type of memory that consists in memorizing, 

strengthening and memorizing the obvious content, that is, specific images of things 

and objects, their bright features and connections. The image memory is divided into 

such types as vision, hearing, sweat, etc. according to the names of the analyzers. A 

separate type of image memorization is eidetism. For example, we remember the 

image of the singer that we saw earlier, the melody and melody with which he 
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performed, his expressive movements while singing and other impressions formed by 

various excitators. 

Motion memory is a type of memory that consists in memorizing, strengthening, 

and memorizing various xdrakats, their execution order, speed, tempo, sequence, and 

other attributes.Memorization of an action occurs either directly when performing 

this action, or when imagining it. The memory of movement is important when 

composing and performing labor, training, household services, sports and other types 

of skills. In a person's life, it is important to remember the behavior of his beard, on 

the basis of such memorization lies the Form of movement, speed, sequence of 

movements, outlines of muscle movement according to their rhythm, etc., on the 

basis of which it is remembered. 

Logical memory is a type of memory that consists in memorizing, strengthening 

and memorizing certain ideas, thoughts, as well as logical connections between them, 

when necessary. For example, philosophical observations are the processes of 

memorizing, strengthening and restoring laws, etc. Thoughts expressed in words, i.e. 

verbal, are remembered with the help of verbal logical memory. 

Emotional memory, that is, emotional memory, is a type of memory that 

consists in remembering and remembering pleasant, unpleasant experiences that arise 

from something and events in reality, from our attitude to ourselves. Emotional or 

emotional memory is the ability of people to remember the emotional states of their 

previous experiences. Indeed, when you perform some grandiose and difficult work, 

when you are the winner of a competition and in other similar cases, the feeling of 

joy or pride that you experienced can be restored in your memory even after a long 

period of time. If during the exam you gave an unsatisfactory answer or you were 

very ashamed and ashamed because of inappropriate behavior, you may not 

remember it for a long time. 

Mechanical (Greek, unconsciously oriented) memory is a type of memory that 

consists in memorizing, strengthening and memorizing certain material based on its 

external features, which are not only important, without understanding its content, 

essence, internal logical connections.  

Phenomenal (gr.phainomenal- unique) memory is a rare ability aimed at 

remembering and remembering something and events that were perceived, their 

connecting experience, as well as unusually fast and clear.  

Memorization is the process of memorization, which consists in leaving 

perceived materials, things and phenomena in our consciousness. 

Involuntary memorization is the process of memorization, which consists in 

memorizing something and events that have been lost in consciousness, some of their 

signs and characteristics, thoughts and ideas about them without a specific purpose in 

advance. I.P. Pavlov believes that involuntary memorization occurs through a certain 

degree of inhibition of the areas of the shell of the hemispheres of the brain. 

Therefore, we will then notice what is involuntarily remembered. 

Voluntary recall is the process of memorization, which consists in memorizing 

the material of cognition, spending willpower and effort, realizing its importance as 

the goal of the analyst. 
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Operational (operational. go. operational-fast) memory is an expression from the 

process of memorization, which serves for the purposes of eye movements, mental 

movements that are carried out directly by a person. For example, when we begin to 

perform a mathematical operation, we begin to perform it by dividing it into parts; we 

keep in mind the intermediate results, as we approach the end of our activity, some 

materials begin to be forgotten. This situation can be observed when reading a text, 

moving it, performing more complex mental work. 

Short-term memory is characterized by short-term memory retention, which 

consists of one time, as well as perception in a short time interval, as well as recovery 

at the same time. Information storage can last up to 30 seconds. 

Long-term memory is a type of memory that is designed to be remembered for a 

long time, for a long time, through repeated repetitions and recoveries. The study of 

the patterns of human memory is one of the central issues in the science of 

psychology. It is known that any act, even human behavior, remains in consciousness 

for a long time, leaving traces that reappear under certain conditions. Therefore, 

memory is understood as something that allows a person to collect information, 

messages, information and impressions about nature, society, the Universe, as well as 

to recall, recall, recall, recognize traces of experience that are related to it. 

 

 
3-picture. The role of break in intuition 

 

Conclusion.From the above comments, it can be concluded that in the 

synergetic analysis of the properties of intuition in the process of scientific cognition, 

the role of intuition, perception, imagination, fantasy, attention is of paramount 

importance. A moment is an important distraction of the concentrated Reserve in the 

memory of a scientist working on a scientific problem, or a break in the process of 

consciousness is a turning point. For a scientist, this will allow him to intuitively 

perceive a solution to a problem in an unexpected situation. In addition, the process 

of imagination, which for a while replaces the strict attention paid to a scientific 

question, is also an intuitive process for a scientist.It can also be said that 

consciousness is formed by a combination of intuition and the use of one method of 
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experiencing with the help of this intuitive feeling, which forms intuitive 

perception.The conclusion is that with the help of information stored in human 

memory through intuition, we can draw conclusions from mummies that cannot find 

a solution within the framework of consciousness. The chemical system of Dmitry D. 

Mendeleev is an example of this. Intuition also helps to strengthen memory and speed 

up the thought process. Today, in modern education, educational courses on mental 

arithmetic, arithmetic, work technique and financial literacy serve to develop the 

mind of school-age children. The persistence of memory is directly related to human 

needs and interests. Imam Al Bukhari and Sahibkiran Amir Temur are examples of 

memory and mind. Mohir doctors have the opportunity to diagnose the general 

condition of the patient in the world of medicine through the sensations of his body in 

life, to determine physical and mental activity. The fact that scientists have created 

their inventions using their senses in everyday situations is another example of this. 

(Archimedes' Law) 
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Abstract. It can be shown that the following qualitative changes in the psyche 

fully reflect the potential of the student and students: this is an increase in self-

awareness; Improvement of self-management processes, growth of intellectual 

abilities (mental shift, in-depth analysis of the material, identification of patterns, 

search for broad analogies). The process of teaching students should also be 

considered from the point of view of the extent to which this education is provided 

with elements of preparation for the independent acquisition of knowledge. At the 

same time, self-study is considered a key component of education. Independent 

reading means the formation of an independent style of work that allows students to 

most fully express their personality traits, features of cognitive and emotional 

processes in it, its essence and character. 

Psychologists also dealt with the problem of the natural abilities of 

schoolchildren and students. Among the many theories concerning this problem, 

there are those that associate ability with its internal conditions in the rising 

generation, and those that associate it only with society, environment and 

upbringing, i.e. with external conditions, almost without regard to the natural basis 

of abilities. 

Introduction. Only the use of modern pedagogical technologies will make it 

possible to change education, and new information technologies will make it possible 

to implement their ideas as efficiently as possible. 

Therefore, in the information age, there is a need to move to a new educational 

paradigm "student-information environment-teacher" for all types and systems of 

education. 

In turn, the development of engineering and technology, the development and 

achievements of other natural sciences are closely linked with the development of 

physical science. Therefore, the development of physics leads to the rise of 

technology and technology, i.e., production. Only a state with high technology and 

equipment will prosper and prosper. Therefore, today in our country it is necessary 

to develop physical science, to radically increase the effectiveness of physical 

education. 

Methods.Physics is studied at the levels of general education and secondary 

specialized education. To date, the level of teaching elementary physics and the 

assimilation of knowledge by students in these educational institutions does not meet 

modern requirements. This is due to a decrease in attention to physical education. In 
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particular, the training of physical education teachers does not meet the level 

required for their advanced training or retraining. 

Results. Physics is a more complex and experimental science than other 

sciences. This science requires students to have a deep knowledge of the course of 

mathematics, a good understanding of engineering and technology, what laws of 

physics they are working on, and the representation of physical phenomena and 

processes. 

Discussion.Since physics is mainly an experimental science, it is studied on the 

basis of a demonstration experiment and laboratory exercises. Unfortunately, 

educational laboratories and their equipment in most educational institutions are not 

in demand today, and all of them are outdated both spiritually and physically. 

Therefore, the creation of new electronic textbooks for physical education is one of 

the urgent problems of modern physical education. 

Conclusion. It is widely practiced to use non-traditional teaching methods in 

addition to traditional teaching of physics. The main purpose of non-traditional 

lessons is based on the mechanism of self-study of students. The expediency of using 

computers in teaching semiconductor physics is described in connection with the 

content, form and methods of its teaching at the present time. This article also deals 

with web pages, educational programs and files from the Internet, electronic 

textbooks, animations, virtual laboratory work in physics. 

Keywords: virtual, physics, laboratory, semiconductor, technology, pedagogy, 

psychology, experiment, electronic textbook, local. 

 

Introduction. Today, in order to increase the effectiveness of physical 

education, students are required not only to use traditional textbooks, but also to teach 

the subject, event, law and process related to the subject being studied, using visual 

electronic developments. This will require the creation of electronic versions of each 

subject of all subjects studied, multimedia, animation, virtual labs and other 

electronic tools and lesson plans related to their content. 

As noted in the Law "On Education" and the "National Personnel Training 

Program" adopted in the country, the need for the training of highly qualified 

personnel is growing every year. In addition, the Action Strategy for the 

Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan puts forward the idea and task of the 

speedy introduction of information technologies and computer technology in society, 

schools and universities, and this process requires a sharp activation of our young 

professionals and students. 

In order to develop education in physics, to improve the process of its teaching, 

it is necessary to develop its content, structure, methods of its organization and 

conduct, i.e. technology. Although there are many textbooks, manuals and 

methodological articles on general issues of physics teaching methods, there are very 

few resources for their implementation, specific issues of physics teaching methods. 

A lot of work on increasing the effectiveness of physical education and its 

improvement is covered in special literature. But not all teachers are equally 

successful in their application in the educational process. In particular, the number of 
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teachers who have brought physical education to the level of technology can be 

counted on the fingers of one hand. 

Today it is necessary to teach schoolchildren not only with the help of 

textbooks, but also with the help of visual electronic manifestations of objects, 

events, laws and processes related to the subject being studied. This will require the 

creation of electronic versions of the studied disciplines, multimedia, animation, 

virtual laboratory work and other electronic developments related to their content. 

The Action Strategy for the Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan puts 

forward the idea and task of the speedy introduction of information technologies and 

computer technologies into public life, schools and higher educational institutions. 

In order to develop education in physics, to improve the process of its teaching, 

it is necessary to develop its content, structure, methods of its organization and 

conduct, i.e. technology. 

“Technology” is a Greek word, “techne” is a skill, “logos” is a learning. The 

lexical meaning of this word is a set of techniques used in any work, process. The 

term "pedagogical technology" was introduced by V.P. Bespalko, B.T. Likhachev, 

I.P. Volkov, M.A. Klarin, V.M. Monakov, and it is difficult to bring them to a single 

definition. A more detailed definition is given by M.V. Klarin: “Pedagogical 

technology is the order and complex of activities of all persons to achieve 

pedagogical goals, as well as a set of methodological and technological means.” The 

process of teaching and learning is a set of systemic methods that make it possible to 

determine their interaction. "Innovative" means new, innovative, and the term 

"innovative technology" can be understood as a newly introduced technology. 

Methods. It is widely practiced to use non-traditional teaching methods in 

addition to traditional teaching of physics. The main purpose of non-traditional 

lessons is based on the mechanism of self-study of students. Types of non-traditional 

lessons: lesson-conference, lesson-press conference, lesson-meeting, lesson-

competition, lesson "Auction", lesson-advocacy of creativity, etc. 

There are several differences between non-traditional lessons and traditional 

lessons, including: 

- at the end of the lesson, the teacher sets the topic of the next lesson as 

homework; 

- the student expresses his point of view on the chosen topic of the lesson, even 

if there is an error, the student's opinion is heard to the end; 

- in the lesson, students ask each other questions and answers on the topic; 

- in the classroom, the personality of the student is in the first place. Therefore, 

the organizational basis of such classes will be individual work with students; 

- at the lesson, the teacher creates a strong positive competitive environment 

(situation); 

- as in a traditional lesson, there are no organizational steps, such as requesting a 

previous topic, describing a new topic, reinforcing a lesson; 

- the lesson is not dominated by a specific method or method of teaching, during 

the lesson there is an exchange of educational techniques and techniques; 

- In addition to standard didactic exhibitions, the lesson uses exhibitions created 

by students; 
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- independent work, making models and models on the topic, various vital 

physical tasks and processes, aphorisms of physicists, theatrical performances can be 

the content of non-traditional classes; 

- the lesson uses not only textbooks, but also additional tables, layouts, posters, 

art, scientific, satin, printed and other materials; 

- the course expands the possibilities of students in mastering the subject; 

- activates the learning process. 

Websites, curricula and files from the Internet, electronic textbooks, animations, 

virtual laboratories in physics, "Reshebnik" in general, the use of educational 

materials in the classroom, the use of innovative technologies and non-traditional 

teaching methods. 

Comprehensive research by psychologists shows that activities related to 

"technique" and "sign system" are mainly related to the functions of the left 

hemisphere of the brain. And, as a result, the entire system in the field of technology 

(exact and natural sciences), including the content and methods of teaching, should 

be oriented towards the type of left-brain thinking. That is, the characteristic 

advantage of the asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres should be maximum. In the 

natural sciences, including physics, schoolchildren and students will have to use 

drawings, pictures, complex radio circuits, microcircuits and tables, solve complex 

technical devices, experimental laboratories in physics and computer virtual 

laboratories, contemplation is necessary. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the 

spatial-figurative component in teaching mathematics to schoolchildren and students 

in the first place. The expediency of such an approach to the training of a future 

researcher, engineer or technician is noted in a number of studies. Psychologist 

V.A. Krutetsky investigated the need to be able to use such an ability in the learning 

process. 

G.K. Selevko summarized the pedagogical technologies used in the educational 

process, analyzed their scientific and methodological foundations, classifications, 

mechanisms for applying them in practice, and noted the use of pedagogical 

technologies in educational practice at 3 levels: 

1. General pedagogical level: General pedagogical technology is an integral 

system of the educational process, general patterns, theoretical and scientific 

foundations, principles, common features and conditions for the practical application 

of technology at a certain stage of the lifelong education system in a specific area, 

educational institution. 

2. Special-methodical level: The specific subject of pedagogical technology is a 

combination of the content of education, teaching aids, methods and forms used to 

achieve the goals and objectives of the educational and methodological process. 

3. Local (modular) level: Technology aimed at solving a specific didactic and 

educational goal or problem of a separate part of the educational process. 

The 3 levels of pedagogical technologies mentioned above complement each 

other. 

The content and essence of pedagogical technologies can be described as 

follows: 

a) according to the qualification level of the person; 
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b) content and structure; 

c) according to the forms of organization and management of educational 

activities of students; 

d) according to the position of the student in the educational process; 

d) partial renewal of existing educational technologies or the use of new 

technologies in the organization of the educational process. 

Any pedagogical technology is based on a description or definition of its 

purpose and function. The purpose of the pedagogical technology we are developing 

is to develop conditions and means for students to organize independent work of the 

educational process in semiconductor physics. 

At the same time, we planned to solve specific tasks and tasks, methodological 

and didactic methods for their implementation, organization and conduct of the 

educational process. 

The implementation of these pedagogical technologies is a complex process of 

training a competent specialist, including the following important aspects: 

- the development of youth as a person is an important and complex process that 

includes a person's life, conditions, type of personal activity, interpersonal 

relationships, 

- socio-psychological aspects, 

- represents the relationship between the psycho-physiological level of abilities 

and inclinations of the individual, as well as the ability to assess the natural 

justification that is the basis of abilities and inclinations. 

The younger generation should be able not only to read, study and work in the 

society in which they live, but also to understand the psychological processes within 

themselves, to coordinate this or that situation with the external conditions of life and 

act with a positive attitude. 

As L.S. Vygotsky noted, “the development of the psyche cannot be considered 

outside the social environment, in which the mastery of the means of character, which 

makes it possible to study the experience of our ancestors, can be seen outside 

education. “Any higher mental function, of course, goes through an external stage of 

its development, because it is primarily a social function,” he said. 

The role of intellect and abilities in education in the formation of new structures 

of mental activity of the younger generation is explained in the studies of a number of 

leading psychologists. Of these, V.V. The works of Davydov and D.B. Elkonin 

emphasize that training helps to achieve changes in mental development, when the 

content and methods of mental activity are organized in a positive, rational way. 

These ideas of L.S. Vygotsky were developed by P.Ya.,Galperin,a researcher in 

the psychology of education and upbringing. V.V. Davydov, A.N. Leontiev, D.B. 

Elkonin and others. According to V.V. Davydov, D.B. Belkonin, educational and 

professional activities in adolescents are leading, as a result of which they form 

certain professional and cognitive interests, elements of research skills, life planning 

skills and the development of moral values and self-awareness formed. They conduct 

research to achieve the goals and intentions they have consciously chosen to use in 

their learning, reading, and learning processes. The basis of these changes is an 

increase in the productivity of mental processes, self-awareness, control mechanisms, 
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the systematization of educational activities, the ability to consciously control 

behavior among peers and other people. 

It can be shown that the following qualitative changes in the psyche fully reflect 

the potential of the student and students: this is an increase in self-awareness; 

Improvement of self-management processes, growth of intellectual abilities (mental 

shift, in-depth analysis of the material, identification of patterns, search for broad 

analogies). The process of teaching students should also be considered from the point 

of view of the extent to which this education is provided with elements of preparation 

for the independent acquisition of knowledge. At the same time, self-study is 

considered a key component of education. Independent reading means the formation 

of an independent style of work that allows students to most fully express their 

personality traits, features of cognitive and emotional processes in it, its essence and 

character. 

Psychologists also dealt with the problem of the natural abilities of 

schoolchildren and students. Among the many theories concerning this problem, 

there are those that associate ability with its internal conditions in the rising 

generation, and those that associate it only with society, environment and upbringing, 

i.e. with external conditions, almost without regard to the natural basis of abilities. . 

Only the use of modern pedagogical technologies will make it possible to 

change education, and new information technologies will make it possible to 

implement their ideas as efficiently as possible. 

Therefore, in the information age, there is a need to move to a new educational 

paradigm "student-information environment-teacher" for all types and systems of 

education. 

In turn, the development of engineering and technology, the development and 

achievements of other natural sciences are closely linked with the development of 

physical science. Therefore, the development of physics leads to the rise of 

technology and technology, i.e., production. Only a state with high technology and 

equipment will prosper and prosper. Therefore, today in our country it is necessary to 

develop physical science, to radically increase the effectiveness of physical 

education. 

Results. Physics is studied at the levels of general education and secondary 

specialized education. To date, the level of teaching elementary physics and the 

assimilation of knowledge by students in these educational institutions does not meet 

modern requirements. This is due to a decrease in attention to physical education. In 

particular, the training of physical education teachers does not meet the level required 

for their advanced training or retraining. 

Physics is a more complex and experimental science than other sciences. This 

science requires students to have a deep knowledge of the course of mathematics, a 

good understanding of engineering and technology, what laws of physics they are 

working on, and the representation of physical phenomena and processes. 

Since physics is mainly an experimental science, it is studied on the basis of a 

demonstration experiment and laboratory exercises. Unfortunately, educational 

laboratories and their equipment in most educational institutions are not in demand 

today, and all of them are outdated both spiritually and physically. Therefore, the 
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creation of new electronic textbooks for physical education is one of the urgent 

problems of modern physical education. 

Therefore, we have created an electronic textbook based on the textbook 

"Physics of Semiconductors" by the authors A. Teshaboev, S. Zainobidinov. When 

creating electronic textbooks, MS Word, MS Front Page, MS Power Point, MS Paint, 

the Visual Basic-6.0 programming language, as well as multimedia tools were 

effectively used, the technology for creating electronic textbooks was used. 

An overview of the electronic textbook is as follows: 

 

 
 

It consists of Contents, Lab, Tasks, Test, Animation, Literature, Authors, and 

Conclusion sections. 

The "Contents" section contains the titles and topics of 10 chapters of the 

electronic textbook. If the user selects an optional theme, that theme is displayed on 

the screen. At the end of each chapter, control questions are also given to test 

theoretical knowledge. 

In the "Laboratory" section for each chapter there are virtual stands of 

laboratories created by the authors. Each stand contains a brief theory and description 

of the laboratory work, the purpose of the work, the order of work, tables for entering 

results and calculating errors, as well as animations related to the work. When 

developing virtual laboratories, the achievements of electronic work created by a 

number of researchers were taken into account. 

For example, in the "Semiconductor Diodes" section, you can find information 

about the formation of a p-n junction, its production technology, types of diodes and 

their current-voltage characteristics, the structure of diodes, and a scheme for 

studying the parameters of semiconductor diodes. In particular, instructions are given 

in a simple and understandable form for obtaining results, as well as for compiling 

and analyzing the current-voltage characteristics of the diode. 
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Figure 2. Plan for semiconductors 

 

The "Issues" section contains problems related to the physics of semiconductors 

and dielectrics, the basic formulas for solving them, the values of physical quantities, 

solving 50 typical problems and about 40 problems for independent solution. The 

information provided in the selection of tasks and their solution was used. Also, the 

set of questions almost completely reflects the main topics of the theoretical course. 

 

 
Figure 3. Vertical laboratory window for samples of semiconductor diodes 

 

The "Test" section consists of 100 tests and is designed to test the acquired 

knowledge. If a section is selected, test tasks are recommended for the selected 

section and topic. Immediately after completing the test tasks, scores will be 

announced on the monitor! 
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Children who have not coped with the test tasks can independently relearn and 

test their knowledge again. 

The applied section contains the main physical quantities that are necessary to 

calculate the results of virtual laboratory work and solve problems and test problems. 

The "Literature" section contains a list of references used in the creation of the 

textbook and intended for obtaining additional theoretical and practical information. 

 

 
Figure 4. Electronic test pattern 

 

It is known that other authors created a number of electronic developments in 

"Physics of Semiconductors". But mostly they used random animations from the 

Internet and did not voice the texts. In the tutorial we recommend, all animations are 

new and created by us in Visual Basic, and the sounds of all texts are included. There 

are also virtual stands and electronic posters of laboratories of each department. 

We believe that the creation and popularization of such electronic textbooks will 

make a worthy contribution to increasing the interest of young people in the natural 

sciences, especially physics, in a deeper understanding of physical phenomena and 

processes, distance and self-study. 

Discussion. But the question arises: when and where to use computer 

technology. First of all, it is necessary to understand that the use of computer 

technology at all stages and types of education, which is sufficiently superior to the 

traditional type of education, is self-justified. The use of computer physics in 

teaching physics, especially semiconductor physics, should be considered as one of 

the above. It should be noted that the physical process, the processes occurring in 

tasks and problems, in idealized cases, made it possible to observe their dynamics, 

visualization of physical experiments and processes, memorable images that reveal 

the subtle aspects of experience that are invisible when observing real experiments. 
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With computer training, he could simulate a process or event, choose a wide range of 

time scales, physical parameters of the process, and change the conditions of the 

experiment, demonstrating impossible situations in the experiment. 

In a number of cases, a graph of the dependence of the quantities characterizing 

the experiment on time was displayed on the screen, which expanded its possibilities 

for demonstrating its own dynamics. These graphs are displayed simultaneously with 

the experiment, giving it a special clarity and facilitating the understanding and 

memorization of the general patterns of the process under study. At this time, the 

results of the study of individual physical relationships using a computer can be 

presented graphically or in tabular form, which facilitates the assimilation and 

generalization of a large amount of information received. 

The expediency of using a computer in teaching semiconductor physics can be 

characterized as follows: its content, form and teaching methods today: 

- to save time: 

- save time on monitoring the activities of students and monitoring their data and 

evaluating their results; extensive use of time in copying and presenting students' 

independent and supervised work; obtaining results, analyzing them and quickly 

providing each student, and so on. 

- for a direct assessment of the level of "mastering" of students in the learning 

process; the possibility of active learning at the stage of activation of basic 

knowledge and methods of activity; 

- on the implementation of the individualization of students' activities: to ensure 

the work of each student with a computer, taking into account his abilities and 

capabilities; 

- level of "mechanization" - automation of pedagogical techniques; technization 

of the work of students in the preparation of laboratory and practical work, work on a 

computer in the mode of a simulator, tutor, work on a computer on lecture materials, 

laboratory and practical classes. 

Thanks to the above factors, training using computer technology, taking into 

account the advantages of learning only on the one hand, has made it possible to 

improve the content, forms and methods of non-traditional teaching methods, 

intensive, high-quality, active and advanced teaching methods, including computer 

technology, in particular It became clear that the use of electronic textbooks, the 

creation of scientific and methodological foundations to increase the chances of 

mastering the subject, the development of students' knowledge and skills with the 

help of computer learning technologies. Therefore, in the research work, the idea of 

implementing semiconductor physics based on modern teaching technologies, using 

the developed electronic learning resources, was introduced and implemented. 

It should also be noted that each video on a computer screen has a number of 

advantages in linking and explaining physical processes with physical experiences 

and episodes observed in the processes. The created computer structures (screen 

representation) made it possible to more effectively read the physical process and 

laws on the screen, write them down on paper when necessary, and hear the course of 

the physical process aloud, since the computer is equipped with multimedia. 
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Before creating a virtual laboratory work, the planned educational laboratory 

devices for conducting laboratory classes were studied and their capabilities were 

determined. Their content, essence, method of implementation, method of calculating 

the results are analyzed. Also, control questions for each laboratory were analyzed 

and supplemented. The lab that was difficult for students to complete or master the 

physical process in the lab was isolated and a virtual lab was created on their 

computer. They are: 

1. Determine the resistivity using the Van der Pauw method. 

2. Determine the concentration and mobility of charge carriers using the Hall 

effect. 

3. Study of a semiconductor diode. 

4. Study of magnetic phenomena in semiconductors. 

5. Production of polycrystalline silicon based on powder technology. 

After students complete these virtual lab tasks on a computer, they then perform 

these tasks on a real experimental device. This simplifies the process of recruiting 

students, conducting experiments with them, and dramatically reduces the number of 

failures of measuring instruments. 

In laboratory classes, students are invited to complete 6-8 tasks. But the process 

is difficult because they lack the skills to perform laboratory work and work with 

measuring instruments. Many of these shortcomings are eliminated by running virtual 

labs on a computer. 

It should also be noted the lack of laboratory work on the study of the thermal 

properties of semiconductors in educational laboratory work. Therefore, to overcome 

this shortcoming, a new laboratory device was developed. 

In addition to the above laboratory work on measuring the electrical 

conductivity of semiconductor materials, there are other laboratory work and devices. 

However, there are almost no instruments for measuring the thermal conductivity of 

semiconductors, and laboratory instruments for measuring it in the conditions of an 

educational laboratory have not been developed. This is due to the fact that the 

thermal conductivity of a semiconductor material determines the thermal rhythm of 

diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. Therefore, in this study, a new device was 

developed that makes it possible to determine the thermal conductivity of 

semiconductor and dielectric bodies. A schematic view of this device is shown in 

Figure 5. 

The source of water vapor is a cylindrical sealed vessel, the lid of which is made 

of getinaks and fits snugly to the cylinder with B1 and B2 bolts. Clamps K1 and 

K2 on the cover, on which the electrodes E1 and E2 are attached. AC voltage 

220 V is applied to terminals K1 and K2. Such a system ensures that when there is no 

water left in the boiler, no current will flow through the systems and the boiler will 

not work by itself. 
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the educational laboratory device 

 

Tanks S1 and S2 are designed to collect condensed steam. The BQ water dryer 

is used to direct the flow of dry steam for system heating. The definition of thermal 

conductivity is based on Fouret's law, as well as on the law of conservation of energy. 

The amount of heat transferred by the temperature difference dT from a layer of the 

medium with a thickness dx during the time dt according to the Furet law is 

determined by the following expression: 

, (1) 

Here χ– is the thermal conductivity coefficient,  – temperature 

gradient, S- is the sample surface. 

The amount of heat spent on heating the system, , -the amount of heat 

spent on heating water, - the upper part of the device, - the colorimeter, 

 - the thermometer,  - the amount of heat spent on heating the mixer, are 

determined by the following relationship: 

 

The heat capacity of a colorimeter, thermometer, mixer is very small compared 

to water, etc. 
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Here S is the specific heat capacity of water, m is the mass of water, dT is the 

change in its temperature. We derive from the heat balance equation.

 (4)
 

From here we can obtain expression (4). If during the 

experiment the water temperature changes from Т0 to Т, then we obtain the following 

equation: 

 (5) 

From this expression, we obtain a formula for calculating the specific thermal 

conductivity of the test sample: 

 (6) 

Here is the temperature of steam, water in the conditions of Tashkent 

P= 720-730 mm. equal to the boiling point at pressure, which is Тб=Тк≈98,49-98,88  

In our experiments, the above method was used to identify 

 form an n-germanium sample with a thickness of m≥100 g. 

This value corresponds to the data presented in the literature [204]. 

Thus, the method for determining the specific thermal conductivity of 

semiconductors and dielectrics makes it possible to conduct an experiment with high 

accuracy, and the technique for its application is simple and convenient. 

This laboratory device was developed, assembled, tested at the Faculty of 

Physics of the National University of Uzbekistan and recommended for use in the 

educational and laboratory process. 

Thus, it was convinced that the use of computer technology in improving the 

content of teaching semiconductor physics will have a positive effect. Observation 

and execution of each physical process created on a computer monitor by students 

and students will facilitate the assimilation of educational material, the student's 

interest in science and the lesson will increase, the ability to imagine will grow, learn 

to think and work independently. Therefore, based on these achievements, one of the 

key factors in the development of education is the development of knowledge, skills 

and abilities of students, increasing the opportunities for the effective use of 

information and communication technologies and advanced pedagogical 

technologies. 

It is known that other authors created a number of electronic developments in 

"Physics of Semiconductors". But mostly they used random animations from the 

Internet and did not voice the texts. In the tutorial we recommend, all animations are 

new and created by us in Visual Basic, and the sounds of all texts are included. There 

are also virtual stands and electronic posters of laboratories of each department. 

The expediency of using a computer in teaching semiconductor physics can be 

characterized as follows: its content, form and teaching methods today: 
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to save time: 

- save time on monitoring the activities of students and monitoring their data and 

evaluating their results; extensive use of time in copying and presenting students' 

independent and supervised work; obtaining results, analyzing them and quickly 

providing each student, and so on. 

- for a direct assessment of the level of "mastering" of students in the learning 

process; the possibility of active learning at the stage of activation of basic 

knowledge and methods of activity; 

- on the implementation of the individualization of students' activities: to ensure 

the work of each student with a computer, taking into account his abilities and 

capabilities; 

- level of "mechanization" - automation of pedagogical techniques; technization 

of the work of students in the preparation of laboratory and practical work, work on a 

computer in the mode of a simulator, tutor, work on a computer on lecture materials, 

laboratory and practical classes. 

The use of information technology in the teaching of topics in semiconductor 

physics has two distinctive features. Firstly, the use of computers makes it possible to 

increase the effectiveness of teaching in all disciplines, and secondly, each 

information technology and equipment used is based on semiconductor devices 

created by specialists in the field of physics. 

The first electronic textbooks in the Uzbek language for teaching semiconductor 

physics, virtual multimedia software products have been created and are being 

created, which will allow demonstrating invisible processes in the laboratory. 

In the process of studying the topics of semiconductor physics, it is important to 

create problems of a logical, quantitative and especially experimental form, solve 

them together with students and organize independent studies. 

It is advisable to build and use in the educational process a methodology for 

solving logical problems related to the consolidation of such concepts as two types of 

semiconductor conductivity (electronic and hollow), their resistance to temperature 

and lighting, one-sided direct current in diodesand AC rectification. 

Laboratory physics of semiconductors, especially virtual laboratory work, is a 

guarantee of solid knowledge of students, as well as in other sections of elementary 

physics. Completing two labs titled "Studying the Voltammetric Characteristics of a 

Semiconductor Diode" and "Studying the Hall Effect" will not only consolidate 

students' knowledge, but also give them the opportunity to work with semiconductor 

devices and measuring instruments. However, virtual lab benches can be used 

without sufficient equipment to perform such labs. Through the programming system 

in computers, simulators of laboratory devices are visible on the monitor and they 

observe physical processes by changing their various parameters. 

According to the results of pedagogical research, it can be noted that there 

are the following general problems that need to be addressed: 

1. The inconsistencies of textbooks used in teaching semiconductor physics in 

higher educational institutions with the topics included in the curriculum, as well as 

the use of scientifically based physical terms from them, have not been fully 

achieved. 
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2. The experience of solving problems and solving problems has not been 

introduced into the teaching of semiconductor physics. 

3. New pedagogical technologies that can be used in teaching general physics 

have not been systematically analyzed, new pedagogical and information 

technologies for comprehensive and consistent teaching of semiconductor physics 

have not been developed. 

4. The didactic aspects of mathematical modeling and the use of modern 

information technologies in physical education have not been analyzed, 

methodological recommendations have not been developed. 

5. Opportunities for distance and Internet learning for use in physical education 

have been systematized, the necessary information resource base has not been 

created. 

6. There are practically no computer software products for electronic textbooks 

and manuals on the study of semiconductor physics, as well as virtual models of 

experiments. 

It is advisable to build and use in the educational process a methodology for 

solving logical problems related to the consolidation of such concepts as two types of 

semiconductor conductivity (electronic and hollow), their resistance to temperature 

and lighting, one-sided direct current in diodesand AC rectification. 

Conclusion. Due to the above factors, training using computer technology, 

taking into account the advantages of learning only on the one hand, has made it 

possible to improve the content, forms and methods of non-traditional teaching 

methods, intensive, high-quality, active and advanced teaching methods, including 

computer technologies, especially electronic ones. It became clear that the use of 

textbooks, the creation of scientific and methodological foundations to improve the 

ability to study the subject, the development of knowledge and skills of students with 

the help of computer learning technologies. 

1. An electronic text of science, animations of physical processes, control 

questions of test tasks and virtual laboratory work have been developed and used in 

the educational process. In addition, laboratory work was analyzed, a new laboratory 

device for determining the thermal conductivity of semiconductor materials was 

created and introduced into the educational process. 

2. The problems of teaching "Physics of semiconductor devices" were studied 

and its content and structure were developed, as well as animations on the structure of 

semiconductor devices were developed and introduced into the educational process. 
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Abstract: 

Introduction. Nowadays the world community is experiencing difficult and 

global migration processes in a legal and illegal manner. This issue related to the 

migration of the population is an urgent problem in modern Uzbekistan. The purpose 

of this study is to historically identify the main stages of industrial development and 

the formation of migration processes in construction and industrial zones, as well as 

the solution of the personnel issue on the example of Bukhara region. 

Research methods. In this work uses source studies, chronological sequence, 

content analysis, survey method and comparative analysis, for an accurate study of 

this issue 

Results and discussions. The article describes the study of the migration issue, 

swinging 1950-1980. The article also mentions unused materials that remained far 

from the human eye, in which all reliable information about the state of industrial 

migrants on the territory of the Uzbek SSR is hidden. Also shown are the resolutions 

in which the strict control of the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR could not 

change the everyday situation of worker migrants. Also noted are materials proving 

peaceful life with the local population in multinational regions such as Gazli, 

Karaul-Bazar, Kagan, Zarafshan. The sources used from the archives of Uzbekistan 

made it possible to study in detail the statistics of migrants in Uzbekistan, including 

in the Bukhara region. The living conditions of industrial workers in the industrial 

towns of the Bukhara region were studied. The discipline of workers during working 

and non-working hours was also investigated. 

Conclusion. Some facts related to the policy of industrial migration and its 

implementation with the help of state support from an economic and material point of 

views are derived and based on the data of the Central Archive of Uzbekistan and the 

State Archive of Bukhara region, since the archive is the primary source of all the 

studied objects, including statistics on population migration. 

Keywords: migration, industry, national archive, state archive, Bukhara region, 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of Uzbekistan, Council of Ministers of the 

Uzbek SSR, Bukharagazprombuild, Bukharagasoil. 

 

Introduction. A comprehensive study of the migration issue allows you to 

accurately and in-depth imagine the difficulties and difficulties of the development of 

the industrial and construction process, passed by the people of the Uzbek Republic 

after the Second World War. To display the role of the resolutions of the Central 

Committee of the KPSS and the Ministries in the reform of industrial zones on the 
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ground, in the formation and change of a developed fishing society on the territory of 

Uzbekistan, was of great importance for the history of the country. This difficult path 

was a test, first of all, for states that did not expect a global change in the field of 

industrial development in 1950-1980, one of these states was the Uzbek SSR, in 

which industrial centers were built in such areas as Bukhara, Tashkent, Fergana, 

Karshi etc. 

In this regard, the source study of research in the study of industrial migration 

and classifications of labor personnel plays a large role in the history of Migration in 

the Soviet Union. The study of the history of the migration policy of the Soviet Union 

in the history of the Uzbek SSR was based mainly on sources and formal documents 

from the RSFSR (Russia) and the Eastern part of the European North. In certain 

cases, it played the role of resolutions of the Central Committee of the KPSS in 

which they did not pay attention to the implementation of these laws within the 

regional departments, in which we will carefully study issues related to the 

implementation of resolutions in the republican and regional order. 

Materials and methods. To determine the degree of study of sources and 

historiographical materials on population migration in the post-Soviet state methods 

were used; source studies, oral history, comparative analysis. Methods of 

historiography, content analysis and methods of using information articles were used 

to study the reasons for the migration of workers in industrial zones in the archives of 

the Bukhara region. 

Results and discussions. The main archival materials of the Central Republican 

Archive of Uzbekistan, the state archive of Bukhara region and districts became the 

basis of the source base for studying research. Many of these documents were 

disclosed by us in a scientific study for the first time, and put into scientific use. It 

should be noted that in the studied archival materials, first of all, the documents of the 

central archive of Uzbekistan, accumulated in some funds, stand out. These are 

documents of funds, P-837 fund, op. 1 “Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR”, 

which contains all decrees and resolutions written personally by the Council of 

Ministers of the Uzbek SSR according to the resolutions of the Central Committee of 

the KPSS and the Councils of Ministers of the USSR. Such decrees and resolutions 

were preceded by one written on behalf of the chairman of the Central Committee of 

the KPSS and submitted to the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR about a 

particular problem and its solutions. 

R-2347 fund "Main Directorate of Resettlement under the Council of Ministers 

of the USSR Uzbekistan" - this fund contains all archival documents related to the 

population census and their socio-economic data in which, after examining this data, 

they decided who and where to relocate (mostly it was done from densely populated 

area to sparsely populated lands for irrigation of new virgin lands). There were also 

information about able-bodied and qualified people for migration to industrial zones 

and their statistics. 

R-2765 fund, op. 1 “State Committee of the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek 

SSR on the use of labor resources” - these materials contain minutes of meetings, 

accounting reports on the use of labor resources and reports on the work carried out 

in the implementation of the plans, correspondence with the Central Committee of the 
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Communistic Party of Uzbekistan and the State Committee of the Council of 

Ministers of the Uzbek SSR on the use of labor resources. 

P-2348 fund, op. 1 “The Main Directorate of the Organized Recruitment of 

Workers and Employment under the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR” - this 

fund contains documents covering the mechanisms for adopting economic 

resolutions, in particular the Resolutions of the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek 

SSR and the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Uzbekistan on issues of 

further development of the industrial economy and information on the course of 

implementation of the decisions. 

Basically, these are plans for an organized recruitment of all fishing institutions 

throughout the republic, which separately noted all the work done by organizational 

recruitments and regional executive committees in the entire history of 1950-1980, in 

relation to providing labor resources for all governing bodies of industrial and 

construction organizations in which, according to decrees Council of Ministers of the 

Uzbek SSR and the Central Committee of the KPSS were sent to the so-called work 

to ensure the development of industrial Uzbekistan. And this is also a source of 

reports, reports, summaries and certificates on the execution of decisions of the Main 

Migration Directorate under the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR for all the 

years of the history of migration processes in the USSR. Most of these materials were 

practically not studied before the research of this work. But it is precisely these 

studies that make it possible to explain the whole situation in which the government 

was entrusted at different social and economic levels, in the relationship between the 

leadership and the people. The best part of these materials is the saturation of details 

that characterize the whole environment of the working forces in the industrial zones 

of the country. 

For example, by order of the Ministry of Labor Reserves of the USSR from the 

head of the main department of organized recruitment of the USSR M. Polyakov, in 

which, according to the decree of May 7, 1952 No. which clearly ordered to submit to 

the approval of the councils of ministers of the republics on the distribution of an 

additional plan for the recruitment of workers in the second and fourth quarters of 

1952, to the aid of the Ministry of Construction of Heavy Industry Enterprises at the 

expense of the plan. The orders were put forward to the heads of the main 

departments of vocational railway schools and schools F30 of the Ukrainian SSR 

Pogrebny, the heads of the republican departments to the Ministries of Labor 

Reserves of the Kazakh and Uzbek SSR Karibaev and Yunusov[1.14-20], in general, 

the issue of migration of an additional labor force in the amount of 1700 people was 

resolved. The second example could be an order to send additional labor to the 

undeveloped energy sector of the Uzbek SSR, in which, in addition, about 

6081 people were required to migrate for 1952-1955[2.16-43]. Such materials contain 

a variety of information about the migration policy and the activities of the industrial 

structure of the Uzbek SSR, including in the Bukhara region[3.3-48]. Particularly 

worthy are materials relating to the period of construction of residential buildings, 

during the migration of industry for workers[4.11-52]. Since in such a situation, the 

postponement of questions about the state of conditions for labor workers led to an 

activity of staff turnover, in which there was a surge in the social situation of a 
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shortage of workers in the regions of the Uzbek SSR and in the industrial zones of the 

Bukhara region, which had great potential to provide all the necessary 

conditions[1.34-117]. 

With the beginning of the reconstruction of the industrial policy of the USSR 

after the Second World War, it was necessary to transfer all industrial zones from the 

western part of the country (European) to the eastern part and place some in the 

countries of Central Asia, which, in turn, were not criminal in relation to hostilities 

and had a huge labor resource , which made it possible to provide all areas of 

construction and industry with the necessary strength for further development[2.34-

161]. This structure was intended to include all the Ministries of Construction and 

Industry of the USSR in the fishing policy(Ministries and Trusts - Building materials 

industry, metallurgy and chemical industry enterprises, the Svinetsstroy Trust, 

construction of the USSR, the Hydroenergostroy power plant industry, non-oil 

industry enterprises, Coal industry enterprises, construction of autotransport and 

highways, forestry industry, Transtport construction, Construction of urban and rural 

houses). The first years of the 50-60s refer to the migration of workers for the 

development of industrial zones in Siberia, the Urals, the Kazakh SSR, the Caucasus 

- the city of Konstantinovka, the Stalin Region, the city of Ust-Kamenogorsk, the city 

of Zyryanovsk, etc[1.17-64]. 

These documents have a high degree of authenticity, are emotional and rich in a 

large number of details reported by the Regional Executive Committees, departments 

of organized recruitment and campaign affairs commissars, who were direct 

eyewitnesses of the events. However, sometimes they convey the views of 

stakeholders and are not always objective in assessing the current situation. 

For example, the information obtained on the fund R-2348 "Management of 

Organized Recruitment of Workers and Employment under the Council of Ministers 

of the Uzbek SSR", there are some provisions about the lack of workers for 

additional sending to industrial zones that have not been fulfilled by this plan of 

1956[1.17-44]. Or the resolution of the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR and 

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Uzbekistan, which notes that the 

pace of industrial construction and the size of the workers being commissioned do not 

meet the increased needs of the republic[1.34-29]. Interesting is the situation in which 

the state of the industrial enterprises themselves, which were in great demand in the 

labor force, is not noted, the question is also raised what kind of labor force did they 

need? The exact answer lies in the next document of the Central Archives, which 

became the most important for the topic under study, was the document of the fund 

R-837 "Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR" in a letter dated No. sending skilled 

workers[3.20-64], which the Uzbek SSR so badly needed. 

In these funds, cases related to foreign migrants on the territory of Uzbekistan, 

letters and protocols of local regional executive committees to police departments, 

materials of perusal of letters from unorganized workers were put aside. In this fund 

R-2348 there are materials of the departments of the organizational recruitment of 

Bukhara, Samarkand and Kashkadarya on the movement of the population of the 

1950s[1.34-29]. 
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Of particular attention and value are the protocols of cluster meetings of 

employees of the departments of the organized recruitment of workers of the 

Samarkand, Bukhara and Kashka-Darya regional executive committees, in which the 

deputy head of the department I.N. Knyshov, the inspector of the department 

K.M. Ivanov were present , from the Sredhydroenergostroy trust, head of the 

personnel department I.I. Kobzev and deputy head of Khishraugesstroy Zakirov, and 

head of the personnel department Samartsov. From the Bukhara head of the 

department R. Nurullaev, workers comrades Sabirov, Shaimanov, Zychkov. They 

resolved the issues of the reason for the lack of qualified personnel in the industrial 

and construction zones of qualified personnel in the Uzbek SSR[1.35-1]. The 

activities of the workers are considered in these documents in connection with the 

lack of national staffing in the Bukhara region. The protocols and letters contained in 

this case shed light on some little-known details of the population of the Uzbek 

people. The people who received a ticket by the organizational recruitment to stay in 

industrial zones throughout the USSR. For example, there is an extensive regulation 

regarding the collection by regional departments of organized recruitment among 

students and former military personnel in the Bukhara region in favor of industrial 

zones. These materials will allow us to trace a number of specific facts on the history 

of industrial migration. 

At that time, the settlers mainly carried out their labor contracts through an 

individual contract with enterprises. Basically, such employment contracts were 

drawn up with local workers who had their own personal home and life, and for 

enterprises such an environment was beneficial, the reason was not the creation of 

additional living conditions for them[1.44-12]. These funds are also saturated with 

documents containing specific information, facts and names[1]. 

Materials from the Archive of the Bukhara Region also became an important 

source. Documents from the Fund 1172 - "The Bukhara Organized Recruitment of 

Workers, the Republican Organized Recruitment Office" - mainly orders and 

protocols for the Republican Organized Recruitment Office in the Bukhara region. 

Decisions of the Executive Committee of the Bukhara Regional Council of Working 

People's Deputies for 1952-1965. 

Fund – 1234[6] "Bukharagaspromstroy" - this fund stores protocols, reports and 

agreements of the collective office on construction management, on the conclusion 

and implementation of contracts, on labor protection and safety of workers, checking 

the structure of living conditions and housing and communal apartments for labor 

workers. 

Fund – 1219[7] "Oil and gas production department "Bukharaneftegaz(Bukhara 

oil and gas)" of the Economic Council of the Uzbek SSR" - these documents contain 

information about the title lists of survey and design work, resolutions and orders of 

the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR on the capital construction of residential 

buildings and objects "Bukharaneftegaz". 

Fund - 1023 [9] "Executive Committee of the Bukhara Regional Council of 

Workers' Deputies" - this fund is divided into 2 types of the level of documents that 

are stored in the archive (special and identical). Here we used the decisions and 
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execution of the work done by the executive committee of the Bukhara region on 

migration issues in industrial and construction zones. 

Fund – 946[8] "Department of Statistics of the Bukhara Region" provide an 

opportunity to familiarize yourself with orders, decisions of executive committees, 

materials (certificates, acts, memorandums) on checking the condition of industrial 

workers, annual statistical reports on the number and composition of the education of 

workers and specialists of industrial enterprises, which are the primary source to the 

study of industrial progress and the migration of specialists in the development of this 

case. They contain valuable indications of the course of industrial migration, the 

decisions and execution of local governments, statistical assessments of the dynamics 

of the population in the region and the personal qualities of individual workers who 

have shown themselves from the best and the worst. These materials reflect the 

conclusions of the Ministries on the implementation of the republic and its regions, 

and will significantly supplement the shortcomings of materials from the Central 

Archives of Uzbekistan. The most important source is the official documents 

regulating organized recruitment plans. This type of document includes drawing up 

plans on the one hand and execution on the other[5.21-135].The documents are 

executed by explanatory notes on the main activity of the Bukharaneftegaz oilfield 

department, which provides all assistance in fulfilling the production plan and 

providing all the workers sent by the organizational recruitment of the department of 

the Bukhara Regional Executive Committee, reports on the creation of all living 

conditions for migrants of this industrial prognosis[7.82-66]. This decree on the 

implementation of the plan for organizing the recruitment of highly skilled workers 

throughout the region, was put forward a plan for campaigning work called 

"experience of the best" which was the practical development in the industry. 

The fact is a letter drawn up from the deputy head of the Uzbek Republican 

Department of the Ministry of Labor of the Reserves of the USSR Kalanov to the 

regionally authorized organization of the recruitment of workers of the Bukhara 

region Nurullaev, which spoke of sending a brochure entitled "experience of the 

best", it was proposed to work out this brochure among the employees of the office 

and enterprises about improving the working capacity among workers Trudoviks, 

practical measures were sent to the republican office[5.15-453].Such materials make 

it possible to see and substantiate all the additions to the shortcomings of the 

industrial provision of workers. This also includes contracts concluded by individual 

workers and the Department of Organizational Recruitment for the lead industry, in 

which the State had more extensive conditions for labor workers. In the general state 

of affairs, since as a rule the lead industry was located in cities and workers' 

settlements, the enterprises had clubs, libraries, hospitals, ten-year schools, 

kindergartens, shops, and canteens. Dormitories were provided for single workers, 

and separate rooms for families[5.15-375]. 

The main reason for migrating to the industrial zones was the guaranteed 

experience and the acquisition of secondary and higher educational diplomas 

because, starting from 1952-1973, each industrial zone had to have a highly skilled 

worker in order to successfully develop experience[5.32-3].Sources of the same type 
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include legal acts of workers and their disciplines that have been adopted since the 

beginning of 1950[6.296-1]. 

These documents regulate the attitude of the people to the policy of the state and 

determine the status of all industrial enterprises in terms of working conditions, the 

demand for doing work and household guarantees, with the help of labor contracts 

made individually and by an organized recruitment department. It was they who 

played an important role in the development of industrial and construction progress in 

relation to the Bukhara region, since, according to statistical data, the Bukhara region 

was a donor for the development of the entire oil and gas industry and the provision 

of workers throughout the Republic in which there were not enough specialists[7.42-

120]. Thus, these documents are very important sources covering the history of 

migration relations that influenced the development of events in the Bukhara 

industrial region. 

As a source of interest is also a collection of letters sent to the Deputy Manager 

of the Trust Buharagazpromstroy on Bulgarian issues Marinov I.Ya, about the 

situation of the Bulgarian citizens[6.314-146] detained for burglary. This little-known 

material was compiled on the basis of archival data from the cities of Zarafshan, 

Navaiy, Gazli, pos. the town of Karavulbazar and the districts of Peshku, Shafirkan, 

Vabkent and Gijduvan. It was in these cities and regions that the Bulgarian workers 

who arrived under the 1969[6.296-26] agreement between the countries of the USSR 

and the BNSR were located. According to the same archival data, on the territory of 

the construction zone SU-1 pos. Gazli also had and worked workers from other 

nations such as Russians, Jews, Germans from the GDR, Poles, Ukrainians, Tatars, 

Kazakhs and of course, in very small numbers, Uzbeks. I want to remind you that all 

these highly qualified specialists arrived at trust Buharagazpromstroy for one reason, 

and this was the lack of engineers and highly educated specialists in the field of gas 

production in the Bukhara region[7.148-2].Judging by these documents, it can be 

assumed that the government seriously considered the number and impact on the 

development of industry of qualified and highly educated specialists working in all 

industrial zones of the Bukhara region. 

But there is also the possibility of distrust of specialists, from local residents 

who, in turn, were highly qualified and also did not have special documents on 

graduating from technical schools and institutes, the reason was the provision of work 

for all students who did not finish secondary schools, which, in turn, studied special 

4-6 monthly courses to improve skills in the enterprises themselves[5.32-69].  

As a comparative source material, the official publication of statistics from the 

archives was used, the Ministry of Statistics for eight years from 1972-1980, 139,500 

workers arrived in all industrial towns of the Bukhara region, who in turn were from 

all union republics, in addition they were relocated to industrial and construction 

areas to improve the productivity levels of skilled workers[8.1552-61].Such a 

publication certainly has its contribution to mixing traditions and creating new 

relationships among all nations in the Bukhara region.  

For an objective and comprehensive analysis of the industrial migration of 

states, materials from the Bukhara State Archive, unknown to our national history, 

are also extremely important. We used documents from some funds, in which 
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personal letters were kept about the requests of all the workers of the settlement of 

the town of Karaulbazaar of the Kagan region[7.148-90]. Also, the funds store almost 

all the documents of industrial enterprises that have survived to the present from the 

moment of its foundation until the formation of an independent republic. The funds 

of the state archive deposited a wide range of sources covering the history of the 

development of the industrial period and with a high degree of reliability. These 

documents make it possible in many respects to assess the situation and significantly 

supplement with facts a number of aspects of industrial construction enterprises and 

their connection with the planned and organized recruitment department. 

In the first years of industrial development, significant changes began to occur 

due to the implementation of reforms, many government institutions were 

reorganized. For example, the organized recruitment of workers since its founding in 

1945, the beginning of reforms in the management system and responsibilities 

regarding issues of recruitment of workers, privileges and division of departments 

from the organizational recruitment itself to the planning department[9.998-55]. 

For example, in 1949 - the Main Resettlement Administration under the Council 

of Ministers of the USSR, 1950-1952. - the departments of supply and re-evacuation 

were abolished, 1953 - division of the departments of resettlement into, southern and 

eastern territories (management was transferred to the Ministry of Agriculture), 

1956 - the structure of organized recruitment under the Council of Ministers of the 

Uzbek SSR was divided into five departments, 1957 - organizational recruitment was 

changed to the Department of Organized Recruitment of Workers and Employment 

under the Bukhara Regional Executive Committee[5.14-10], 1960 - Main Directorate 

for Resettlement and Organized Recruitment of Workers, 1966 - State Labor 

Committee, 1976 - State Committee of the Council of Ministers of the USSR on 

Labor and Social Affairs, 1980 - in Goskomtruda created a department for organizing 

resettlement for work and a department for monitoring the preparation of farms for 

the reception of migrants[6.314-52].Thus, from the beginning of the first years of 

industrial development in the Uzbek SSR, not only the industrial zones themselves 

were reorganized and conditions were created to provide labor for the entire 

population of the country. In this regard, it became necessary to examine all the 

archives that existed at that time. It turned out that the archives are in excellent 

condition. 

Thus, in order to develop the industrial environment and improve the everyday 

life of industrial and construction workers, documents were found in the archives of 

the Bukhara region confirming the poor preparation of industrial towns and 

settlement towns for the acceptance of workers, of course, for such global activities 

on the acceptance and creation of conditions for labor workers in which control was 

not possible. For example, in terms of the construction of residential buildings for 

migrant workers in the Bukhara region, it was in a very disastrous state, since in 

1956, in terms of preparing residential buildings in the amount of 7,500 for 1957, 

only 18%[9.998-223] were completed throughout the republic. At the same time, 

such construction in the Bukhara region was not started in 1957. Such indicators, of 

course, indicate the reliability of the materials of the Bukhara archive. 
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The lack of manpower in industry is also mentioned in a 1958 document in the 

Bukhara region to Yusupov, the regional representative of the organizational 

recruitment of workers in the Bukhara region, that from January 1 to June 1, 1958, 

the district inspector Fayziev systematically underfulfills the tasks set for her from 

month to month and thereby underdoes the country's industry, the planned number of 

workers, was supposed to send 100 workers to the country's industry, but actually 

sent 61 people[5.15-454]. systematic non-fulfillment of the labor plan was not the 

fault of the departments themselves. Archival research proves that the lack of 

numbers was due to a lack of highly skilled workers, and not to a lack of unemployed 

people themselves. 

First of all, the data used from the fund 1219 contained all the correspondence of 

officials who came to Bukharaneftegaz with the help of an organized recruitment of 

workers, contracts, orders, data of workers who arrived with their families. Reports 

on the implementation of the capital construction plan of the association 

"Bukharaneftegaz" found lists of persons who received residential buildings under the 

contract, 4 years after the start of the individual contract[7.381-68]. 

Most of the documents have the following compositional design: the documents 

provide a symbolic doxology for the good of the Soviet government. This is followed 

by the name of the ministry or department where the document was sent. Then came 

the text of the letter and at the beginning the registration and number were also 

indicated, after the text of the main part there was a signature confirming who sent 

the letter or order. 

The research and study of archival materials was not limited to central and 

regional archival materials; the bulk of the time was also devoted to studying 

materials from regional archives.The materials of the district archive of the city of 

Zarafshan, which to this day is an industrial town of the Navai region, the then part of 

the Bukhara region, were studied in the chronology of the study of our work. 

Fund 2 - “The Executive Committee of the Zarafshan City Council of Workers' 

Deputies. General Department" - this fund contains documents on the decision of the 

regional council of deputies and materials on improving the work of industrial bodies 

for the workers of an industrial city[12]. 

Fund 7 - "Murantou Council of Working People's Deputies" - these archives 

contain the activities of the Zarafshan Council of Deputies on the further 

development and placement of productive forces in the cities of Zarafshan, Murantou, 

Uchkuduk, etc[11]. 

Fund 17 - "Tamdy and Altyntau settlement council" - in the materials of this 

case, the lists of deputies and their execution according to the decisions of the 

regional council of the Bukhara region are well preserved. Unlike other industrial 

towns, Zarafshan was distinguished by its local industrial enterprises, for example, 

according to the decree of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 

Uzbekistan and the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR dated December 24, 

1975 No. factories in the village of Uchkuduk, a car service station for 6 posts in the 

city of Zarafshan and a specialized enterprise for the repair of complex household 

appliances[11.4-45]. 
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The materials of the districts of Shafirkan, Gijduvan, Ramitan, Peshku, Vobkent 

and Zhandar archives were also studied. Which were stored in funds 4 "Executive 

Committee, Ramitan District Council of Workers' Deputies" (Peshku), 

Fund 5 - "Executive Committee, Sverdlovsk District Council of Workers' Deputies" 

(Jondor), fund 22 - "Executive Committee, Kagan District Council of Workers' 

Deputies" ( Kagan), fund 2 - "Executive Committee, Karmana District Council of 

Workers' Deputies" (Navoi region), Fund 115 - "Executive Committee, Alat District 

Council of Workers' Deputies" (Alat), fund 1 - "Executive Committee, Shafirkan 

District Council of Workers' Deputies" "(Shafirkan), Fund 3 -" Executive Committee, 

Gijduvan District Council of Working People's Deputies" (Gijduvan), 

Fund 6 - "Executive Committee, Karavulbazar District Council of Working People's 

Deputies" (Kagan). 

These documents are considered the most important sources for this work, 

because these materials are considered to be the donors of completed cases on the 

history of industrial migration in the Bukhara region. The selectively used materials 

of the district archives are a factor in the work done on the construction and 

organization of all able-bodied workers and the creation of all conditions by 

industrial enterprises for migrants in these industrial construction zones. 

As the most important material, there were also lists of all citizens living in the 

working settlement of Gazli, in which income tax was calculated with the population 

for 1962-1970. and a list of those who arbitrarily began perestroika to improve their 

everyday lives and exempt them from income tax[13.180-158]. There are also reports 

“on the transfer of pasture land for permanent use of the K. Rovat state farm to the 

Dzhaneldy state farm[13.61-123]” and the establishment of a boundary for the 

allotment of pastures for the construction of the Bukhara Ural Gas Pipeline. Thus, 

thanks to these lists, we were able to clarify the exact demographic data of the Ghazli 

settlement and its outskirts. Protocols and Decisions on the withdrawal of land plots 

from land users of the collective farms of the region and their transfer to the 

directorate of the Bukhara-Ural gas pipeline under construction in the amount of 

20.0 hectares, of which 10.50 hectares are permanently used for the construction of 

the Bukhara-Ural gas pipeline and the Amu-Darya-Gazli[14.380-157] water pipeline. 

Conclusion. In the course of analyzing the problems of this topic, the relevant 

sections of the work made conclusions that related to certain issues such as: the 

creation of huge industrial production capacities, the development of industry took 

place under the growing influence of scientific and technological development. Under 

the conditions of the socialist economic system, changes in the sources of 

replenishment are due to socio-economic factors, such as the migration of peoples to 

industrial zones, which included the improvement of the structure of industrial 

production and the training of qualified personnel. Also, the living conditions of 

workers in the areas of industrial and construction enterprises. 
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Abstrakt: 

Introduction. In theEmirate of Bukhara in the late XIX - early XX centuries, 

although the natural and exact sciences fell to the second level, the social sciences, 

including history, literature, philosophy, mysticism, developed significantly. 

Historians Ahmad Donish (1827-1897), Mirzo Somi (1838-1907), Mirzo Salimbek 

(1850-1930), Sadr Ziyo (1867-1931), Tamkin Bukhari, Abdulazim Shar'i (1839-

1893), Mir Rare works on history have been created by Siddiq Hashmat, Muhammad 

Ikram Abdulsalam, Nosiriddin Tora. 

Research methods. The influence of reformist ideas in the emirate had a 

profound effect on the development of local historiography as well as on political and 

cultural life. Historians began to study not only the history of their own countries, but 

also the history of the peoples of the world. In particular, interest in the history of 

India, Iran, Turkey and Japan has increased. Along with the official chronicles of the 

palace, the increase in the number of works in the historical-literary, historical-

geographical, memoir, biographical genres testifies to the expansion of the scope of 

historiography. 

Results . Historians did not limit themselves to a description of events, but 

began to look for the causes of their country's backwardness and ways to overcome 

it. Some of the court historians were recognized by the emir with their works, while 

others were removed from their posts for criticizing the emirate’s regime. It should 

be noted that both types of works have survived to the present day. 

Discussions. Scholars have written a number of books in these areas. These 

books were widely used in the teaching process in madrassas. Books written by 

palace historians, after being examined by a special commission, were copied in 

large numbers and placed in madrassah libraries and reading rooms. Students had 

access to these books and had knowledge of the history of their home country and 

foreign countries. History books were bought and sold in book markets in the central 

cities of the Bukhara Emirate. 

Conclusion.This article provides information and analyzes the historical 

significance of the works of historians Ahmad Donish, Mirzo Somi, Mirzo Salimbek, 

Sadr Ziyo, Tamkin Bukhari, Abdulazim Shari, Mir Siddiq Hashmat, Nosiriddin Tora. 

These works, which serve to study the history of Central Asia from ancient times to 

the early twentieth century, serve to deny the biased aspects of the history of 
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Uzbekistan, written on the basis of Soviet ideology, and to fill the gaps in our history 

of this period. 

Key words: emirate, history, geography, philosophy, work, pamphlet, source, 

territory, scholar, madrassah, science. 

 

Introduction. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the social sciences, 

including history, literature, philosophy, and mysticism, developed significantly in 

the Bukhara Emirate. During this period Ahmad Donish (1827-1897), Mirzo Somi 

(1838-1907), Mirzo Salimbek (1850-1930), Sadr Ziyo (1867-1931), Tamkin Bukhari, 

Abdulazim Shar'i (1839-1893), Mir Siddiq Hashmat, Nosiriddin Rare works on 

history have been created by historians such as Tora. The purpose of the article is to 

analyze the works on the history of the Emirate of Bukhara and reveal their 

significance. 

Materials and methods. Manuscripts currently stored at the Institute of 

Oriental Studies named after Abu Rayhon Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan, rare books from the National Arkives of Uzbekistan and the 

National Library were used to cover the topic. The aspects of these sources in the 

study of the history of the Bukhara Emirate, which played an important role in the 

formation of the Uzbek statehood, were revealed through the principle of 

historicality, chronological and comparative analysis methods. 

Results. The first author of the historical work, Ahmad Donish, who mastered 

the religious and secular sciences of his time, worked as a calligrapher and arkitect in 

the palace of Amir Nasrullah (1826-1860) in the 50s of the XIX century, and later 

rose to the rank of chief arkitect. During his three visits to Russia, he compared the 

Bukhara society, which has entered a new stage of development and is experiencing 

depression with Russia, to conclude that the emirate needs to be reformed.He wrote a 

treatise entitled “Рисола дар назми тамаддун ва таовун” ("Treatise on Culture and 

Mutual Assistance") and presented it to the Emir. Researkers refer to this work as the 

"Political Booklet." In this pamphlet, Donish boldly put forward the idea of reforming 

the Bukhara state and society on the basis of legitimacy and humanity [1]. 

Ahmad Donish has left a rich legacy, working productively in various positions 

in the emirate. The Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

has about twenty works on history, astronomy, geography and other sciences. 

Donish's works “Наводир ал-вақое” ("Rare Events") and “Таржимайи аҳволи 

амирони Бухоройи шариф аз Амир Дониёл то асри Амир Абдулаҳад” 

("Biographies of the Emir of Bukhara from Amir Daniel to Amir Abdullah") takes 

place. These works reflect the author's political and historical views. The work 

“Таржимайи аҳволи амирони Бухоройи шариф аз Амир Дониёл то асри Амир 

Абдулаҳад” is rich in many interesting and important information, and the author 

offers to develop the country's economy.The project, ideas on water supply in 

Bukhara and its environs, memories of a trip to Russia are among them. 

Haji Abdulazim ibn Mansurkhan ibn Abdulvosikhan Shari Bukhari is one of the 

poets, tazkiranavs and historians who lived in the second half of the 19th century. 

Information about his life and work can be found in almost all the commentaries 

created during this period, as well as in his own works. According to his own work , 
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“Айнат-таворих” ( The Source of History ), he lived in 1255-1311 ( 1839-1893 ) [2, 

324a, 352a]. Born in Peshawar, Abdulazim moved to Bukhara in his youth and 

continued his education there. After graduating from one of the madrassas, he has 

been teaching in madrassas since the 1960s and has been involved in public affairs. 

The Shari'a made the pilgrimage through India in about 1867-1870. In “Айнат-

таворих” he states that he wrote several books in India [2, 338b-339a]. Shari died in 

1893 during his tenure as chairman of the Yangikurgan region of the Bukhara 

Emirate . 

Abdulazim Shar'i writes his book “Айнат-таворих”, that Judge Abdul Wahid 

Sadr Balkhi advised him to translate the “Тақвимат-таворих”by the Turkish writer 

Kotib Chalabi (Haji Khalifa) into Persian , and in 1872 he began this work . Based on 

this book, he created his own work “Айн ат-таворих”.The work consists of two 

volumes, the first of which covers the period from the "creation of the world" to 

1212, and the second covers the events from 1213 to 1895. The events of the period 

up to 1648 are described in the work on the basis of the book “Айн ат-таворих”, and 

the next period is covered by the Shari'a itself on the basis of other sources and his 

own experiences. In the second volume, the Shari'ah lists 144 sources he used and 

their authors by name [2, 377b-378a] . 

The author describes the events of his time, not only the battles between the 

Central Asian khanates and the dates of the enthronement of kings, but also the great 

events that took place in Iran, India, Afghanistan, Turkey and Russia, continuing the 

tradition of Secretary Chalabi. and the relations of these countries with European 

countries such as Britain, France, Germany, the beginning of wars, the signing of 

armistice agreements, and so on. He also records the deaths of famous people of his 

time - kings, sheikhs, scholars, poets. The chronicle gives a brief account of the date 

and author of many works, which is very important from a bio-bibliographic point of 

view. 

It should be noted that unlike some of his contemporaries from Bukhara, Shari'a 

had a much wider range of ideas and interests. This is confirmed by the diversity of 

the themes of the works he arranged: “Мабдаъ ал-улум”, “Асли ҳунар”, “Мақд ал-

хабар”, ”Ажзо ул-улум”, “Асл ал-калом”. He has written down the names of about 

twenty works on various subjects, such as But it is still difficult to answer the 

question of whether he has finished writing the books that he has recorded that he has 

begun to regulate the Shari'ah, and whether they have reached us. In short, the 

breadth of the Shari'a worldview can be explained by the fact that he traveled to many 

countries under the pretext of a pilgrimage, interacted with progressive people there, 

and became acquainted with the latest technical developments in those countries. 

Mirzo Salimbek is another historian of the second half of the 19th century and 

the beginning of the 20th century. His full name is Mirzo Salimbek ibn Muhammad 

Rahim and he was born in 1850 in Bukhara. At the age of 20, he became known for 

his literacy and was appointed secretary of Narpay and later Ziyovuddin's governor. 

Six months later, by order of Amir Muzaffar, Salimbek was sent to Tashkent in the 

guise of a tea trader to monitor the activities of Russian officials and gather 

information, where he lived for 12 years. Mirzo Salimbek was one of the leading 

officials of the emirate and served in various high positions [3, 334]. During the reign 
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of the Bukhara People's Soviet Republic, which replaced the Emirate of Bukhara, he 

worked in the “Анжумани тарих” ("Historical Society"). Mirzo Salimbek died in 

1930. 

While working in the emirate's administrative offices, Mirzo Salimbek wrote 

pamphlets, tazkira and historical memoirs in Uzbek and Persian-Tajik languages. His 

works such as “Кашкули Салими ва тарихи мутақаддимин ва муттахирин” [4] 

and “Тарихи Салимий”"History of Salimi" [5] belong to his pen. 

The work "History of Salimi", which provides information about the last period 

of the rulers of Mangit, was written in the form of diaries in 1917-1920 on a piece of 

paper in Nastaliq script and consists of 230 pages. The play clearly and objectively 

reveals the socio-economic and political history of the Bukhara Emirate in the late 

XIX - early XX centuries, the history of the principalities, as well as the history of 

historical geography, ethnography and arkitectural monuments. Another important 

aspect of the work is that the history of that period is revealed by a person who is a 

direct witness to the events. 

Another important aspect of the work is that the history of that period is revealed 

by a person who is a direct witness to the events. The first part of the work is called 

"Amir Sayyid Muzaffar", which provides autobiographical information about the 

coming to power of the Emir, the relations of Bukhara with the Kokand Khanate and 

Russia, the events in Zirabulak, as well as the Emir's family and his 14 sons. In 

particular, the events surrounding the Emir's eldest son, Sayyid Mir 

Abdumalikhantora, are narrated in a consistent manner. Abdumaliktora , with the 

help of Jurabek, the governor of Kitab, and Bobobek, the governor of Shahrisabz, 

denounced Amir Temur's declaration of him as king at the Oqsaroy and his 

subsequent fate, and his behavior towards his father [5,40-42]. 

In his work, Mirzo Salimbek explains the positions in the Emirate of Bukhara, 

gives information about the economic situation of the emirate in different years, 

recalls the spread of various infectious diseases in the country, the events of famine. 

It also tells the story of the Joybor sheikhs and their activities, the coming to power of 

Amir Sayyid Abdullah Khan and the events that took place during his time. 

In most of the works, the work done in the country during the reign of Amir 

Sayyid Alimkhan and his reign, the deterioration of relations between the emirate and 

Russia, the Kolesov events, the process of bloodshed against the young people of 

Bukhara as a result of this event are described. Also, Mirzo Salimbek from Young 

Bukharaians F. Khodjaev, A. Fitrat and S.Ayni. He spoke about the establishment of 

Jadid schools in the emirate and related issues. 

The opening of the first Jadid school in Bukhara in 1903, its differences from 

the old schools and the attitude of Amir Abdullah Khan and the people of the country 

to these schools are described in the section "Now hear about the Jadids" [5, 206-

211]. 

In the work "History of Salimi" Mirzo Salimbek gives information about the 

Afghans and their way of life, the Emir's relations with Afghanistan. He also 

commented on the monetary reform carried out by Amir Alimkhan in the country, 

and on October 10, 1919, the Muslim ruler Sayyid Alimkhan Ghazi introduced a new 

paper money - the coin [5,242]. 
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The work concludes with the arrival in Bukhara in January 1920 of a delegation 

of 23 Turkestan Bolsheviks and the "revolution" that took place in Bukhara that year, 

as well as the emigration of Amir Alimkhan to Afghanistan [5,275]. 

In short, the statesman and public figure Mirza Salimbek made a worthy 

contribution to the development of historical science in Bukhara. His historical 

works, including "Tarihi Salimiy", are an important source of information about 

social and political events in the territory of the Emirate of Bukhara. 

Another historian and literary critic of this period was Muhammad Sharif Sadr 

Ziya, who was born in 1867 in the family of a judge in Ziyovuddin. Sadr Ziyo, who 

received his first lessons from his father, studied in 1896 in Bukhara madrassas. 

During his student years, Sadr Ziyo's yard became a center uniting the advanced 

intellectuals of Bukhara, a kind of circle. Sadriddin Aini, who served in Sadr Ziya's 

house for eight months, writes: "On Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, when 

there are no classes in the madrassah, poets, poetry lovers, anecdotes, and sometimes 

scholars and musicians gather in Sharifjon's yard" [6, 384]. These nights undoubtedly 

had a great influence on the formation of Sadr Zia as a person and a writer. His 

contemporaries acknowledge that Sadr Ziya was an enlightened man, a skilled 

calligrapher, a talented writer, and a book lover with a rich library [7, 387-395]. 

After Sadr Ziyo's madrassah education ended in 1896, his judicial career began 

and lasted until 1918. In 1917, on the eve of the proclamation of the decree of 

reforms by Amir Alimkhan (1910-1920), Sadr Ziya was appointed by the Emir as the 

Qaziqalan of Bukhara, taking into account that he was a progressive scholar. Shortly 

afterwards, the Emir abandoned his promises of reform, and Sadr Ziyo was expelled 

from the court and later sent to Karshi as a judge. After the Kolesov incident, in 1918, 

Sadr Ziyo was arrested on charges of benevolence to the revolutionaries and his 

manuscripts were burned in front of him [8, 118]. Two months later, he was released 

and appointed judge of Shakhrisabz. After the revolution, Sadr Ziyo worked in 

various organizations and died in 1932. 

In the treasury of manuscripts of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of 

Uzbekistan there are many biographical and geographical treatises, commentaries and 

historical works of Sadr Ziyo, copied by his own signature and compiled in 9 

volumes. He wrote “Зикри авоили Бухоро”, “Мунтахаб ат-таворих”, “Зикри 

салотини во подшоҳони адолатнишони аштархон”, “Зикри салтанати ва 

подшоҳии хавонини манғития дар Мовароуннаҳр”, “Зикри салтанат ва 

подшоҳии амир Алимхони махлуъ”, “Сабаби инқилоби Бухоро”, “Силсилаи 

салотини ўзбаки чингизхония”, “Мунтахаби салотин ва шаҳриёрон”, “Тарихи 

осори атиқа”, “Тўқсон икки қабилаи ўзбак ва асомии қабоили туркману казак” 

are devoted to the history of Bukhara and its dynasties. is of particular importance. 

Sadr “Тарихи мухтасари Эрон ва баёни аҳволи салотинии он”, “Зикри набзе аз 

аҳволи салотин ва шоҳони Эрон, бархе ахбори амирони холии Афғонистон”, 

“Силсилаи хонадони амирони холии Афғонистон ва баёни ҳолоти эшон”, 

“Силсилаи салотини усмонияи турк ва насаби эшон”, “Зикри подшоҳон ва 

кинозони давлати Руссия”, “Силсилаи хони гетиситон Чингизхон ва баёни 

аҳволоти салотини авлоди он”show that he was not only a historian of the socio-

political and cultural life of Bukhara, but also a number of neighboring countries 
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(Turkey, Iran, Russia, Japan, India) also tried to shed light on the history of the 

countries. 

Sadr Ziyo's History gives a brief account of the history of Central Asia in the 

13th and 20th centuries, as well as the history of Turkey, Afghanistan, Iran and 

Russia. The end of the part of the work dedicated to the history of Bukhara is 

important for us. It tells about the suppression of major uprisings after Amir Muzaffar 

came to power, the conquest of the Kokand throne by Khudoyarkhan with the help of 

the Amir, and the Kenagas uprising in Shahrisabz and Kitab. The author gives a brief 

account of the Russian occupation of Central Asia in relation to Ahmad Donish and 

Mirza Sami. The book "History" contains valuable information about the events after 

the conquest of the Emirate of Bukhara - the inflow of foreign capital into Bukhara, 

the construction of cities such as Kagan, Charjou, as well as railways, telegraphs and 

large banks [9, 94a - 106a]. 

Sadri Ziyo's works such «Рисолаи мунтахаб дар таъин ва табъини билоди 

машҳура ва тартиби ҳижо», «Дар баёни бадоеъи жиболу кулал ва саноъеи 

ъуюну тилал», «Мунтахаби жуғрофия ва нуфуси аҳолии мамолики   руи 

замин», «Байони ақолими сабъа» In these works, the author provides information 

about the nature and richness of the cities and peoples of some Muslim countries in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. it deals with Arabic, Persian and 

local names, characteristics, and consumption benefits of local fruits grown in 

Movarounnahr [10, 139a]. 

Sadri Ziyo's works such as «Рисолаи мунтахаб дар таъин ва табъини билоди 

машҳура ва тартиби ҳижо», «Дар баёни бадоеъи жиболу кулал ва саноъеи 

ъуюну тилал», «Мунтахаби жуғрофия ва нуфуси аҳолии мамолики   руи 

замин», «Байони ақолими сабъа»  In these works, the author provides information 

about the nature and richness of the cities and peoples of some Muslim countries in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. it deals with Arabic, Persian and 

local names, characteristics, and consumption benefits of local fruits grown in 

Movarounnahr [10, 139a]. 

Sadr Ziyo's “Рўзнома” Diary, which covers the years 1888-1930, also contains 

rare information from other sources. Irrigation systems of Khutfar, Komot and 

Somjin districts of Bukhara emirate, construction of a bridge over the Amudarya by 

Russian specialists in 1900-1901, Sunni and Shiite clashes in Bukhara in 1910, 

political events of 1917-1918, end of the emirate, resistance movements of 1921-

1922 including [11, 74-83]. 

The next local historian of the period we are studying is Hamid ibn Haji Baqo. 

He was born in the late 1870s. After studying at one of the Bukhara madrassas, he 

served in various positions in the emirate. Mahmudhoja was Behbudi's best friend 

[12, 21]. The year of his death is unknown. 

Baqo Khoja's only surviving memoir, “Танзил ал-амсол фи зикри баён ал-

аҳвол” was completed in 1928. The work consists of four parts, the first three parts 

cover the emirate period, the last part covers the events of the Bukhara People's 

Soviet Republic. Details of the Russian conquest of Central Asia are included in the 

second part of the work [13, 116b-172a ]. Despite the fact that Tashkent, Khojand 

and a number of other cities were occupied by Russian troops, " the rulers of 
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Turkestan did not stop the civil war, " the author writes.[13, 167a]. In his work, Haji 

Baqo also mentions Amir Muzaffar's letter to the Turkish sultan asking for help in the 

fight against Russian troops. He notes that many letters were sent to England and 

France via Turkey. The play contains valuable information about the expansion of 

cotton, wool and astrakhan leather production during the colonial period of the 

Russian Empire , as well as famous people of that time, Bukhara madrassahs. 

Mullo Abdurahmon Tamkin, a poet and teacher from Bukhara, can also be 

considered a local historian. He is the author of the historical and geographical work 

“Матоле ал-фохира ва матолиб аз-зоҳира” (Honorable Matters and Clear 

Objectives). The year of birth of Abdurahman Tamkin is unknown, he died in about 

1917. The work is devoted to the history and geography of Central Asia, the Near and 

Middle East, and was written between 1914 and 1916. The play tells about the rulers 

of Bukhara, the construction of the Grand Mosque, historical events in 

Movarounnahr, Khorasan and other countries, various interesting facts. Parts of the 

story about Bukhara districts, gates, guzars and caravanserais [14, 207a-222b] are 

especially noteworthy. 

One of the local historians is Mir Siddiq Hashmat, the second son of Amir 

Muzaffar. He has a number of works, which are also important in the study of the 

history of Central Asia and the history of literature. During the reign of Amir 

Muzaffar, Hashmat was the governor of Charjou. Abdullah, who ascended the throne 

of Bukhara after the death of his father, kept him under house arrest so that he would 

not claim the throne, and gave him a separate yard from the Havzi Dasturkhanchi 

guzar and granted him a pension [15, 39]. Thus Hashmat spent 35 years (1885-1920) 

under house arrest. After the revolution, Hashmat, who worked at the Bukhara 

People's Central Library, moved to Afghanistan in 1922 [16, 102a]. 

Hashmat has written several works on literature and history, and today his 

treatises, notes and memoirs are kept at the Institute of Oriental Studies of the 

Russian Academy of Sciences. In particular, manuscript number 2663 is a draft 

notebook of Hashmat, from which the author's "Biography of Amir Muzaffar and 

Minister of Amir Abdullah Astanakulbek"; "History of Zayli Muqimkhaniy", 

"Autobiography of Hashmat" [17]. In the second work, Hashmat Muhammad Yusuf 

adds to Munshi's "History of Muqimkhani", which begins with the events of 1646-

1647, that is, he briefly narrates the political events and uprisings from the time of 

Sayyid Abdulaziz of Ashtarkhan to the time of his father Amir Muzaffar. He also 

mentioned the names of famous Sufis, scholars and princes of that time. Hashmat's 

commentaries have been studied to some extent by literary critics [18, 139]. 

However, his historical works have not yet been studied. 

Sayyid Muhammad Nasir, another son of Amir Muzaffar, is also the author of a 

number of works. For historians, two of his historical works are “Таҳқиқоти арки 

Бухоро ва салотин ва умаройи у” (“Researk on the Bukhara Ark, its sultans and 

emirs”) [19] and “Осор ас-салотин” (“Memories of Sultans”) [20] important. 

"Researkark of Bukhara" was written in 1922 and consists of 42 pages. After a 

short introduction, the story of the construction of the ark, the buildings in it, the 

fires, the repairs of the ark, the city wall will be told. The last pages list the buildings 

built in the ark during the years of the author's residence. In particular, the work 
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shows that during the reign of Amir Muzaffar, a special building was built in the ark 

for the reception of ambassadors, and during the reign of Amir Abdullah, a 

warehouse was built. This work G. Karimov and S.Gulyamovs. It was translated into 

Uzbek and Russian by the and published by facsimile. 

According to the preface to “Осор ас-салотин”, Nosiriddin Tora began writing 

the work in the spring of 1904 and intended to divide it into three chapters on the 

history of the Shaybani, Ashtarkhanid, and Mangit dynasties. While the history of the 

Shaybanids and Ashtarkhanids is compiled in the play, the section dedicated to the 

Mangit dynasty contains only the names and genealogies of the representatives of the 

dynasty. At the end of the work, it is clear from the interruption of the sentence that it 

is incomplete. 

The legacy of the progressive writer from Bukhara Qori Rahmatullah Vozeh 

(1818-1894) is also of great scientific value in terms of historiography of the Bukhara 

Emirate. He was a brilliant scholar who mastered many sciences of his time - 

mathematics, medicine, jurisprudence, history and literature. Vozeh is also a poet 

who has written in Uzbek, Tajik and Arabic. His historical-geographical work 

“Ғаройиб ал-хабар фи ажойиб ас-сафар” [22] has survived in several copies. In this 

work, Vozeh describes the cities and villages where he stopped during the 1886 

pilgrimage, the customs and beliefs of their inhabitants, and their economic life. The 

ethnographic data presented are noteworthy for their interest and scientificity. 

The memory of the Emir of Bukhara Abdullah Khan also plays an important 

role in the history of this period. In December 1892, Amir Abdulahadkhan's son Mir 

Sayyid Alimkhan went on another trip to study at the Military Academy in St. 

Petersburg. And he keeps a diary of the details of his journey from December 1892 to 

February 1893. This diary was published in Russian by Ismailbek Gaspirinsky in 

1894 in Kazan under the title "Diary of the Emir of Bukhara" [23]. 

In his diary, Amir Abdullah reported on the positive developments in cities such 

as Ashgabat (Ashgabat), Baku, Tbilisi (Tbilisi).While in Tbilisi, the city's governor, 

Shervashidze, invited him to the gymnasium, where the emir and his entourage 

attended a gymnasium with 800 students high school students demonstrated their 

military exercises, knowledge from books, and musical skills, and a Persian student 

delivered a speech in Persian in honor of the guests, for which the emir thanked the 

gymnasium teachers and educators [23, 14]. 

When they arrive in St. Petersburg, Emir Abdullah will meet with Adjutant 

General Rosenbach, who is the Governor-General of Turkestan. The Emir writes in 

his diary about Rosenbach: “At that time, we maintained friendly relations with him 

in all matters and corresponded with him on personal and public affairs. Once he 

came back from St. Petersburg and at our suggestion he went down to our garden 

called “Gulchorbog” in Karmana ”[23, 35-36]. 

In the "Diary" the Hermitage Museum also wrote interesting information about 

the work of the St. Petersburg fire brigade. In particular, Amir Abdulahad observed 

the activities of firefighters: “When I came out of the palace, we saw barrels filled 

with water, water pumps and other equipment and facilities needed for firefighting. 

Upon receiving the alarming news of the fire, a line of navkars rushed towards the 

chariots, and within a few minutes they were ready to leave, adding the horses to 
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them.At the signal of the chiefs, they rode to the place where the fire was supposed to 

have taken place, and began to extinguish it so quickly and swiftly that, as if it were 

not for the cold winter season, a lake would appear in a few minutes at this place.It is 

known that the fire brigade was organized by His Majesty the King only for the sake 

of peace and security of the population, and it requires large sums of money from the 

state treasury. After getting acquainted with the work of this army and watching its 

training, all the navkars lined up in front of us ”[23, 42-43]. 

The school for the blind and deaf in the city makes a great impression on the 

Emir. This school was established at the request of the emperor for blind and deaf 

children of both sexes, and was funded by the state children of helpless parents or 

orphans without parents are taught different professions here, depending on the 

abilities of each of them, especially when girls learn to embroider, cook, and do 

things that suit them, describes how boys mastered carpentry, sewing, shoemaking, 

and other similar trades.Amir Abdullah wrote, "This useful and meritorious 

institution was established by His Majesty the Emperor in the interests of the lonely 

citizens, who also love and respect their kings" [23, 46]. 

When he arrived in Bogchasaroy in February 1893, he was greeted by the city's 

vice-governor, four other officials, and Ismailbek Gaspirinsky, editor of the Muslim 

newspaper “Таржимон”, who wrote: “The city is located in a beautiful place and is 

distinguished by its cleanliness, moderation, and a unique look, in which a person 

feels special. ” 

Amir Abdullah Khan and his companions visited the ancient mosque in the 

Garden Palace, talked to Ismailbek Gaspirinsky and invited him to Bukhara.During 

the meeting, Ismailbek Gaspirinsky noted in his Diary that he had promised to 

publish Safarnomai Oliya in book form and to write a textbook for the people of 

Bukhara entitled The Russian Language of the Teacher [24, 79]. 

The work of the silk station and the barracks of the fire brigade in Tbilisi, the 

equipment of the paraffin plant in Baku and the structure of their operation will not 

be left out of sight of the Emir. 

Following a Turkmen military parade in Ashgabat, the "daily" reported on 

Turkmen soldiers:In fact, the Turkmen guards were not far behind the Cossacks, 

which in our opinion is a proof of the wise words of the ancient sages: "Two things 

have no value without each other's help."At the same time, the success of the 

Turkmen in military work has given us the intention to radically rebuild the Bukhara 

army, because the Turkmen are in many ways inferior to the peoples of Bukhara. 

There is no doubt that the Bukhara army, under the leadership of experienced 

European military specialists, will produce worthy fighters, who, if necessary, will 

benefit both their country and their friends ”[23, 74]. 

Reading the "diary" of the Emir of Bukhara Abdullah Khan, at the end of the 

XIX century we get information about the social, economic and cultural history of the 

Emirate of Bukhara, the Russian Empire and the peoples of Turkestan, the Caucasus 

and Crimea. We see that Amir Abdullah Khan saw the changes in Moscow, St. 

Petersburg, Tbilisi, Baku and Ashgabat, drew conclusions and carried out reforms in 

the country. Thus, this work serves as an important source in the study of 

ethnographic, social, economic and cultural history of the Bukhara Emirate, the 
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Russian Empire and its subordinate peoples of Turkestan, the Caucasus and Crimea 

in the late XIX century. 

During this period, Muhammad Ikram Abdulsalam, who served as Mufti of the 

Emirate, also created historical and philosophical works, which are an important 

source in the study of social, religious and cultural life of the Bukhara Emirate in the 

early twentieth century. As Muhammad Ikram tracks the shortcomings and 

shortcomings of social life, he sets himself the goal of writing a work to overcome 

this. But he thinks long and hard before writing the piece. In 1912, he wrote called 

“Ийқозу-н-ноимийн ва иълому-л-жоҳилийн” (Awakening the Sleeping and 

Informing the Ignorant). [25] statement ". This work consists of 2 chapters, the first 

of which is entitled "In the description of the forbidden tastes that are popular among 

men." 

The first chapter consists of two parts: the first part: usury (usury), the sale of 

waqf rooms of madrassas, "white seals" of muftis, smoking nas and cigarettes, 

religious ignorance, a sharp decline in prayers in mosques, alcoholism, betrayal of 

orphans critically analyzed. 

In the second part, men talk about wearing fancy clothes and expensive clothes, 

a sharp increase in the number of singers and dancers at weddings and ceremonies, 

extravagance, student gatherings called “қориёна”, “ижтимоъона” new habits 

invented by traders, and their inadequacy.It has been proven through the verses of the 

Qur'an and the Hadiths. 

The second chapter is entitled "In the statement of those who have been defiled 

due to the change and variation of time" and discusses the social, political and 

religious issues that often occur in the life of society. These are: visiting the tombs of 

the saints, the “Биби Сешанба” ceremony, mourning ceremonies: about the 

"twenty", "forty" and "year", the thefts of the scales in the market, the kupkari 

ceremony,Зикри жаҳрия, Ёздаҳум хатмлари, “Гули сурх” and “Мозори сахий” 

gossip in the mosque and debates between the scholars [25, 1-55]. 

Discussions.These works of historians were read with interest at the same time. 

These books were widely used in the teaching process in madrassas. Books written 

by palace historians, after being examined by a special commission, were copied in 

large numbers and placed in madrasa libraries and reading rooms. Students had 

access to these books and had knowledge of the history of their home country and 

foreign countries. History books were bought and sold in book markets in the central 

cities of the Bukhara Emirate. The use of works written in defamation of the existing 

system is prohibited. 

Conclusion. So, getting acquainted with the content of the works written by 

historians, geographers, writers and rulers who created in the Bukhara Emirate in the 

late XIX and early XX centuries, suggests thathistorians of this period were able to 

preserve the centuries-old tradition of the end of history,who wrote its history without 

regard to the events of the outside world, and at the same time,who managed to 

enrich it with modern styles and themes. 
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